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Champions train
with Technogym®
Now in a revolutionary way!
Discover

mywellness cloud at LIW

and join the new experience

UK Première
at Technogym
Stand H381

JOIN US @ LIW 2012
UK Launch of the mywellness cloud
Mywellness cloud is a suite of business applications
that brings together one ecosystem allowing operators
to track activity, proﬁle users, offer programming,
create motivating challenges, provide lifestyle
coaching and drive marketing communications.
Mywellness cloud is an online platform, allowing you
and your members to access it anywhere.

mywellness
apps

Excite+ VISIOWEB

Tablet

Mobile

PC

VISIO SELF

Functional Training Solutions
Discover the benefits of Technogym’s innovative
equipment for functional movement training,
including Kinesis Stations and Arke. See interactive
demonstrations on our stand led by a Technogym
Master Trainer, as well as a dedicated seminar room
illustrating examples of how effective the tools are,
backed up by proven delivery methods and brought
to life by speakers including Charlotte Ord, Personal
Trainer from ITV’s The Biggest Loser.

Technogym at London 2012
As Ofﬁcial Fitness Equipment Supplier to the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games; this is
Technogym’s ﬁfth consecutive Olympic experience.
Technogym has supplied over 750 pieces of equipment
and a team of over 100 professional personal trainers
to 20 speciﬁc preparation centres including the
Olympic Village Gym. Visit our Olympic Stand, H382.

Champions train
with Technogym®

Join us on the Technogym Stand H381
Discover more on technogym.com
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WHAT IS MYRIDE®+?

ICG® wanted to give users, instructors
and business owners a flexible and
more engaging way to experience and
present Indoor Cycling.

Through spectacular forward-motion
video, pioneering hardware and
virtual programming, ICG® achieved
an effective balance of market-needed
features.

Myride®+ is a beautifully designed
console to control video exclusively for
Indoor Cycling. It makes classes more
physically and socially engaging.

Join the Myride®+
revolution. Scan to watch
ICG®’s latest movie or visit
myrideplus.com. Find
out more about ICG®,
our specialist partner, at
indoorcycling.com

www.matrixfitness.co.uk
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The Olympic Effect
‘Our Greatest Team’ certainly lived up to its billing at what proved
to be a truly remarkable Olympics for Team GB, paving the way
– dare we say it – for Britain to become the first ever host nation
to witness an uplift in participation off the back of the Games.
Coming third on the medal table with a total of 29 golds, 17
silvers and 19 bronzes, Team GB has inspired us all. And it’s done
so with supreme performances not only in the ‘sitting-down
sports’ in which we’re famed to excel – cycling, rowing, sailing, equestrian – but also in track and
field, triathlon, tennis, gymnastics, boxing. We’ve found new heroes in the likes of gold medal-winning
heptathlete Jessica Ennis and long-distance runner Mo Farah, who have entered GB sport’s Hall of
Fame alongside the likes of Chris Hoy, Ben Ainslie, Steve Redgrave, Kelly Holmes. Put simply, we have
a host of new role models and a far wider variety of sports that Brits now believe ‘we can do’.
And it all happened here, close enough for us to touch, to feel the buzz of excitement, in a time zone
where we could enjoy every golden moment. And somehow that proximity has combined with Team GB’s
success story to make stepping into sport and
activity feel more achievable: even before the
Gyms will need to be
Games were over, the media was reporting a
creative, actively marketing massive surge in interest at sports clubs as
diverse as rowing, gymnastics and volleyball.
to new motivations among
That’s great for leisure centres, many of
members and prospects,
which already have a strong sports offering.
But
what does it mean for the high street gym,
but the opportunity is
which might see itself as one step removed
there to tap into the UK’s
from an immediate post-Olympic boom?
Tapping into the nation’s current sporting
new-found enthusiasm for
enthusiasm could come in many guises. Some
physical excellence
sports can be offered out of gyms, from
running clubs to triathlon (see HCM Jan 12,
p50); the Brownlee brothers’ gold and bronze medals represent a great opportunity to build on the
already high levels of public interest in triathlon. One notch down, sport-specific training programmes
could be offered for those who are either venturing into a new sport or else hoping to take the next
step in an existing sporting hobby: one need look no further than Team GB’s domination of the
velodrome to find inspiration for peak performance group cycling sessions in gyms, for example.
And then there are the marketing-based opportunities which are open to all operators, as they
simply require innovation in the way existing services are packaged and spoken about. Whether that’s
reaching out to people who want ‘abs like Ennis’ or creating heptathlon-themed functional group
training formats, gyms can create programmes and classes that harness the post-Olympic buzz.
The delivery of a long-term legacy will remain a challenge, and must encompass everything from school
sports policy to skills development in the fitness sector. Seb Coe has also accepted a new role as Olympic
legacy ambassador; gyms may be able to gain the support of his team in creating a physical activity legacy.
Nevertheless, there’s an opportunity to be seized right now while interest is fresh. For operators directly
offering sport, that’s likely to mean additional capacity, catering for the influx with no waiting lists. Gyms
will need to be more creative, actively marketing to new motivations among members and prospects, but
the opportunity is still there to tap into the UK’s new-found enthusiasm for physical excellence.
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Do you have a strong opinion or disagree with somebody else’s views on the industry?
If so, we’d love to hear from you – email: healthclub@leisuremedia.com

david lloyd leisure:
rewarding member loyalty

HIT: Members will pay a premium for quicker, more visible results

hit: a role to play in exceeding
member expectations
I really enjoyed your recent series on
high-intensity interval training (HIT), a
new trend that currently seems to be
generating lots of discussion from the
industry (see HCM July 12, p40, and
HCM Aug 12, p42).
Our experience at HiitGirl – a new
30-minute, full-body workout for
women – is that customers understand
and welcome the trade-off with HIT
training. It’s hard work, but only for a
limited time. They also find it easier to
fit into their schedule, plus the benefits
arrive surprisingly quickly.
We’ve noticed that our customers
are quite happy to pay more for
something that offers such a high level
of engagement and visible results.
8

I was interested to read your recent
feature on member reward schemes
(see HCM July 12, p45). Recognising
the potential of such schemes to drive
loyalty among members, David Lloyd
Leisure launched its own exclusive online
member rewards scheme – DL Rewards
– in June. Available at most of our 80 UK
clubs, it’s designed to acknowledge the
loyalty of those who have retained their
membership for more than two years.
The scheme uses personalised
membership cards, with rewards
increasing based on the length of
continuous membership. The DL
Rewards Bronze card (over two years’
continuous membership) offers 3 per
cent off at DL Cafébar plus two guest
passes. DL Rewards Silver card (over
four years) gives 5 per cent off at DL
Cafébar, plus four guest passes. And
DL Rewards Gold card (over six years)
offers 7 per cent off at DL Cafébar, plus
six guest passes. This is in addition to
a number of member benefits that we
offer, such as discounts on holidays.
It’s our way of saying thank you
to our members for their loyalty,
demonstrating how much we value them
every time they come in to our clubs.

huw davies-thomas
head of marketing communications,
david lloyd leisure

However HIT training, like all new
trends, shouldn’t be seen as an ‘all or
nothing’ option. Rather it’s another
useful tool for our industry to build
great experiences that keep people
coming back.
There’s always the danger that the
latest science is simply transplanted into
a commercial environment, without too
much consideration for the customer
experience. As a commercial service
industry, we still need to focus on
what customers value and then shape
experiences that meet – and hopefully
exceed – their expectations. HIT training
looks set to play a useful part in this.

susan dyson
founder, hiitgirl.com

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital

Loyal members get discounts at the
DL Cafébar, or even on holidays
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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Become a connected club
with Technogym and discover
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LIW. For demonstrations and
seminars please visit us in
Hall 19 Stand H381.
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THE FUTURE IS DIGITAL

F

ollowing recent trends in
technology and the wellness
industry, Technogym has
invested heavily in research and
development to create a comprehensive
online Wellness platform providing
businesses and end users with a complete
Wellness solution: mywellness cloud the very latest development to put your
business at the cutting edge.
Beneﬁt from the ability to be in
constant contact with your customers,
wherever they are: in the gym, on the
move or at home. Imagine your installed
equipment always monitored and
providing you and your end users with
the information that really matters.

For the End User
mywellness cloud lets end users
download the app and access their
account from wherever they are:
s In the gym: Using VISIOWEB, a web
enabled digital platform interface
available on Technogym cardiovascular
equipment, or from VISIOSELF, the
new interactive touch-screen kiosk
s On the move: from a SMARTPHONE,
using the mywellness mobile application
s At home: from a TABLET or a PC,
using the mywellness.com website

For Your Business
mywellness cloud provides a single
access point for all the professional
applications. This completely ﬂexible,
modular and scalable platform that allows
you to offer a tailored approach to your
users via seven professional apps:

PROFILE: Tailored wellness
experience
PROFILE is an innovative, evidence-based
application that offers your facility
insights into the motives of why existing
and target members workout. Based on
extensive research conducted with the
IULM University (Milan), Technogym
developed the Aspiration Finder™
questionnaire, a unique tool for
understanding end users and easily assess
their deepest motivation for exercising.
PRESCRIBE: Personalised
training programme
PRESCRIBE allows operators to
differentiate through superior quality of
service by creating truly personalised
programmes for their users. Each
programme is stored in the TGS Key, a
personal device that sets up the
equipment and guides the user
throughout the entire session. The
results are automatically collected and
used to monitor progress.
SELF: Automated programme
assignment
With the SELF application users can
create a training programme in seconds
without supervision. The programme is
selected from a library according to the
user’s real needs, sports or aspirations.
COACH: Indoor & outdoor
lifestyle management
COACH extends the operator role into
a personal coach. Operators can track
and assess nutritional and lifestyle habits,
create personalised action plans and
interact in a new way to increase
contact with users.

UK_INFO@TECHNOGYM.COM

L

+44 (0) 1344 300236

L

ODYSSEY KNEBWORTH
mywellness cloud is already proving
a great success. Ian Riches, Club
Director at Odyssey Knebworth has
been trialling mywellness cloud for 6
months. Riches states, “Mywellness
Cloud has provided us with a fresh
approach to engage members. We’ve
run a number of challenges for
members to participate in, using the
CHALLENGE application; feedback
has been great, and members have
really embraced the technology.”

CHALLENGE: Interactive
engagement and competitions
Users can join challenges you create, via
the web, their smartphone or directly
from VISIOWEB on the equipment, and
VISIOSELF touch-screen kiosks. By
improving their ranking, winning
challenges and prizes, they will spend
more time in your facility.
COMMUNICATOR: Improve
marketing and secondary revenues
COMMUNICATOR can transform each
VISIOWEB unit into a powerful marketing
tool. Promote activities, products and
services, promotions, co-marketing and
surveys directly through the interactive
touch screen display.
ASSET: Equipment monitoring
ASSET remotely monitors
equipment using VISIOWEB. Have
access to a dashboard of equipment
usage and uptime.

WWW.TECHNOGYM.COM
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A new ‘legacy gym’ – part of a joint initiative
between Durham County Council (DCC)
and the Changing the Physical Activity
Landscape Project – has been unveiled at
Leadgate Community Centre.
The 3sq m (32sq ft) facility offers nine
pieces of equipment from Technogym and
is the 13th gym of its kind to open.
It follows the success of the Wellness
on Wheels scheme, DCC’s mobile gym
which travels around the county to provide
communities with access to fitness facilities.
Details: http://lei.sr?a=c2a9H

The London 2012 Games have
had an immediate impact on
the UK’s sports sector - from
grassroots levels right up to
elite sport. Evidence suggests
that sports clubs, swimming
pools and leisure centres –
as well as national governing
bodies – have seen an increase
in the number of people
asking for advice on how to get
involved in organised sport.
Swimming, cycling
and rowing clubs have all
experienced increased interest Rowing and swimming are among the activities to have benefited
due to Team GB securing
medals, while less prominent sports - including
More than 5,500 people used the search
archery – have also benefited from Olympic facility on the website to find their nearest
media coverage.
rowing club on the day of the Olympic win, far
British Cycling president Brian Cookson exceeding the highest figure recorded during
has predicted that Bradley Wiggins the Beijing Games.
becoming the most decorated British
Across the UK, rowing clubs were receiving
Olympian of all time – as well as his historic applications for ‘learn to row’ courses within 10
Tour de France victory – will raise the profile minutes of the first gold medal being won.
of the sport throughout the UK – and result
To support clubs and centres in capitalising
in more people taking up cycling.
on the increased interest, Sport England has
Meanwhile, British Rowing experienced an launched its digital legacy service, ‘spogo’
enormous surge in traffic to its website, with (www.spogo.co.uk), in partnership with the
a tenfold increase in the regular number of FIA. The customer-facing service aims to
unique visitors following the historic victory make searching and finding physical activities
of Helen Glover and Heather Stanning in the as simple as other consumer-friendly online
women’s pair at Eton Dorney.
services. Read more: http://lei.sr?a=x6a3P

YMCA LSW’s Richard James (far left) at the launch
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YMCA London South West’s (YMCA LSW)
Y+ Fitness gyms – Surbiton and Hawker
Centre, Kingston – are being transformed
as part of refurbishment programmes at
both locations. The 285sq m (3,068sq ft)
facility at YMCA Surbiton has already
been unveiled following its facelift, with 32
stations of Precor cardiovascular equipment
installed as part of the project.
Meanwhile, the revamp of the IFIaccredited 225sq m (2,422sq ft) facility
at YMCA Hawker Centre forms part
of a wider development and will
feature a new studio when complete.
Read more: http://lei.sr?a=h4i7c
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Isle of Wight Council will open the new
Tone Zone gym and refurbished pool at
Sandown’s Heights Leisure Centre on 15
October – two weeks later than planned.
The first of a two-phase redevelopment
incurred delays due to poor weather in
early summer, with the new gym housing
70 stations of Life Fitness equipment.
Visitors can use the current Tone Zone
gym – plus the health suite – until the new
facilities open, while swimming is available
at Newport’s Medina Leisure Centre.
Details: http://lei.sr?a=e9G7O
10
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Fusion Lifestyle has unveiled
the new-look Albany Leisure
Centre in Enfield, London,
after completing work on an
eight-month redevelopment
programme costing £2m.
The facility contains a
large gym with more than
70 stations of Life Fitness
equipment and a free weights
area, two new exercise studios,
and an indoor group cycling
studio. A 25m swimming
pool with a separate learner
pool and new changing areas
are also among the facilities, The revamped centre now includes a 70-station gym by Life Fitness
as well as a new café and an
improved entrance and reception area.
part of an £8.9m development programme of
Albany Leisure Centre is one of more leisure centres in Enfield on behalf of Enfield
than 60 leisure facilities across London and Council. We also look forward to the opening
the south-east run by Fusion Lifestyle, with of an all-new Southgate Leisure Centre in the
the project part of a wider investment in autumn and feel sure that this will benefit
Enfield provision. Tim Mills, director of the local community in the same way.”
business development, says: “This has been Read more: http://lei.sr?a=U4f0Z
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Fitness Industry Association
(FIA) CEO David Stalker has
called on all political parties
and stakeholders across the
leisure sector to join forces to
ensure a lasting legacy from
the 2012 London Olympics.
In a passionate blog post,
Stalker heralded the Olympics
as a “magical event” and added
that to squander the chance
of benefiting from the mood
created by the Games would
be “criminally negligent”.
Stalker added: “Creating a
lasting legacy from the London Stalker says the Games’ legacy is “too important” for party politicking
2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games is too important for knee-jerk decisions that they pick up the phone to each other and
and party political positioning.
tackle this challenge hand-in-hand.”
“Even before the Games, we learnt that
Stalker also offered seven key
Tony Blair was to return as a policy advisor recommendations for legacy plans, which
to Labour on legacy. Yesterday we had the include ensuring that the thousands of volunteers
announcement that Seb Coe would take up who helped make the Games aren’t “lost” as a
the same role for the government. My hope is resource. Details: http://lei.sr?a=d8D3w

Wigan Leisure and Cultural Trust is
planning to invest £750,000 in extending
and improving the fitness offer at
Staffordshire’s Rugeley Leisure Centre.
A Profiles Health and Fitness Suite is to
be introduced, with the extension adding
130sq m (1,399sq ft) to the gym – creating a
total floorspace of 379sq m (4,080sq ft).
The fitness suite will contain 80 pieces
of Technogym equipment if approved, with
the trust having submitted its plans for the
scheme to Cannock Chase Council.
Read more: http://lei.sr?a=I5I7X

IMAGE: WAVERLEY BOROUGH COUNCIL
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The gym includes a 40 stations of Precor CV kit
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The new £26m Inspire: Luton Sports Village
has opened. Active Luton will manage the
new complex, which was designed by S&P
Architects and incorporates an Olympic-size
50m swimming pool, a competition-standard
diving structure and a health club.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

The gym features a 100-station Technogym
fitness suite, a Technogym group cycle room
and a group exercise space for dancing classes
as well as an aerobics studio. It also houses the
Bedfordshire town’s largest sports hall.
Details: http://lei.sr?a=p2P3g

IMAGE: ROBERT KNESCHKE / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

A new study has shown that
middle-aged adults who
regularly engage in leisuretime physical activity for
more than a decade may
benefit from lower levels of
inflammation in later life –
and, as a result, suffer fewer
heart problems.
The research, which
was funded by University
College London and
published in the latest
issue of the American
Heart Association’s journal The research has underlined the importance of exercise in older people
Circulation, also suggests
that it is especially important for older people walking, vigorous gardening, cycling and
sports. Results showed active participants
to be active to prevent heart disease.
For the study, more than 4,200 participants at baseline had lower C-reactive protein and
in the UK with an average age of 49 reported interleukin-6 levels – two proteins in the blood
the duration and frequency of their leisure- whose increased levels indicate inflammation.
time physical activities – such as brisk Read more: http://lei.sr?a=Z6d8L
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Waverley Borough Council has opened the
new £6m Godalming Leisure Centre, which
took just over a year to complete.
ISG delivered the Pozzoni-designed
facility, which is operated by DC Leisure
and houses a 60-station gym – 40 stations
of which are Precor cardio equipment.
The rest of the first-floor fitness suite
contains around 20 stations of resistance
equipment from Technogym, with users
able to tailor sessions to tone, build up
muscle and improve general fitness.
Read more: http://lei.sr?a=g1o8N
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Redditch leisure centres are to undergo
a programme of improvements, while
also offering reduced prices on some
membership packages, under plans
unveiled by the local authority.
Arrow Vale Sports Centre will see new
CV and strength kit in its fitness suite, which
is also to be redecorated under Redditch
Borough Council proposals. The centre will
now offer exercise-to-music classes in an
expanded membership package, which is
being cut from £22 to £16 a month. Read
more: http://lei.sr?a=U7E5H

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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The Welsh Government has
vowed to boost awareness
of “p o s it i ve l i fe s t y l e
improvements” such as
regular exercise as part of a
major new strategy to reduce
heart disease by 2016.
Health minister Lesley
Griffiths has published a draft
version of its Together For
Health – A Cardiac Delivery
Plan, which is subject to
consultation until 26 October.
Working with partners
including the NHS, the Welsh
Government will focus on Exercise is an important part of the Welsh Government’s new strategy
prevention, earlier diagnosis
and treatment to reduce heart disease deaths. disease and will help all Welsh people to take
Among the outcomes expected for people will responsibility for their own health.
be an improvement in both the access and
Griffiths says: “We must do more to prevent
co-ordination of services that address risk avoidable cardiac disease. Where cardiac
levels – such as exercise referral.
disease does occur, we want to focus on prompt
Meanwhile, the Welsh Government will diagnosis and the best treatment.”
promote the use of exercise in reducing heart Details: http://lei.sr?a=t4X7z

M3 INDOOR
CYCLE
M5
ELLIPTICAL
AIR
RESISTANCE
RANGE

)'()]XZ`c`kpZflc[Êi\mfclk`fe`j\_\Xck_ZXi\Ë
The London 2012 antidoping facilities will be
developed after the Olympic
and Paralympic Games into
a world-class resource that
could help revolutionise
healthcare. The medical
facilities – purpose-built
for London 2012 – will be
turned into the world’s
first MRC-NIHR Phenome
Centre, designed to enable
researchers to explore the
characteristics of disease in
order to develop new drugs
and treatments for patients. The centre was purpose-built for the London 2012 Olympic Games
The aim is to help develop
better and more targeted treatment for patients and develop the state-of-the-art equipment
by investigating the phenome patterns of and expertise of the London 2012 anti-doping
patients and volunteers, by analysing samples facilities, provided by pharmaceutical company
– usually blood or urine – very rapidly and GlaxoSmithKline and operated by King’s
on an unprecedented scale.
College London.
This will help researchers discover new
Health secretary Andrew Lansley says: “Our
‘biomarkers’ to explain why one individual investment in this new centre, the first of its
or population may be more susceptible to a kind, promises better targeted treatments for
disease than another. The knowledge will then patients with a wide range of common diseases
aid scientists in finding new, safer and more such as diabetes, heart disease and dementia.
targeted treatments.
“Patients will benefit from faster and more
The new centre will be funded over five accurate diagnosis, and researchers will be
years by an investment of £5m each from the able to develop new drugs and treatments as
Medical Research Council (MRC) and the we understand more about the characteristics
Department of Health’s National Institute of diseases and new sub-types of diseases are
for Health Research (NIHR). It will build on discovered.” Details: http://lei.sr?a=B9V1h

“We have worked with Keiser
UK for over a decade and have
always been impressed by the
M3 Bike because of its quality
engineering and excellent
performance. Indoor cycling is
one of our most popular classes
so it is vital that we can offer
our members and instructors a
well designed and quality bike.”
Rob Beale,
Head of Sports Health & Fitness
at David Lloyd Leisure

Keiser UK Ltd

0845 612 1102
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

www.keiseruk.com
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Independently-owned health club operator
Frame has opened its second site in Queen’s
Park, north-west London.
Frame – an upscale concept which
specialises in dance, fitness, yoga and pilates
classes – already operates a club in Shoreditch,
north-east London.
Both studios have an ultra modern décor
and changing facilities, with the Frame clubs
offering a pay-as-you-go model, as well as
monthly membership for £199. A Frame
Card provides discounts for topping up
in a similar way to Transport for London’s
Oyster card.
Half-memberships are also available, but
these do not include access to the signature
Frame Camp or Reformer Pilates classes.
Frame Camp is an intensive cardio
interval training workout which uses Star
Trac’s E-TRX treadmills. The classes – which
have been designed to appeal to running
enthusiasts – mix interval running with
conditioning exercises in a half-hour class,
and their popularity has also resulted in
the creation of the Hour of Power class, a
60-minute version of the class.

The upscale operator uses a membership system similar to loyalty cards, with monthly memberships at £199

Pip Black, Frame co-owner, says: “Our clients
are young and busy, so we have created classes
that are fun, but also short and effective.
“Frame Camp, our high-intensity treadmill
and conditioning class, allows our clients to
get the same benefits as running outdoors

but without being seen working up a sweat
in the street.
“In fact, the results will be even better as the
class uses high-intensity intervals, encouraging
participants to really push themselves.”
Details: http://lei.sr?a=A3z3N

B_Xc`[@jdX`ckf\ogXe[C`feËj;\e>pdÆgcXeje\nj`k\j
British Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) star
Khalid Ismail has confirmed plans to expand
his Lion’s Den Gym (LDG) in Chadwell
Heath, north-east London.
The gym, one of two owned by the London
fighter, is currently being turned into the
largest centre for martial arts in London.
The expanded gym will feature 1,400sq m
(15,000sq ft) of training space, including
specialist strength and training facilities
alongside a brand new octagon boxing ring.
Scheduled to be completed this month,
the new world-class combat and matting
facilities will be complemented by three
separate studio spaces, a group cycling
suite, and a ‘Women Only Zone’. The gym’s
current cardio training space is also due to
be extended.
Members will be able to recharge and relax
after a hard workout in the new LDG café.
Ismail hopes to welcome new members as
soon as the gym launches, opening the world
of MMA to a host of new participants.
As well as carving a career in the world
of MMA, most recently competing in the
UCMMA, Ismail has channelled his passion
for martial arts and fitness into his LDG
enterprise since 2006, when the Chadwell
Heath gym was first opened. Four years
later, Ismail expanded his empire, opening
14

The Lion’s Den gym will include 1,400sq m of MMA training space, making it the largest of its kind in London

the Romford branch, funded through
re-investing capital following the success of
LDG’s first site.
Under a 10-year plan for the business,
Ismail is now looking to consolidate and grow
existing facilities at a rate that will enable
further investment in new branches.
Speaking to Health Club Management,
Ismail said: “There is definitely a call for
more centres like ours to be opened in and

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital

around London. The riots were about people
being drawn into an atmosphere and a way
of thinking which is destructive.
“Martial arts and training teaches selfsacrifice, discipline, self-respect, honour,
and can give someone a real sense of
achievement. I know how valuable having
somewhere like our centres to go can be –
not just for youngsters, but for everyone.”
Details: http://lei.sr?a=l3W3Y
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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A functional zone
TRANSFORMATION...

H

eaded up by General
Manager Helen Muller,
David Lloyd Leisure Oxford
is one of the top performing
clubs in the chain for personal training.
The club has 4,000 members, has been
open for eight years and has been
nominated for Club of the Year within
the David Lloyd Leisure group. Helen
says the secret of the club’s success
is ‘having highly trained staff who are
passionate about what they do’.
Helen was approached by two of the
personal trainers at the club, Simon
and Nye, with the idea of converting
a disused, outdoor bike shed into a
functional zone with a cross training
feel. Helen approached David Lloyd
Leisure head ofﬁce with the plan needing
substantial investment in November and
the area was ready to go early spring
– a ‘great testament’ to what can be
achieved. Helen turned to Escape Fitness
to provide a complete solution from a
bespoke ﬂooring system to equipment
and branding for the area.
Escape’s brief was to create an area
including equipment, ﬂooring and
motivational designs to decorate the
walls but with the added challenge of
it being partially open to the elements.
The equipment and ﬂooring had to be
durable and weatherproof as well as easy
to maintain with drain outlets to allow
any water to drain away. Escape’s ﬂooring
specialist, Paul Lipscombe researched
what type of ﬂooring would withstand
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

being outdoors and still look great at
the same time and a newly developed,
seamless, wet-pour ﬂooring solution was
selected that is incredibly durable. David
Lloyd’s Personal Trainer Studio Coordinator, Simon Greenwood said:
“We were looking for variety that
was appealing to our members and
also ourselves to increase the scope for
training possibilities.”
He continued: “The Escape Octagon is
deﬁnitely my favourite piece – it’s unique
because it is so versatile. There are so
many things you can do on it and off it.”
David Lloyd Leisure selected the
Escape Fitness Octagon as the focal point
for the new area. To compliment that,
they chose Bulgarian bags, Steel Bells,
Bumper Discs, Escape Core Bags and, of
course, the TRX Suspension Trainer.
They also chose Escape Fitness’ brand
new Plyo Soft Boxes, the Olympic Bar,
heavy chains, the Reebok punch bag,
the agility grid, speed ladder, hurdles,
the Medicine Ball Reactor and speed
resistors. The new space was going to be
totally functional!

THE OUTCOME?
Helen says the area is fantastic with a
‘real urban, rough feel to it’ and has really
utilised a space that was never used.
Initially, it was a challenge for staff to
encourage members to break their usual
training habits and use the new area
because it is a little out of the way but
once members have experienced it they

“Members have given the new
functional zone the thumbs up and it’s
being used by all sorts of members.”
Helen Muller, General Manager

love the equipment and the atmosphere.
It is also being utilised by the female
members who are part of a 12 week
‘lose and shape up’ programme, proving
that the area and equipment can be used
by anyone of any fitness level. Helen is
very encouraged that the members have
given the new functional zone the
thumbs up and it is being used by “all
sorts of members”.

HOW COULD YOUR GYM
SPACE WORK BETTER FOR
YOU AND YOUR MEMBERS?
Call us now on 0800 294 2802 to get free
advice or arrange a visit. And don’t forget
to order your new 2013 Brochure where
you can see the amazing Escape Fitness
Octagon, Queenax, our new Plyo Soft
Boxes, Dynamax Balls and so much more!
Go to www.escapeﬁtness.com/hcmdlo
and we’ll send you a copy, plus watch
the video of how David Lloyd Oxford
transformed from an outdoor bike area
to a super functional training space.

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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Health club operator David Lloyd Leisure
(DLL) has launched a free UK mobile app
aimed at both members and non-members.
The app is currently available for iPhone,
iPod and iPad devices (and soon to be available
on android), and includes a club finder and
downloadable timetables for courses and
classes. It also features searchable profiles of
personal trainers and tennis coaches, as well as
introductory exercise video guides and photo
galleries of club facilities.
Additional services are available for
members, as DLL hopes the app will work
as a retention tool. These services include
customised dashboard enabling users to
view the information that matters to them;
club ‘check-in’, allowing members to record
their club visits; timetables to view and
download schedules for courses and group
exercise classes; and a ‘find an expert’ function,
allowing the search and reviewing of profiles
of personal trainers and tennis coaches.
According to DLL head of digital marketing
strategy David Brosse, the app will form the

The app will work as a retention tool for the operator

“initial building block for the provision of
many new and exciting services.” He adds:
“New features for our app could include
mobile bookings, music services, mobile
payments, and the provision of engaging
and educational videos; all of which will be
a must for all health and fitness enthusiasts.”
Details: http://lei.sr?a=4R0W5

8Zk`m\@HcXleZ_\je\nb`[jËXZk`m`kpZflij\

94.5% of centres would
recommend CYQ to other
training providers.
CYQ Centre Satisfaction Survey 2012

Enquire today
020 7343 1800
info@cyq.org.uk
cyq.org.uk

View our
qualiﬁcations

IMAGE: ALLIANCE/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

CYQ is the UK’s leading
awarding organisation
for qualifications in health,
fitness and wellbeing,
providing a suite of
recognised qualifications
for students aged 14 plus.

The qualification has been designed to provide exercise professionals with skills required to cater for toddlers

Awarding organisation Active IQ has
announced the launch of its new Level 2
Certificate in Delivering Physical Activities
to Children Under 5, which is available from
1 October. The new course has been designed
to provide health and fitness professionals
with a chance to develop the specific skills
and knowledge required to cater for the
under-five age group.
Early Learning Goals and personal
development are among the six areas featured
within the course, which will help learners to
promote healthy living to families through
safe activities.

Active IQ operations director Suzy Gunn
says: “This qualification is ideal for learners
who would like to be accredited to work with
children under five years of age.
“It’s an area that we know has received
a growing amount of interest within the
active leisure sector, so we wanted to design
a qualification that really met the specialist
criteria and skillset required to co-ordinate
activities for such young children.”
Visit the link below for more information
about the new Level 2 Certificate in Delivering
Physical Activities to Children Under 5.
Details: http://lei.sr?a=p9e6p
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Whatever

your space
there’s
now a
Miele to ﬁt
Short of space? Unsuitable electrics?
No adequate venting? No problem.
Miele’s latest machines have an
option for even the most challenging
of installations, so everyone can enjoy
unparalleled laundry performance.

For more information on our
latest range of machines call
0844 893 0777 or visit us at
www.miele.co.uk/2012
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New York-based private equity
firm Forstmann Little & Company
is putting US health club chain 24
Hour Fitness up for sale, and is
reported to have hired Goldman
Sachs to run the auction process.
24 Hour Fitness has also sold all
18 of its California Fitness-branded
clubs in Asia to The Ansa Group.
Financial terms of the sale have not
been disclosed.
See p32 for an interview with Carl
Liebert, CEO of 24 Hour Fitness.

VAT paid by health club operators across
Spain is to increase from the current rate
of 8 per cent to 21 per cent later this year.
There is concern among stakeholders
in the Spanish fitness industry that the
VAT rate rise will hit the already under-

Z`kp]`ke\jj\ogXe[j`eEQ
cityfitness, the New Zealand-owned
health and fitness group, has signed
an agreement to operate out of the
old Harbour Fitness in Wairau Park,
Auckland. “We’re thrilled to bring
this club into the cityfitness family
and feel this was a natural fit,” says
Dominic Rogerson, cityfitness MD.
All existing Harbour Fitness
memberships will be honoured.
In addition to having access to
cityfitness gyms in Auckland,
Harbour Fitness members will gain
travel privileges to cityfitness’ 21
gyms across New Zealand.
cityfitness began with one club
in Porirua in 2000 and has steadily
grown to 21 clubs nationwide over
the last 12 years, including 11 in the
last three years. It has also invested
heavily in innovations over recent
years, adding elements such as
Hot Yoga and pilates studios, TRX
suspension training, CrossFit and
Boxmaster sessions.

When Portugal increased VAT, clubs lost over
100,000 members through cancellations

pressure membership numbers at health
clubs. When neighbouring Portugal
increased its VAT rate on health clubs in
2011 – from 5 per cent to 23 per cent – the
Portuguese trade association AGAP said
it had directly resulted in over 100,000
people cancelling their memberships.
Nick Coutts, owner of Portuguese
premium low-cost chain Fitness Hut, says
the effects of the rate hike in Portugal
were immediate. “Spanish clubs are in
for a really rough ride,” he says. “Since
the increase in VAT, Portuguese clubs
have suffered a 16 per cent decline in
memberships, and national penetration
has dropped to 4.6 per cent.”
Catalan sports facilities have already
agreed to establish an association bringing
together all stakeholders of the Catalan
fitness sector to lobby against the VAT rise.

E\ncX[`\j$fecpf]]\i`e^]fi8ljkiXc`X
EnVie, a new ladies-only gym franchise
launched in Australia, has announced
plans to open a number of clubs in the
country’s main cities.
Founded by entrepreneur Dave
Hundt, the company is currently in
talks to secure its first site in Sydney,
Melbourne or Brisbane.
Hundt is an industry veteran who
acquired the Australian rights to the
Contours Express franchise in 2004 and
describes the EnVie concept as having
been “tailored to today’s woman”.
“EnVie is an entirely new concept in
fitness, which brings together the very
best elements from a range of fitness and
franchise models to build a leading-edge,
world-class franchise,” Hundt says on the
company website.

The EnVie brand is designed for today’s
woman, says founder Dave Hundt
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US-based health club operator
24 Hour Fitness has announced
the extension of its relationship
with the United States Olympic
Committee (USOC). 24 Hour, which
has sponsored the US Olympic and
Paralympic teams since Athens in
2004, has confirmed that it will
continue its sponsorship for the 2016
Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

=`ke\jj=`ijk18Yl;_XY`DXcc

The Premium-branded HealthCity club is situated on the affluent Champs Elysées in Paris

?\Xck_:`kpfg\ejÔijkGXi`jZclYj
Netherlands-based health club operation
HealthCity International – which
acquired all Fitness First clubs in Benelux,
France, Spain and Italy in 2011 – has
launched its first HealthCity club in Paris,
taking it to a total of 11 clubs in France.
The Premium facility, which opened on
25 June, is located on the world-famous
Champs Elysées. In addition to a Matrixequipped gym, the 2,000sq m club offers
a group exercise studio and separate RPM
(group cycling) studio. There is also a
towel service, a sauna and hammam in
each changing room, a lounge area with
complimentary tea and coffee, and a
range of events for members.
Membership at the new club costs
around €80 a month, with management
highlighting its ‘high service levels’.

Two further French sites are due to
open imminently. A 2,000sq m Premium
club is scheduled to launch in Boulogne,
an affluent area on the outskirts of Paris,
in October, offering similar facilities to
the Champs Elysées club.
Meanwhile, a 1,700sq m ‘Basic’
club will launch in Crozatier, in the
12th arrondisement of the capital, in
November. Although a lower-cost offering
– around €45 a month – this club will also
offer the latest kit from Matrix, as well as
two group exercise studios and a lounge.
HealthCity operates 260 clubs across
Europe, with four distinct categories:
Premium, distinguished by high service
standards and prime locations; Allinclusive; premium low-cost format Basic;
and ladies-only offering Lady Fit.

Fitness First Middle East opened the
doors to its latest club last month.
The new facility, located in Abu
Dhabi Mall, is said to be the group’s
flagship site. The 2,350sq m club
caters for men and women and offers
a dedicated ladies-only facility,
extensive free weights and ‘freestyle’
functional areas, group exercise
studios, changing rooms with sauna
and relaxation area, and an exclusive
members’ lounge.
This new opening follows the
launch, at the end of May, of the
2,000sq m Dalma Mall Abu Dhabi
club. Fitness First Middle East is
also due to open its first club in
Kuwait this month, as well as a
second club in Qatar.
See p48 for an in-depth report on
the Fitness First Middle East business.

NJflk_9\XZ_Æfek_\Y\XZ_
W South Beach in Miami has
embraced the trend towards outdoor
fitness with the launch of two new
beach-based classes: Beach Yoga, and
Healthy Sweaty Beach Boot Camp.

CONSIDERING
A CHANGE?
To find out how we can help
you, simply contact
TEL_01494
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465 847
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CYBEX International UK has appointed
Chris Rock as its new international
training manager. With more than 10
years’ experience in the health and fitness
industry, Rock joins CYBEX from the
University of Bristol, where he worked as a
health and fitness supervisor and specialist
instructor at the University’s Centre for
Sport, Exercise and Health.
In his new role, Rock will work with
the CYBEX Research Institute to deliver
training and research findings to CYBEX’s
internal and external networks. This
will include CYBEX staff, equipment
distributors and re-sellers, as well as
personal trainers and fitness instructors.
Commenting on the new appointment,
Rob Thurston, CYBEX UK’s commercial
director, says: “We’ve known Chris for a
number of years through our relationship
with the University of Bristol, and we’re
delighted to confirm his appointment as
international training manager.”

NEWS
<c\eXCXg\kiXaf`ejJkX`idXjk\i
Core Fitness, the owner of StairMaster and
distributor of Schwinn Fitness indoor cycling
bikes, has announced the opening of a new
office in the United Kingdom and Ireland.
As part of the move, the company has
appointed Elena Lapetra its new sales manager.
Lapetra was previously business development
manager at Inspirit – formerly the exclusive
UK distributor for the Schwinn indoor cycle
series and StairMaster Stepmill.
Lapetra is an industry veteran whose career
has also included a stint at Amer Sports,
where she held a number of roles, including
working on the Amer-owned Precor brand
of fitness equipment.
Fr an k O’ R ou r ke , St ai r m a s t e r’s
international sales director, says: “The UK is
an incredibly important market for us. We’re
thrilled to open a direct office, with someone
of Elena’s calibre to lead the business over
the coming years.”
Core Fitness is owned by Michael Bruno,
who acquired the StairMaster brand and the
commercial licence rights to Schwinn Fitness.

Lapetra previously worked with the Schwinn brand

Headquartered in Vancouver, Washington,
US the company markets and distributes
the StairMaster products.

G_`c:fcc`ejaf`ejI`^_k;`i\Zk`fejk\Xd

Antony Davies: Responsible for South West region

>cX[jkfe\]lik_\i
\ogXe[jjXc\jk\Xd
Gladstone Health and Leisure has expanded
its sales team for the second time this year
following a territory-based restructure.
Antony Davies and Deborah Blythe will
manage the South West and Midlands
regions respectively.
Davies has a background in software,
having worked for Japanese company
Amano, which supplies time, attendance
and access control solutions, as well as
software house Open GI, providing back
office solutions to the insurance market.
Blythe has been in the health and
fitness industry for 15 years and began her
career with a small, independent chain
before moving to LivingWell as a sales
manager and Total Fitness as a regional
sales manager.

20

Phil Collins, the former national president
of the Institute of Sport and Recreation
Management (ISRM), has joined leisure
safety and quality management specialist
company Right Directions as its business
development director.
In his new role Collins – who most recently
was chief executive of Hertsmere Leisure –
will work with local authorities, contractors
and trusts, as well as private sector clubs,
to encourage adoption of these nationally
recognised standards.
Right Directions delivers Sport England’s
quality assurance scheme Quest, as well as the
FIA’s Code of Practice. Collins was part of the
team that first introduced Quest in the mid1990s and led the first multi-site registration of
the ISO9001 quality management mark.
He says: “I have been a lifelong advocate
of the benefits of providing a high quality,
continuously improving service and so the role

Collins helped introduce Quest in the mid-1990s

at Right Directions is a great opportunity for
me. We have extensive plans for the next 12
months and I’m excited about the direction
of the business and the fresh challenge it will
offer me.”

Jk\m\eJpb\jeXd\[jXc\j[`i\ZkfiXkGXm`^pd
Steven Sykes has been named sales director of
technical sports flooring company Pavigym.
He has been tasked with expanding the
Pavigym product range within the UK market.
Pavigym’s plans include offering a more
localised support structure to the UK market
and the current Pavigym distributers, while

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital

also promoting the company’s new functional
Zone 2.0 solution. Sykes will report directly to
chief executive Marcos Requena.
Sykes is a fitness industry veteran, including
eight years at Escape Fitness in a number of
roles. He has also been in charge of running
the Tube Boxing business.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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HRSA’s awards programme recognises
members of the association for their
service to their communities, their
customers, and to the improvement of the
entire health and fitness industry.
The Julie Main Woman Leader
Scholarship and the Outstanding
Community Service Award are both given
out during IHRSA’s annual International
Convention & Trade Show.
The first goes to a woman who
exemplifies what my friend Julie Main
stood for: courage, perseverance,
excellence and professionalism. Before
she passed away in 2009 after a long
battle with breast cancer, Main was the
co-owner and president of the West Coast
Athletic Clubs in California. She was a
former board member and past president
of IHRSA, as well as an industry speaker.
She created a thriving community
organisation – the Cancer Well-fit
Program – which has enabled cancer
patients to feel better about themselves
and cope with cancer through exercise.
Linda Mitchell, a 30-year employee
of Newtown Athletic Club in Newtown,
Pennsylvania, US, was awarded the
scholarship in 2012. Each year, Mitchell
oversees the distribution of more

than US$1m
of charitable
donations
(monies, free
memberships,
personal training,
spa services,
fitness equipment
and so on) to
ensure that the
donations are
spread across a
balanced crosssection of worthy
Award winners: Trina Gray (above left) and Linda Mitchell (above right)
organisations.
The Outstanding Community Service
that ‘change is hard, but change together
Award is presented to an IHRSA
is easier’, Bay Athletic Club’s Corporate
member who has made a long-standing
Fitness Challenge has improved the lives
commitment to making a difference in,
of thousands of families, individuals
and beyond, their local community.
and businesses. The success of the
Trina Gray, the owner of Bay Athletic
programme extends well beyond the
Club in Alpena, Michigan, US, was
club’s community, as Gray has shared
recognised as this year’s Outstanding
it with clubs as far away as Hawaii,
Community Service Award winner for her
Singapore and Sweden.
work with children, a women’s shelter and
Health and fitness clubs around the
a local assisted living centre.
world are making a difference, and
IHRSA wants to recognise them. For
The largest contribution the outreach
more information and to apply for either
has made in the community is through
award, please log on to the website at
the club’s six-week Corporate Fitness
www.ihrsa.org/awards
Challenge. Based on the simple truth

8jbk_\\og\ikj%%%%%%Ê=`i`e^ËXd\dY\i
“We have a member/PT client who
continually shows up late, cancels workouts
at the last minute, and always seems to
have something to complain about at the
club. It has become increasingly difficult to
work with her and we have even received
complaints from other members. Is it
possible to ‘fire’ a member?”
“It’s very possible, but as with an
employee, you should have a process so
you are treating members fairly.
“In this case, you might want to start
with a PT agreement that outlines the
prices, policies/expectations, etc. If you
are late for a session, it will be cut short
and end at its originally scheduled end
time. Sessions not cancelled 24 hours in
advance will be charged (either fully or
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McBride recommends a PT agreement for clients

half rate). You set the expectations in the
beginning, so the client is aware.
When there is an issue, someone
(the trainer, fitness director or GM)
needs to privately have a conversation

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital

with the client to let them know
their behaviour is adversely affecting
others. First offence, verbal warning;
second, written; third, terminate the
membership. Always use common
sense and discretion. As a private club,
you have to protect the environment of
your staff and other members.
Of course you want to ensure staff
never make any decisions based on any
form of discrimination. However, there
are times when you have to tell a member
what is acceptable and what is not with
regard to their behaviour in the club.”
Bill McBride, IHRSA president, and
president & COO of Club One, Inc.
Read more answers to this question at
ihrsa.org/industryleader
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Pedro Ruiz (pictured with his wife Constance) was honoured for his contribution to the industry

M`mXÔk:<Fi\Z\`m\jXnXi[
An awards ceremony recognising Spanish
and Portuguese business leaders took place
in Lisbon on 10 July. Pedro Ruiz, CEO of
women-only fitness franchise Vivafit, won
the Entrepreneur of the Year 2011 award.
The Portuguese health and fitness
association AGAP was present at the
event, which was organised by the LusoSpanish Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CCILE).
Prizes awarded by CCILE are given
to managers and entrepreneurs who
have contributed very significantly to
the growth of their professional activity,
whether through investment or the
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development of their companies. “For
the first time, an entrepreneur from the
fitness industry was awarded this very
prestigious award – totally deserved for
the achievements in Portugal and abroad,”
says AGAP’s Armando Moreira.
“The fitness market needs good
examples and good practice, and it’s an
asset to the market to have competitive
companies like Vivafit,” adds Moreira,
noting that the brand already has clubs in
Europe, South America and Asia.
Ruiz’s wife and Vivafit co-founder
Constance Ruiz was also recognised, as
were all employees and business partners.

FSN Capital LP II has signed
an agreement to divest the
leading Nordic fitness club chain
Actic to funds managed by IK
Investment Partners. Closing
of the transaction is subject to
legal and regulatory approvals.
Founded in Sweden in 1981,
Actic (formerly Nautilus Gym) has
developed into a leading Nordic
fitness club chain with 143 clubs
and around 200,000 members in
six countries. In 2011, Actic had
sales of SEK575m (€69m) and an
EBITDA of SEK139m (€16.7m).
Since the investment by FSN
Capital LP II in 2007, Actic has
seen strong growth in sales and
EBITDA, with CAGRs of 14 per
cent and 16 per cent respectively.
The doubling of EBITDA has
been achieved despite significant
investments in central operating
expenses, and the implementation
of large structural changes at
both club and central level.

G_pj`ZXc`eXZk`m`kp
XjYX[Xjjdfb`e^
Published in The Lancet, a new study
shows how big a toll physical inactivity
takes on our health, with its impact on
mortality comparable to that of smoking.
Researchers at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital and Harvard Medical School
found not engaging in moderate exercise
for 150 minutes a week was linked with 5.3
million deaths worldwide in 2008 – around
9 per cent of all deaths. “With elimination
of physical inactivity, life expectancy of the
world’s population might be expected to
increase by 0.68 years,” say researchers.
The researchers analysed past
studies and found that not engaging in
recommended exercise levels was the
main cause of 6–10 per cent of coronary
heart disease, breast cancer, colon cancer
and type 2 diabetes cases globally.

Fitness chain Actic operates 143 clubs
across six countries in the Nordic region

8Yflk@?IJ8
Founded in 1981, the International
Health, Racquet & Sportsclub
Association is the only global trade
association, representing more than
10,000 health and fitness facilities
and suppliers worldwide.
To learn how IHRSA can help your
business thrive, visit www.ihrsa.org
Locate a quality IHRSA club at
www.healthclubs.com

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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ormer British Airways executive
Shaun Smith will address more than
400 fitness industry executives,
managers and suppliers at the 12th annual
IHRSA European Congress, which takes
place at the Hilton Vienna, Vienna,
Austria, on 1–4 November 2012.
Founder and partner of Smith & Co
in the UK, Smith is the former head of
customer service, sales and marketing
training for British Airways. He will
speak at the IHRSA European Congress
on the topic: Bold – How to Be Brave in
Business and Win.

j\d`eXij\jj`fej
Smith’s presentation will be among 14
seminars offered on a variety of topics
pertinent to health club operation and
management. These will include:

Seminars at the event in Vienna will be translated into German, Spanish, French, Italian and Russian

of Westwood Clubs in Ireland; Christin
Kalve, owner of Sport-Treff Health &
Spa Club in Norway; and Phil Marsland,
group chief marketing officer of Virgin
Active Group Ltd, UK

]fidfi\`e]fidXk`fe%%%
“The seminars will offer practical advice
and tips that clubs can use immediately to
improve their businesses,” says Muench.
All 14 seminars will be simultaneously
translated into German, Spanish, French,
Italian and Russian.

tInsights on The European Market:
Key Drivers, Statistics & Trends –
moderated by Hans Muench, IHRSA
Europe director, with panellists Rene
Moos, CEO of HealthCity International
X[[`k`feXc_`^_c`^_kj
based in the Netherlands, and Ståle
Additional highlights of the event include:
Angel, CEO of Elixia Nordic based in
t0OFUPPOFNFFUJOHTXJUIBSBOHFPG
Norway (sponsored by
leading suppliers in the
Technogym)
Sponsor Showcase
tMid-Range Clubs:
t4QFDJBMTFNJOBSTPČFSFE
Finding Your Niche –
by Keiser Corporation,
presented by Henrik
Les Mills International,
Gockel, owner of
Polar Electro Oy, and
Prime Time Fitness
Technogym
GmbH & Co. KG,
t"UPVSPGTPNFPG7JFOOBT
Germany (sponsored by
premier health clubs
GANTNER)
t1SPYJNJUZUPNBOZNBKPS
tMember Engagement:
tourist attractions, with
Building a Foundation
the Congress taking place
for Increased Retention
directly in the city centre,
– presented by Brian
BEKBDFOUUPUIF4UBEUQBSL
Ex-BA executive Shaun Smith
Morris, CEO of Aspria
Group, based in the UK
“The chance to network with
tMarketing that Works – Effective
MJLFNJOEFEDPMMFBHVFTJTPOFPGUIFNBKPS
Campaigns Shared by Industry Leaders
benefits of the event,” says Muench. “Clubs
– moderated by Rasmus Ingerslev,
share similar challenges and opportunities
CEO of Fresh Fitness in Denmark, with
– a casual conversation with a fellow club
panellists Alan Leach, regional manager
operator could lead to an ‘aha!’ moment.”
24

Situated on the banks of the Danube,
Vienna is one of Europe’s top tourist
destinations, noted for its architecture,
culture, history, and charm.

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital

For more information about the event or
to register for the 2012 IHRSA European
Congress in Vienna, please visit the
website at www.ihrsa.org/congress or
email intl@ihrsa.org

WITH THANKS TO
THE SPONSORS
At the time of press, sponsors of
the 12th Annual IHRSA European
Congress included the following
companies and organisations:
American Council on Exercise®
(ACE), Anytime Fitness, LLC,
CYBEX, Fit interiors, Fitness
at., Fitness Equipment Depot
Worldwide, GANTNER, Johnson
Health Tech. Co., Ltd. / MATRIX
FITNESS, Keiser, Kommunicera
Communications AB, Les Mills
International, mailsetc., milon
industries GmbH, National
Academy of Sports Medicine
(NASM), Ojmar, Perform Better
Europe, Polar Electro Oy, Precor,
QualiCert – Qualitop International,
Slim Belly, Star Trac UK LTD,
Technogym SpA, Vicore Fitness,
Zumba Fitness LLC, X-Force AB.
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he second in a series of public
health reform focus groups, for FIA
Vanguard members, highlighted
the importance of making local
connections and having a strong evidence
base for exercise interventions.
The focus group, which took place in
July – sponsored by Cosmed – looked
at the structure of the new Health and
Wellbeing Boards, which will co-ordinate
public health activity in each local
authority as part of the health reforms in
England. The group was led by Jo Webber,
deputy director of policy at the NHS
Confederation – the body representing 95
per cent of all organisations that deliver
and commission NHS services.

GlYc`Z_\Xck_df[\c
Webber opened the session by explaining
that the reforms represent a move towards
local determination and a reduction
in central control over finances and
commissioning of services, with £65bn
being handed to GPs and commissioners
and £5bn passed to local authorities to
deliver on public health.
The new system, which is taking a long
time to implement in its entirety, has been
designed to be “locally responsive to the
needs of communities,” said Webber.
She continued: “Our ageing population
is a huge concern; over one million
people will soon reach their 100th
birthday. The NHS has made significant
progress in increasing life expectancy,
but the key now lies in reducing the
number of years of ill health.”
The 150 Health and Wellbeing Boards
(HWBs) will work with the new Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and
the local authorities (LAs) to decide the
priorities for local health spending.
For physical activity providers, it will be
impossible to target HWBs collectively as
they will all be driven by local priorities,
some of which will come from an annual
conducted assessment of local health
needs and inequalities (Joint Strategic
Needs Assessment – the JSNA).
26

Health Club Management is the
FIA’s Public Affairs Media Partner

Physical activity providers
will therefore need to
understand each Health
and Wellbeing Board’s
JSNA, and approach them
with a business case for an
intervention which shows
a return on investment,
supported by strong,
relevant evidence.
The HWBs have statutory
membership of at least
one local representative.
Making contact with local
councillors – likely to be
these local representatives
– could be a good way to
build a relationship with the
boards, as the councillors
will have an interest in the
needs of local employers.
Health changes: Fitness leaders have a chance to redefine their role
Public Health England
is the national body sitting above the
Webber asked FIA members to think
HWBs, LAs and CCGs. It will shape the
about how to get innovation into our
national public health marketing strategy
offering as exercise providers, to bring
– a strategy to which individual marketing
the focus back to the preventative end of
strategies might usefully be aligned.
the scale and suggest new ways to deliver
Webber stressed that the new system is
within the restructured health service that
all about local relationships and influence
will mean costs do not increase.
– who you know, as well as what you
Ultimately the sector has to take a multiknow and whether you can back this
faceted approach that’s based around
up with evidence.
engaging with Public Health England,
HWBs, LAs, CCGs and GPs in order
to change their culture and thinking. A
:_Xe^`e^g\ijg\Zk`m\j
similar analogy could be made with the
The group discussed the fact that
recent smoking ban; this was just the
exercise referral schemes are not well
tipping point and came after years of
evidenced, and that their continuing
pressure that first started with encouraging
flaw is adherence; a focus on
GPs themselves to stop smoking.
motivational interviewing or physical
activity counselling will be key as part
of a holistic offering from physical
K_\mXcl\f]\m`[\eZ\
activity providers.
The meeting underlined the importance of
the nationwide investigation being carried
However, Webber cautioned that at this
out by the FIA Research Institute. We need
stage, exercise referral and physical activity
to collect a good set of local case studies
will not be a priority for many HWBs, as
to be able to influence commissioning
it is not included in statutory legislation
groups and present our evidence to Health
or the Quality and Outcomes Framework
and Wellbeing Boards. It’s a massive
(QOF). The boards will therefore initially
undertaking, but will be of significant
be concerned with a focus on the crisis
value to our sector going forward.
care end of the spectrum.

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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COMPETITIVE EDGE
Thrill-seekers will abseil 540ft

Events will take place in Surrey, Wiltshire and London

THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER 2012

Y\jkgXn]finXi[
Cancer Research UK is holding three Best Paw Forward events this September – in
Laleham Park, Surrey; Marlborough’s Savernake Forest, Wiltshire; and Notting Hill,
London. The idea of this family- and pet-friendly event is to spend a few hours with
like-minded people walking around a beautiful route while raising money for cancerfocused research. Each event is slightly different – in Marlborough, there’s a 3- or
5-mile course and entry costs £10 with no set sponsorship limit.
Details: www.cancerresearchuk.org

20–30 APRIL 2013

jldXkiXale^c\Z_Xcc\e^\

The trek involves jungle camping

Covering:
Equipment & Accessories
Fitness & Wellness
Construction & Installation
Protection & Safety
Maintenance
Surroundings
Services
Outdoor Living
Design
Out buildings and housings

This tough challenge is set in the Gunung
Leuser National Park in Sumatra, Malaysia
– one of the only places in the world
where you can still see the Sumatran
orang utan in the wild. It involves three
to ﬁve hours of jungle trekking every day
for six days. Along the way participants
will track wildlife, meet locals, tube down
the rapids of the Bohorok river and visit
an orang utan feeding platform. The open
charity event requires a £475 deposit.
Details: www.charitychallenge.com

14 & 15 SEPT 2012

k_\Z`kp
jldd`kXYj\`c
The Stroke Association is looking
for up to 200 thrill-seekers to
abseil down London’s fourth tallest
building – The Broadgate Tower
– to raise funds for research into
how the brain can heal and repair
itself after a stroke. The 540ft abseil
down the impressive skyscraper,
in the city’s ﬁnancial district, is
the biggest abseil the charity has
organised. Registration costs £25
and minimum sponsorship is £350.
Details: www.stroke.org.uk
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worldwide event listings for leisure professionals

SEPTEMBER
18–20 ❘ Leisure Industry Week
Venue NEC, Birmingham, UK
Summary
LIW is the UK’s largest exhibition for the
leisure industry, catering for all sectors
of out-of-home leisure and attracting
thousands of leisure professionals.
The show spans a range of zones, each
offering insight into the latest trends and
innovations. Last year’s event also saw the
launch of a new Education Village, hosting
seminars and the IOU independent
operators’ forum. The members’ choice
Health Club Awards take place alongside
LIW on 18 September (see below).
Web www.liw.co.uk

LIW is the biggest leisure show
in the UK calendar

19–22 ❘ SPATEC Fall,
North America

19–21 ❘ Health+Fitness
Business Expo &
Interbike Expo

Venue The Ritz-Carlton, Dove
Mountain, Tucson, US
Summary
A three-day forum of one-to-one
meetings between corporate spa
owners, directors and design/
management companies and leading
spa suppliers and vendors.
Web www.mcleaneventsinternational.com

Venue: Sands Expo & Convention
Center, Las Vegas, US
Summary
Running the Health+Fitness Business
Expo and the Interbike International
Bicycle Expo in adjacent rooms gives
attendees an opportunity to interact
with suppliers from both areas.
Web www.healthandfitnessbiz.com

18 ❘ Members’ Choice
Health Club Awards 2012
OF

F I CI A

health club
L

mana

m

Venue Hilton Metropole,
Birmingham, UK
Summary

ag

gemen
t

azine

The Health Club Awards are unique
in the industry as they are decided
purely on ratings from customers.
This year, over 37,000 members
of clubs and leisure centres across
the UK voted for their site. The
regional and national winners will
be revealed at a glittering black
tie event on the ﬁrst night of LIW,
hosted by Mark Durden-Smith.
Details
Starts 7.30pm
Welcome drinks reception
Three-course dinner
Second annual awards ceremony
Exclusive after-party celebration
Everyone welcome –
tickets now on sale at
www.healthclubawards.co.uk
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26–28 ❘ European
Fitness Summit
Venue Hotel Skipper, Barcelona, Spain
Summary
The European Fitness Summit offers
suppliers from the ﬁtness, wellness and
health industry an opportunity to meet
with high-ranking decision-makers in a
series of one-to-one meetings.
Web www.european-fitness-summit.com

28 ❘ Exercise Anywhere –
Making Walking Work
Venue Heart of England Conference
Centre, Coventry, UK
Summary
Organised by Nordic Walking, this event
showcases ﬁtness walking programmes. It
will include workshops, presentations and
a roundtable discussion.
Web www.equity-events.co.uk/nordicwalking

30–3 October ❘ 12th World
Leisure Congress
Venue Palacongressi di Rimini, Italy
Summary
Attended by academics, researchers and
NGO and government ofﬁcials, this year’s
theme is Leisure and Transformation.
Web www.worldleisure.org
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TALKBACK

KATH HUDSON s JOURNALIST s HEALTH CLUB MANAGEMENT

everyone’s talking about . . .

taxing sugar
It tastes so good, but our love of all things sweet is having a devastating effect: obesity is killing our
nation, and others around the world, both physically and economically. Is it time for a tax on sugar?

T

he average UK adult now
weighs 9kg more than they
did a generation ago, and
this is contributing to a
rising incidence of heart disease and
diabetes. With the country fattening
up so quickly, do we need some drastic
action – a tax on sugar, for example? Is
such an immediate impact on people’s
pockets more likely than education to
make them sit up and listen?
Could such a tax be effective in
reducing public consumption of ﬁzzy
drinks, confectionery and junk food?
Or would it simply mean an increase in
the cost of living, as staples like bread
become more expensive? Perhaps

revenue generated from such a tax
could be channelled into the NHS to
help it cope with the cost of obesity.
Governments have traditionally
been intimidated by the powerful food
and beverage industries, yet more
are starting to take them on with
taxation. Last December, the French
government introduced a tax on Pepsi
and Coca-Cola, while earlier this year,
Denmark brought in a tax on fat.
New York and Richmond, Virginia, are
blazing a trail in the US, with proposed
taxes on sugar-sweetened drinks. Jeff
Ritterman, a member of Richmond City
Council who is the driving force behind
the proposed tax, says education alone

isn’t enough. “As with tobacco and car
seatbelts, there needs to be some stick
to go with the carrot: after all, sugar is
highly addictive,” he explains.
A former cardiologist, Ritterman
says there’s new science to back up
his campaign. He says the reason ﬁzzy
drinks are so dangerous is that fructose,
on its own, can’t be metabolised by
the liver. Instead it turns it into fat and
cholesterol. He even suggests fruit
juices will be taxed at some point, as
the ﬁbre from the fruit is stripped away,
leaving the fructose highly concentrated.
So has the time come for
governments to take on the food and
beverage industry? We ask the experts.

HAS THE TIME COME TO INTRODUCE A SUGAR TAX? EMAIL US: HEALTHCLUB@LEISUREMEDIA.COM

jeff ritterman

phillip mills

RICHMOND UNITED STATES CITY COUNCIL s MEMBER

LES MILLS INTERNATIONAL s CEO

“A

penny per ounce tax on sugarsweetened beverages might
be the single most effective measure
to reverse the obesity epidemic. If
Richmond is successful in introducing
a tax on sugar-sweetened beverages, I
think the dominoes will fall rapidly, with
other cities following suit and the first
law suits against the beverage industry.
Our proposed tax, which goes to a public ballot in
November, was prompted by data showing that one-third
of our Latino and African-American fifth to seventh graders
are obese, with 20 per cent more in each category being
overweight. Health-wise, we have a tsunami coming.
Drinks are a good place to start, as the beverages we’re taxing
have no nutritional value. There’s also more scientific data linking
these drinks to obesity, type 2 diabetes and coronaries than with
baked goods. There have been challenges: Big Soda has opened
an office to go against us and I don’t think we can win without
US$100,000 to spend. It’s a massive challenge, but it’s also very
simple. If people switch from soda to tap water, they’ll save
money and become thinner and healthier. The city will also have
an extra US$3m to spend on health interventions.

”
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“T

axing bad food isn’t the whole
answer, but it has an important
part to play in slowing the obesity
epidemic. With tobacco, a combination
of higher taxes, high-profile advertising
and social pressure made a huge
difference. But it took 50 years to
halve the rate of smoking. We don’t
have that time now.
The simplest way to tax junk food is to tax sugar, which
is the key villain. I’d like to see a tax-shifting policy where
higher taxes on junk food are offset by lower taxes on fresh
fruit and vegetables and healthier foods.
As a fitness industry, our first responsibility is to motivate
people to exercise by making our facilities more fun, social and
educational. We can educate our members to eat better via
social media, newsletters, seminars and direct advice.
As part of our broader contribution to society, we should
be lobbying governments not only to tax junk food, but also to
create incentives for exercise, to create healthier cities with
cycle and walking facilities, and to drive exercise as a part of
educational curricula. And one more simple thing: let’s get the
junk food out of our schools!

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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Many experts support the idea of a tax on sugar, but should healthier foods then be subsidised at the same time?

paul sacher

prof terence wilkin

MEND s CHIEF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

DERRIFORD HOSPITAL s PROFESSOR OF ENDOCRINOLOGY AND METABOLISM

“I

think this is an interesting concept,
BUT THE PRACTICALITIES ARE DIFFICULT
&ROM A NUTRITIONISTS POINT OF VIEW )
don’t think it’s right to demonise just
ONE TYPE OF NUTRIENT &AT FOR EXAMPLE
HAS TWICE THE CALORIES OF SUGAR
) THINK THERE COULD BE SOME
UNINTENDED NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES
OF A SUGAR TAX &OR EXAMPLE MAKING
SWEETS AND CHOCOLATE MORE EXPENSIVE MAY JUST DRIVE UP THE
CONSUMPTION OF CRISPS 4AXING SUGAR SWEETENED DRINKS MIGHT
SWITCH PEOPLE TO FRUIT JUICE AS THEY THINK THIS IS A HEALTHY
CHOICE BUT ACTUALLY FRUIT JUICES ARE VERY SUGARY TOO 7E HAVE
OVERWEIGHT CHILDREN COMING TO OUR PROGRAMMES WHOSE PARENTS
ASSUME ITS FINE TO LET THEM DRINK A LITRE OF FRUIT JUICE A DAY
) DO HOWEVER THINK THERES AN ARGUMENT TO MAKE LESS HEALTHY
PRODUCTS MORE EXPENSIVE AND USE THE MONEY TO CUT THE COST OF
HEALTHY PRODUCTS TO MAKE IT CHEAPER TO EAT WELL
/UR EXPERIENCE AT -%.$ SHOWS THAT MORE EDUCATION
IS DESPERATELY NEEDED 4HIS IS WHERE THE HEALTH AND FITNESS
INDUSTRY CAN HELP OUR NEW -OMENTA PROGRAMME IS AIMED AT
GIVING FITNESS PROFESSIONALS THE TOOLS TO TEACH PEOPLE ABOUT
NUTRITION AND ALSO TO CHANGE THEIR BEHAVIOUR

”
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“T

AX SUGAR AND WE MIGHT EAT LESS
%VIDENCE POINTS TO THE FOOD
industry so manipulating calorie density
AND PORTION SIZE THAT A DEFENCELESS
population has succumbed by consuming
TOO MANY CALORIES 4AXATION MAY BE THE
ONLY WAY OUT AS CALORIE DENSE FOODS
ARE INAPPROPRIATELY CHEAP FOR MANY TO
AFFORD A @HEALTHY CHOICE
4EN YEARS AGO WHEN TYPE  DIABETES WAS FIRST REPORTED
IN OBESE 5+ CHILDREN THE KNEE JERK REACTION WAS TO BLAME
PHYSICAL INACTIVITY NOT PROCESSED FOODS AND PORTION SIZE )N
THE ABSENCE OF ANY REAL EVIDENCE ALL THAT INTUITIVELY SEEMED
NECESSARY WERE MORE PLAYING FIELDS MORE 0% TIME AND
AFFORDABLE LEISURE CENTRES %VIDENCE HOWEVER IS CRUCIAL BECAUSE
INTUITION CAN BE WRONG 2ESEARCH STUDIES CONSISTENTLY SHOW
OBESITY IN CONTEMPORARY CHILDREN STARTS BEFORE SCHOOL AGE SO
PLAYING FIELDS AND COMPUTER GAMES ARE UNLIKELY TO BE THE CAUSE
#RUCIALLY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY INTERVENTIONS HAVE BEEN SHOWN
TIME AND AGAIN NOT TO RESULT IN WEIGHT LOSS AS CHILDREN SEEM TO
COMPENSATE WITH LESS ACTIVITY AT OTHER TIMES )F OVER NUTRITION
NOT UNDER ACTIVITY IS THE CAUSE OF CHILDHOOD OBESITY THEN A TAX
ON SUGAR MIGHT BE A GOOD IDEA

”
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interview

CARL

LIEBERT
The president and CEO of US-based 24 Hour Fitness
talks to Kate Cracknell about leading his team to change

“M

oving into the
fitness industry
six years ago
was the first
time I had been in a retail environment
where I was selling only what people
really needed, as opposed to what they
wanted,” says Carl Liebert, president and
CEO of 24 Hour Fitness.
Liebert started his professional life
as a naval ofﬁcer – “I look back to that
experience, at the young age of 22, as
invaluable in developing me as a leader” –
before family commitments brought him
back to his home town of Indiana, where
he joined General Electric. “I did a host of
jobs, from running manufacturing plants
to sales and marketing to selling extended
warranties and service plans. It was nine
years of very good leadership training at
a time when Jack Welch was CEO – an
opportunity to learn from someone I
believe to be one of the best.
“I loved retail, so I then went to an
electronics company, Circuit City. We
had 600+ stores around the US and by
the time I left I was running around 350
of those, across 22 states, as division
president. I then spent three and a half
years with Home Depot, leaving as
executive vice president, head of stores.
At the time we had a little over 2,000
stores and 300,000 employees in the US
and Mexico, and were also just starting
our growth in Canada and China.
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“And then I got one of those phone
calls making me an offer I couldn’t
refuse, and it came from Ted Forstmann.
Forstmann Little & Company had bought
24 Hour Fitness in 2005 as part of a
private equity portfolio, and in October
2006 Ted talked me into coming in to
run a ﬁtness company.
“In October I will celebrate my
sixth year with 24 Hour Fitness, and I
genuinely hope I never, ever leave this
industry. It’s inspiring, engaging and fun.
I’ve spent most of my career in retail,
and as I say that sometimes means
selling people things they don’t really
need – a fourth TV, new windows for
their house… What I love about health,
wellness and ﬁtness is that we’re selling
people something they need and that we
want to provide. It’s really easy to be
excited to come to work every day.”

Reﬁ ning the model
Just last month, 24 Hour Fitness was
put up for sale by Forstmann Little
& Company, with reports suggesting
that it could fetch as much as US$2bn.
Liebert explains: “We’ve had 10 straight
quarters of year-on-year club growth and
have a fantastic year in progress right
now. We’ve made sure we have a great
company for them to put on the market.”
It’s been a tough few years for health
club operators – indeed, for business
as a whole. How has 24 Hour Fitness

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital

weathered the storm and emerged
as such a strong asset? “Even though
member attrition spiked during the
recession, as a result of being in the value
segment of the market we beneﬁted from
people moving out of country club-style
memberships and into our clubs. We
actually grew membership and earnings
throughout the recession,” says Liebert.
“We’re doing some very exciting
things across our portfolio as well. In our
history we’ve gone through evolutions:
we’ve had periods where we’ve built clubs
of a certain size, acquired other clubs
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Since Liebert (left) joined
the company, around 60
new clubs have opened

“WHAT I REALLY LOVE ABOUT HEALTH,
WELLNESS AND FITNESS IS THAT WE’RE
SELLING PEOPLE SOMETHING THEY NEED”

of a different size, put them together...
They’ve performed well, but we’ve
now settled on a standardised format
for all new clubs: 3,900– 4,400sq m
(42,000–47,000sq ft) of open plan space.
Within that footprint, we create space
for functional training – a typical new club
has a 280–370sq m (3,000–4,000sq ft)
functional zone. There’s also a basketball
court, group cycling studio, separate
group exercise room, swimming pool and
state-of-the-art kids’ club.
“Since I’ve been with the company,
we’ve built approximately 60 new clubs
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

– taking our total to 415 – and they’re
performing really, really well. Our old
clubs are performing well too, and that’s
very important because that’s still where
most of our members are – the members
who have been with us the longest. It’s
important that we continue to invest in
those clubs, and we have a number of
initiatives underway in terms of remodels
and refreshes to create a really great
workout experience in all of our clubs.
“It’s all about member satisfaction
and we use a JD Power methodology
to monitor that, providing external
benchmarking on our service and
satisfaction scores. Every one of my
senior leaders has a JD Power KPI,
and we’ve seen our JD Power
satisfaction scores climb over the last
four years – high single-digit growth
year-on-year – and even accelerate this
year. I believe that’s a reﬂection of all

the investment that we’re putting back
into our existing ﬁtness clubs.”

A sense of team
24 Hour Fitness has also taken a brave
but very positive step towards a noncommission environment, introduced
in April 2011. “It’s not that commission
sales are bad – we had good satisfaction
scores when we had commissioned sales
people,” says Liebert. “The dilemma,
though, is that some people would prefer
to join online or on their mobile device,
without talking to a single person. And
the more you encourage people to join
on their terms, not our terms, the more
it puts the sales counsellor in conﬂict
with the member objective.
“We wanted to change things in line
with what the customer wanted, but also
so our team members – we call them
team members, not employees – didn’t

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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interview
24 Hour has an ongoing programme
of club remodels and refreshes to
drive customer satisfaction

have to worry about their income.
Membership counsellors are now paid an
hourly wage and then, if the club hits its
membership goals, a team bonus allows
everyone to share in the success.
“So for example, a membership
counsellor can give a guest a tour but
then, if that person wants to go home
and join online, that’s ﬁne – our prices
are all online and there’s no pressure to
sit down and talk to a sales person. The
whole idea is that we’re with you, not
against you in a negotiation.
“And from our team’s perspective, if
Wendy for example is off one day and
her guest comes in, she doesn’t have to
worry about someone else stealing her
commission. How I describe it is that
we’ve gone from an individual sport,
where each team member was playing
for the name on the back of the jersey,
to a team sport where we’re playing
for the name on the front of the jersey –

where the individual earns more if
the team does well.
“It’s had a great impact on our staff
retention. When I got here, we had a little
over 200 per cent annual turnover of team
members. That’s now dropped to around
60 per cent, in part down to this sense of
team and ability to predict pay cheques.
We’ve also listened to the feedback from
our annual team member surveys and have
spent the last four years creating better
career paths, training and opportunities to
ensure we retain our best people.
“When I was in the navy, the ﬁrst thing I
learned was that I would be judged on the
success of my people. Were they getting
promoted? How much more money were
they making year-on-year? Were they
being exposed to new opportunities? So
when I got to 24 Hour Fitness, I set out
to create a really great team of people
who would be developed and given the
opportunities to succeed. People know

24 HOUR FITNESS – IN BRIEF
■
■
■
■
■

Established in 1983 by Mark Mastrov under the 24 Hour Nautilus brand
Rebranded to 24 Hour Fitness in 1994
Acquired by private equity ﬁrm Forstmann Little & Company in 2005
Appointment of Carl Liebert as CEO in 2006
Estate now encompasses more than 400 clubs across the US, with almost four
million members and nearly 22,000 staff (including over 4,000 PTs)
■ Average 24 Hour Fitness Super-Sport club membership: 9,500 members
■ Average monthly fees at a Super-Sport club: US$35
■ Opening hours vary by location – not always 24/7
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they can get ahead with us, and that’s a
very big deal. We’ve had seven district
manager promotions this year and all came
from club manager positions – I didn’t hire
a single person externally.
“We coined the phrase early on that
you either serve members or you serve
those who serve your members. For me,
it would be a shallow victory if I got to
the top of the mountain and the people
on my team weren’t with me.”

No commission,
no long-term contracts
Liebert continues: “Our move away from
a commission-based structure has also
helped us continue to grow, because
members and prospects are starting
to see us as very approachable. We’ve
tried to de-complicate ﬁtness, working
diligently to ensure we don’t intimidate
and that we’re open and accessible
for people, not only in terms of our
geography but also in our approach.
“In addition to removing commission
in our clubs, we also stepped away from
requiring long-term contracts four years
ago. We have various packages available,
including month-to-month, pre-paid
limited term and reduced monthly fees
if you pay a higher initiation upfront.
Ultimately, we want our members to be
able to choose the membership option
that best suits their needs.
“And if they want to leave, we treat
them with the same respect as when they
joined, as we believe they’ll come back to
us at some point. We have lots of data to
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

GO!
GET READY to meet, face to face, with the most inﬂuential
operators and suppliers in the health & ﬁtness industry at SIBEC UK
& SIBEC Europe in 2012.

GET SET

to network, meet, talk business and build long
lasting relationships in your industry by appointment in a
5 star hotel.

GO! It’s simple, you chose the companies you want to meet
with and we arrange your meeting schedule. At SIBEC YOU are
guaranteed face to face appointments with the companies YOU
want to meet with.
It’s tried and tested over 15 years. Register for SIBEC in
2012 and be part of a unique club which is unparalleled
in the industry.

REGISTER for SIBEC Europe in 2012:
31st October 3rd November 2012

SIBEC 12
Europe

Corinthia Hotel,
Budapest, Hungary

Call: +356 2137 0207
Email: david@questex.com
Web: www.sibeceu.com

interview

Liebert says customer satisfaction is
about getting the basics right – and also
ensuring maintenance is a key priority

suggest that members don’t leave us to
go to a competitor – they leave because
sometimes life gets in the way and they
quit ﬁtness altogether.”
Liebert adds: “Consumer satisfaction
is also about getting the basics right.
Our clubs can take a beating – the
larger format clubs, which have up to
23,000 members, can see up to 95,000
workouts a month – and it’s important
to deal quickly with any maintenance
issues. Each of our clubs has a Facebook
page, which allows members to give
immediate feedback on any concerns
they may have, rather than waiting for
the JD Power survey.
“Our Facebook pages also help us
ensure we’re communicating with
members in their preferred way.”

Recruiting for success
Running such an extensive chain of large
clubs presents huge challenges, not least
in terms of consistent standards. So
what’s the secret of 24 Hour Fitness’
success? Liebert’s answer is the same as
many operators give, but in his case there
seems to be real weight behind it: “It’s our
people. It’s all about core values, because
that’s what drives this company.
“That starts with accountability. We also
talk about being connected to members
and to each other – we have a very good
ecosystem that we protect. We challenge
ourselves and set high expectations,
ensuring that every individual knows how
important they are to our success. We
have a lot of integrity. We try to have a
lot of energy in everything we do. We’re
36

versatile – I believe in change and ensure
my team members see that as a positive
thing, because companies have to get
better every day. And we try to have
fun – we’re in ﬁtness, and if we can’t
have fun, who can?
“We invest a lot of time and effort
into recruiting the right people. I always
tell my sons that, when they shake
someone’s hand, they should give a ﬁrm
handshake and make eye contact.You say
‘please’ and ‘thank you’ and, if someone
invites you to their house, you write a
thank you note. We try to hire people
who know those kinds of things – who
are conscientious, thoughtful and caring.
“I have to set the tone and I need to
be visible – there’s a great book called
Workplace 2020 which talks about hiring
millennials, and the two things that
matter most to them is whether they
believe in the product and the company
they’re going to work for, and whether
they believe in the leader.
“However, the club manager is the
centre of the universe for our chain,
not the CEO or the ﬁtness team. If we
don’t have the right people in the club,
it doesn’t really matter what comes
out of my mouth. The club manager is
responsible for ensuring members have
a great experience, and that all the team
members are supporting that goal.
“If you have a club of 22,000 members
doing 90,000 workouts a month and a
team of 30+ personal trainers, that’s a
big, complex business and you need to
recruit the right people. Once we do, we
genuinely empower them, and as a result
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we’re starting to attract military veterans
and leaders from other industries.”

Continuing the success
So what are the plans for 24 Hour Fitness
going forward? “We’ll be focusing on our
larger format, full-service 24 Hour Fitness
Sport and Super-Sport clubs, phasing out
our other sub-brands such as Express and
Fit-Lite,” says Liebert.
“In terms of international expansion,
there are some great markets out
there that might make sense for us one
day – the BRIC markets, for example.
However, we’re only in 17 states in the
US at the moment, so there’s still a lot of
opportunity here. For now, I’ll focus on
growing the brand domestically.”
More than anything, however, you
sense that Liebert’s focus is on driving
satisfaction among his members and
team members, knowing that growth will
follow on from these strong foundations.
He concludes: “As a result of the various
measures we’ve implemented over the
last four years, we’re seeing year-on-year
improvement across every dimension
of the business: member satisfaction,
team member turnover, team member
satisfaction, new member units, member
retention. Change is always hard, but I feel
we’ll be rewarded in the long term.”
kate cracknell
healthclub@leisuremedia.com
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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research round-up
Scientists have discovered a new type of ‘beige fat’ cell, present in
most adults, that they believe has the ability to burn fat

e all know that too
much fat is a bad thing.
However, studies into
different types of fat
– specifically those that burn energy
rather than store it – suggest there
might be new ways to tackle obesity.
White ‘bad’ fat is the type of fat that
stores calories, and excess amounts of it
cause people to put on weight. It’s found
in abundance in obese people.
Brown fat is a type of fat that
generates heat but that also burns
calories, and it has been linked to
helping control weight. Brown fat
dwindles with age – indeed, it was
believed to be present only in children
until researchers in 2009 found that it’s
also active in up to 7.5 per cent of adults.
But in July 2012, a study in the journal
Cell* reported the discovery of beige fat
– another type of fat present in “most or
all human beings” which has the ability
to both store and burn calories.

beige – the new brown
The existence of beige fat cells was first
suggested in 2008 by Dr Bruce
Spiegelman, a cell biologist at Harvard
Medical School. But it wasn’t until this
recent study, conducted by Dr
Spiegelman and scientists at Harvard’s
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, that it’s
been possible to isolate the cells and
determine their genetic profile.
Beige fat cells, the scientists say, can
be found in humans in small deposits
around the collarbone and spine. In this
study, they cloned beige fat cells in mice
to look at them more closely.
The scientists discovered that beige
fat is similar to brown fat in some ways.
Both contain iron, which gives them
their distinct colour, and both have an
*
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ﬁghting fat
W

Irisin, a hormone produced by exercising muscles, may stimulate beige fat cells

abundance of mitochondria – a part of
the cell which can produce heat and
burn calories.
But there were also some significant
differences. Brown fat cells give off high
levels of UCP1 – a protein that
mitochondria need to produce heat and
burn calories. In comparison, beige fat
cells usually express low levels of UCP1.
However, beige fat can be stimulated to
produce a lot of UCPI when exposed to
irisin, a hormone released by muscles
during exercise or when muscles shiver
due to exposure to cold temperatures.
It was also found that the cells differ
from each other genetically. Brown fat
cells originate from muscle stem cells. In
comparison, beige fat cells emerge from
white fat cells – making it possible for
them to store fat when levels of UCP1
are low, but burn it when muscles
release irisin through exercise.

fighting obesity
The study reports: “The therapeutic
potential of both kinds of brown fat cells
is clear, as genetic manipulations in mice
that create more brown or beige fat
have strong anti-obesity and antidiabetic actions.”
It’s hoped these discoveries may lead
to new treatments for obesity. Indeed,
Spiegelman has already set up a biotech
company, Ember Therapeutics, in an
attempt to develop irisin in drug form
to stimulate brown and beige fat cells to
increase weight loss.
However, this is still a very new ﬁeld.
While more brown and beige fat cells
are found in ﬁt compared to sedentary
people, for example, more research is
needed to prove the two are directly
linked. It’s believed that the effects
of irisin may only be temporary, but
scientists don’t know this for sure yet.

Spiegelman, Bruce et al. Beige Adipocytes Are a Distinct Type of Thermogenic Fat Cell in Mouse and Human. Cell, p366-376, July 2012
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SportsArt Fitness launches
the new energy-harnessing Green System
The revolutionary system that Saves Cost and Generates Green Energy
The SportsArt Green System® is not just a concept but the first
solution of its kind for health club owners and leisure centres who
want to use cardio equipment to offset energy costs with human
power.

If you are also interested in running a Demo for 15 days in
your club please contact us. We would be glad to let you
and your clients try this revolutionary system while
providing you all the necessary Marketing Material for free!

The revolutionary Green System® is a “pod” of fitness products
consisting of specially designed stationary bikes and elliptical
machines connected to an inverter that harnesses humangenerated power from exercisers and feeds it back into the power
grid as useable energy.
The energy generated through the Green System products will
reduce the building’s energy consumption and therefore reduce
costs.

For details of our Green System Telephone Today:

One inverter is capable of linking a maximum of 10 Green System
Products and produces up to 2000 Watt-hours of power. The more
‘pods’ you install, the more energy savings you will achieve.

email: info@sportsartfitness.co.uk

01282 779234
2 Dean Court, Unit 10, Shuttleworth Mead Business Park,
Padiham, Lancashire BB12 7NG

See our energy saving fitness equipment on Stand No H660
G The Green System joins an established line of eco-friendly fitness
products offered by SportsArt Fitness. The launch of their
ECO-POWR™ treadmill five years ago offered club owners a treadmill
that uses 32% less energy than a traditional club treadmill.

Stand No H660

G Additionally, SportsArt offers a line of completely self-generating
ellipticals and cycles that require no outside power source to operate.

Visit our website: www.sportsartfitness.co.uk

weight
management

WORTH its

WEIGHT
Gyms are responding to the need for more holistic
weight-loss programmes, and are reporting great
results for their members, says Dawn Tuckwell
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emphasising the psychological and
emotional aspects of weight loss.
FREEDOM LITE
Freedom Lite is an eight-week,
small group weight-loss programme
consisting of 90-minute weekly
sessions. The programme places equal
importance on exercise, nutritional,
lifestyle and motivational advice.
Freedom Lite was developed by Cohen
and focuses on behavioural change
rather than calorie counting.
Debbie Reed, Freedom Leisure group
customer service manager, explains:
“The secret to the course’s success is
tackling all the potential factors that could
contribute to carrying extra weight. The
course is designed to provide the tools
needed to make a change from within,
lose the unwanted weight and keep it off.”
The ﬁrst half of each session takes
place in a quiet space within the club.
In the second half of the session,
participants get the chance to participate
in a range of group exercise classes –
they will try at least ﬁve different classes
over the duration of the course, including
aqua ﬁt, group cycling, aerobics, circuit
training and kettlebells.
Course leaders receive intensive
training from Cohen on how to deliver
advice on nutrition, exercise and how
to change and break habits, as well as
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A

lthough weight loss is one of
the main reasons quoted for
joining a gym, health clubs
don’t have the best track
record in helping people to meet these
goals. Not only that, but those with
significant amounts of weight to lose
typically won’t join a gym.
“The number of people who want
to lose weight exceeds the number
of people who want to join gyms to
exercise,” explains Rob Beale, head of
sports, health & ﬁtness at David Lloyd
Leisure. Nevertheless, as he explains, this
simply represents an untapped market:
“Targeting weight loss rather than
exercise makes sense. It’s just a larger
audience to go after.”
Yet, as weight loss coach Pete Cohen
explains: “Gyms have not traditionally
been equipped to help with weight loss.
Offering the latest equipment and even
devising great programmes isn’t enough.
Exercise is only part of the answer –
successful programmes need to offer
emotional support, a sense of community,
as well as nutritional advice and a
progressive, varied exercise programme.”
A change in thinking was required, and
the ﬁtness industry seems to have upped
its game accordingly: nearly every major
chain now offers some form of weight
loss programme, not only featuring
structured exercise sessions, but also
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Freedom Lite is achieving
an average weight loss of
12lbs per person over an
eight-week period

The Nufﬁeld plan spans nine months

Nufﬁeld offers baseline health checks

ongoing support. The course leader has
complete autonomy over the type of
exercise completed and bases the session
on the group’s ﬁtness level, age and
exercise preferences.
Sessions are designed to introduce
participants to a variety of classes,
helping them ﬁnd something they
really enjoy and that they will continue
doing after completing the course.
Outside of the weekly meetings,
participants have access to an online
programme that offers one-to-one
video coaching with Cohen and
nutrition proﬁles, as well as receiving
support from an online community.
To date, more than 20 weight-loss
programmes have been delivered:
81 per cent of people completed the
programme, achieving an average weight
loss of 12lbs per person, and 93 per cent
felt that it had met their expectations.
“Not only do our customers achieve
results, but the social interaction and

support really motivates them to keep
going,” says Reed.
The scheme is open to all and is
offered free to anyone enrolled on a
GP referral scheme with a high BMI.
Otherwise the course costs £40 for
members or £80 for non-members, with
the expectation being that the course
covers the costs of its delivery.
Long-term, the programme is expected
to return a proﬁt by boosting member
retention thanks to the fact that, as Reed
explains, attendees “not only achieve
results but also get to know others”.
MOMENTA
The Momenta weight management course
has been developed by MEND to focus
on long-term behaviour change. Designed
to be implemented in venues including
health clubs and leisure centres, the
course runs over 12 weeks, consisting of
hour-long weekly meetings in a classroom
environment. Sessions take a discussion-

EVERYONE ACTIVE ONLINE
WWW.EVERYONEACTIVE.COM
Everyone Active online, winner of the Spark of Innovation Award at this year’s
FLAME Awards, is to offer a complete weight management package for members
and non-members. The programme consists of training
plans, workouts, expert advice, support and guidance.
Users sign up, paying separately for each plan, and are
presented with a range of different activities to try at
home or in the gym, each suited to their individual ﬁtness
levels. Being web-based, users can access the programme
regardless of their location. It also allows Everyone
Active to capitalise on a market away
from the gym – those who might
not typically have engaged with a
health club.
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based approach and focus on the three
key areas of mind, exercise and nutrition.
Each group is appointed its own
Momenta coach, who oversees each
session. Coaches complete a three-day
training course and are provided with
all of the materials required to deliver
the sessions. The operator also receives
comprehensive marketing materials to
help raise awareness of the programme.
The results of pilot projects have
been encouraging. “Participants at
Carlisle City Council achieved an
average weight reduction of 5 per cent,”
explains Lisa Taylor, Momenta project
director. “Eighty-seven per cent of
those who began the course attended
the full 12 weeks and noted signiﬁcant
improvements in body image, quality of
life and vitality, as well as increasing their
levels of physical activity.”
Taylor continues: “Momenta should
be considered as a member service in
the same way that any group exercise
class is viewed. The pilot data shows that
Momenta can be used as a retention tool,
as well as a means of positively impacting
membership sales and personal training.”
The price paid by each participant
ranges from £0 to £150, depending
on the setting. “We have not limited
Momenta to a recommended retail price
as its applications are so wide-ranging,
from a weekly group-based class through
to a fully-inclusive personal training
package,” explains Taylor.
NUFFIELD HEALTH WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
The Nufﬁeld Health Weight Management
Programme offers tailored one-toone support, delivered by its team of
physiologists. The programme focuses
on long-term sustainable changes, as laid
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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TAKE IT FROM MIGUEL
MINDBODYONLINE.COM/MIGUEL

Manager, TRX Training Center
MINDBODY Client Since 2008

There’s always another goal worth
reaching. Miguel’s gym runs on
the software that helps him view
today as a stepping stone to a
stronger tomorrow.
SOFTWARE FOR YOUR GYM
MINDBODYONLINE.COM/MIGUEL
020 7871 2400
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The Momenta weight-loss
programme focuses on the
three key areas of mind,
nutrition and exercise

out by the National Institute for Clinical
Excellence (NICE) guidelines on tackling
the problem of obesity.
Physiologists run a range of baseline
tests including body fat, blood pressure
and aerobic capacity to help shape the
ﬁtness programme. They also analyse
factors such as sleep patterns, eating
habits and stress levels to better
understand if any of these are linked to
weight management issues. The ninemonth plan then features eight ‘touch

point’ sessions to help keep people ontrack and motivated.
The programme is available to every
Nufﬁeld Health member as part of
their monthly fees. Progress is reviewed
throughout the nine-month period, but
each participant must work hard at home
and in the ofﬁce to meet their goals.
Of the 150 people who have
completed the full programme to date,
the average reduction in body weight
is 5.6 per cent, with a 7.1cm reduction

“NOT ONLY DO OUR CUSTOMERS ACHIEVE
RESULTS, BUT THE SOCIAL INTERACTION
MOTIVATES THEM TO KEEP GOING”

FITBOOK WWW.GETFITBOOK.COM
This ﬁtness and nutrition journal allows physical activity and food intake to be
recorded over a 12-week period. Users make a note of their goals, as well as
baseline stats such as body fat percentage and circumferences. Fitbook can be
used to plan workouts and record each session, as well
as servings of each food group and hours of sleep. By
physically writing in their own goals and efforts, say
its designers, the journal helps to give structure and
accountability to exercise and nutrition, thus aiding
weight loss efforts. Fitbook can be sold in gyms as a
secondary spend initiative for new and existing members.
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in waist size and 38 per cent increase
in aerobic ﬁtness. But the beneﬁts are
not just physical: a 29 per cent average
relative increase in health-related quality
of life was also reported.
DAVID LLOYD LEISURE –
LOSE AND SHAPE UP
This 12-week programme takes a ‘whole
body’ approach. Each week consists of one
exercise-based session and one educational
session, where participants weigh in and
receive group support and nutritional
advice. In addition, online support offers
access to exercise plans, meal planners,
recipes and shopping list suggestions.
Every Lose and Shape Up coach
attends a two-day REPs-accredited
nutrition and exercise course that
focuses on shape change and weight loss.
The programme is promoted to
new members by the sales team and to
existing members by the ﬁtness team.
There are anywhere between 10 and
30 members per course, with around
900 members enrolled across the DLL
estate. “Many members enrol with the
intention to drop a dress size or lose a
few pounds, whereas others want to lose
a lot more,” explains Beale. “The average
weight loss is 9lbs over the 12 weeks, and
one member has lost an incredible 87lbs
over the last two courses.”
Members pay £129 for the course,
which equates to less than £5 a session.
“Clubs run two or three courses a year,
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Those on Nufﬁeld’s
programme achieve
an average 5.6 per
cent weight loss
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GYMCODES
This iPhone app from health and ﬁtness website
www.weightplan.com provides instant gym tuition
by scanning QR codes on pieces of ﬁtness equipment.
Centres taking part in the programme need only
apply a small label to each piece of gym equipment.
When members scan the code, they are presented
with targeted exercise options with video guides.
Completed workouts are then synced with
weightplan.com’s online ﬁtness and nutrition site, which
calculates nutritional needs and then provides the user
with a food tracker and nutrition plans to support
their weight loss goals.

and approximately 5,000 participants
signed up last year,” says Beale. “We plan
to double this by the end of 2013.”
But proﬁt is not the main motivator, as
Beale explains: “Even with 20 participants,
the proﬁts from each course are
relatively modest. The scheme is seen as
a means of helping members to achieve
great results, staying longer and referring
friends to join David Lloyd Leisure.”
XTRAVAGANZA
Xtravaganza is a six-month programme,
offered as a bolt-on product for existing
clubs – designed to target both new and
existing members – or as a standalone
franchise for start-up businesses.
The programme consists of mind and
body aspects focusing on reducing calorie
intake, changing mindsets through simple
NLP techniques, adopting a healthy
lifestyle and introducing pleasurable
exercise. Participants attend 13 classes
over six months, in groups of between
eight and 15. At home, they listen to
short mind-training lessons on CD.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Xtravaganza is being rolled out in the
UK, with the ﬁrst franchises opening this
month. In Scandinavia, where the scheme
has been operating for 11 years, there
have been over 150,000 participants
and 180 centres. UK test groups are
showing the same patterns of success
as in Scandinavia, with dramatic weight
loss in the ﬁrst nine weeks, during which
participants typically lose 1–4kg a week,
before stabilising their weight.
Xtravaganza health consultants receive
a week of training, with full training –
including sales and marketing – also
available for managers. The franchise fee
and training costs £1,500, after which
an annual support and licence fee of
£1,500 applies. However, it’s suggested
that membership clubs can charge a
premium for Xtravaganza sessions on top
of existing membership fees. In Sweden,
established franchises may typically have
200 to 500 customers a year.
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THE WAY TO
WEIGHT LOSS
Momenta is an adult weight management programme created by MEND for delivery
by health, fitness and leisure operators. Strategic director Lisa Taylor explains the
Momenta concept, who can deliver it and why she believes the fitness industry can
play a significant role in reducing the weight of the nation – while at the same time
increasing participation, growing membership and reducing attrition
WHAT’S THE STORY BEHIND
MOMENTA AND MEND?
I worked for over 20 years in operations,
and despite seeing some great ideas,
I never found a weight management
programme that could be successfully
delivered by ﬁtness instructors.
Then I discovered MEND (Mind,
Exercise, Nutrition….Do it!) – an
international organisation dedicated to
reducing overweight and obesity levels in

children and families. When I came across
its kids’ programmes, I thought: ‘Wow, if
only these guys could do this for adults.’
Rather than sitting back and waiting
for that to happen, I left my role as DC
Leisure’s group ﬁtness director and joined
MEND to help create its adult programme.
It’s taken almost three years, but I
feel we’ve now developed a worldclass programme that can be delivered
successfully in the ﬁtness sector.

Adherence
to the group
sessions has
been as high
as 87 per cent

WHY WAS MOMENTA
DEVELOPED?
The evidence regarding the role that
exercise plays in weight loss is very
clear: while exercise is critical in helping
maintain weight, on its own it doesn’t help
most people lose it. Momenta enables
ﬁtness instructors to deliver an effective
weight management programme that
focuses on nutrition, behaviour change
and activity without moving outside of
their expertise or scope of practice.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
We’ve taken the complex science of
successful weight management and
distilled it into fun, interactive, classroombased sessions facilitated by a trained
Momenta coach (ﬁtness instructor).
Participants consider key behaviours
around nutrition and activity in everyday
life that are proven to lead to longterm weight gain and are educated and
supported in changing those behaviours
to address energy imbalances. We make
accessible the theories underpinning
energy deﬁcit, energy density, conscious
eating and physical activity, using a
simple to understand model that’s been
developed by our experts in clinical
psychology, dietetics and physiology.
HOW DO OPERATORS BENEFIT
FROM RUNNING THESE
PROGRAMMES?
Not only can Momenta help participants
successfully manage their weight, but it
can also generate revenue for operators
in the following ways:
s Increased sales: Our pilots have
shown that Momenta can both attract
new customers in existing markets and
expand customer acquisition in new
markets. This includes reaching people
who would not normally go to a gym,
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Momenta is a complete solution encompassing nutrition, behaviour change and exercise

and attracting corporate clients. Out of
the 14 non-gym users in one group who
completed the programme, 11 took out
gym membership and three signed up
for personal training.
s Improved retention: Momenta
increases weekly attendance over the
critical ﬁrst three-month period, as well
as getting results. We’ve seen attendance
rates as high as 87 per cent at week 12
in a course that was offered free-ofcharge to participants.
s Funding: Momenta can attract funding
because outcome data can be collected
and evaluated in a way that’s recognised
by commissioners. Operators can show
data that conﬁdently demonstrates the
difference they are making to the health
of their local community. The programme
has already been commissioned in
Wandsworth, south London, providing
adult weight management programmes
via NHS referrals.
WHAT ELSE DOES
MOMENTA PROVIDE?
Participants’ learning is guided by a
comprehensive handbook and supported
by online tools that help track changes
in key behaviours, activity and nutrition.
We provide everything that’s needed to
support coaches and operators too –
from manuals and participant learning
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

“WE’VE TAKEN THE
COMPLEX SCIENCE OF
SUCCESSFUL WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT AND
DISTILLED IT INTO
FUN, INTERACTIVE,
CLASSROOM-BASED
SESSIONS”
tools to marketing materials, a secure
online data portal and ‘dial-a-dietitian’
phone support.
HOW DOES IT WORK
OPERATIONALLY?
Momenta ﬁts easily into existing
sales and operations processes. It’s
delivered by staff on-site and is just like
putting another class on the timetable.
Accessible to customers as soon as they
decide they want to lose weight, people
simply sign up and start the course the
following week, attending until their
initial ‘getting started’ phase is complete.

They are then programmed into existing
activities and services to support the
critical requirement of being active for
the rest of their life.
WHO CAN RUN THE
PROGRAMME?
Momenta has been designed to be
delivered from a variety of settings.
It’s already being run by a number
of operators across the UK and in
London, delivered by personal trainers.
In Wandsworth, patients are being
referred to Momenta by GPs and
dietitians, while Carlisle City Council
is offering it to employees during their
lunch breaks as part of a progressive
workplace wellness scheme.
WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?
Momenta is for adults (aged 18+) above
a healthy weight (BMI 25–40). Over
two-thirds of the UK’s adult population
currently fall into this category.

The Momenta team will be
delivering training in the UK in
December 2012. Places will be
limited, so to ﬁnd out more please
call +44 (0)20 7231 7225 or email
momenta@mendcentral.org
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HEAD
FIRST
Fitness First Middle East has grown from 16 to 32 clubs since April
2011, and the business continues to grow rapidly. Kate Cracknell
talks to its management team about its recipe for success

I

f Fitness First has been getting
some negative press in the UK, in
the Middle East it has been hitting
the headlines for entirely different
reasons. The business – which operates
as a franchise in the Middle East (see
info panel, p50) – is expanding rapidly,
opening new clubs on a monthly basis.
It’s also introduced a brand of creative
thinking that’s grabbed the attention of
the media, with the operator involved in
a wide range of highly visible initiatives
– everything from sponsorship of local
sporting events through to a Michael
Jackson Thriller dance flashmob at the
base of Dubai’s Burj Khalifa for members
and non-members alike.
“We’ve made some fundamental shifts
away from what the UK was doing,”
explains COO George Flooks, who
joined Fitness First Middle East (FFME)
after seven years at Fitness First in the
UK. “When Landmark took over the
Middle East franchise in late 2010, it
wanted Fitness First people to run the
business” – indeed, FFME sales and
marketing director Mark Botha also
spent ﬁve years at Fitness First in the
UK, prior to stints at Leisure Connection
and Premier Training International,
before joining FFME. “However, we’ve
set up our model quite differently in
terms of the member experience and
interaction at a club level.”
Flooks and Botha both joined FFME in
April 2011, since which time the business
has, says Flooks, “implemented signiﬁcant
changes that have led to notable
improvements in sales and retention”.
He adds: “The key thing we wanted to
do was introduce a much higher level of
‘touch’ throughout the member journey,
from the moment you enter the club to
48

the moment you leave. That includes high
visibility of our personnel, whether that’s
instructors getting members involved in
small group training sessions on the gym
ﬂoor or staff carrying out cleaning rotas –
cleanliness carries a high premium in this
market, and we have people cleaning the
clubs visibly and at all times.
“Meanwhile, our personal trainers
are employed by FFME, as opposed to
being self-employed as they are in the

COO George Flooks (below left)
and sales and marketing director
Mark Botha (below right) both
joined FFME in April 2011
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UK. We want them to deliver a high
level of member experience, and their
remuneration is based on delivering
a set number of service hours –
inductions and group exercise sessions,
for example – rather than purely on
the hours of PT they conduct.”
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Flooks continues: “FFME inductions
include a strong drive towards personal
training and group exercise. The PTs
conducting the inductions are able to
start building relationships with members,
and our percentage uptake of PT is in the
double digits. Meanwhile group exercise

september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

The Motor City club (above left and
far right) opened in Dubai in May.The
Community Clubs (right, and above
right) were a strategic acquisition

has always been a signiﬁcant element for
FFME, but over the last 12 months it’s
gone up from 35 per cent of members
participating to 43–45 per cent.
“That combination – a high PT
uptake and high levels of group exercise
participation – makes your product very
strong. Not only does it allow you to
grow revenues across other areas of the
business besides new membership sales,
but it also drives retention, because once
again members are getting a higher level
of ‘touch’ in the clubs.”
In addition to improving the member
experience through higher levels of
interaction, have there been any group
exercise (GX) innovations that have
helped boost participation in this area?
“One of the things we’ve introduced is
a new group exercise programme called
Futuro T.U.F.F. – The Ultimate Fitness
Firster. It’s been designed by our head
of GX, Nathan Brown, who’s a former
world kickboxing champion,” says Flooks.
“Most people exercise in one direction –
running on a treadmill, for example – but
T.U.F.F. is based on 360-degree training
and is all about, as we call it, ‘torching
fat’. It’s exclusive to FFME and is now
the most popular GX class in the Middle
East – more popular than Zumba, more
popular than BodyPump. Every single
TU.F.F. class is over-subscribed.
“It’s great for our PTs too, as they run
the T.U.F.F. classes, so they can build
relationships with members in the studio
as well as on the gym ﬂoor.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

“We’ve also introduced some great
gym ﬂoor small group training sessions,
from TRX and ViPR to PurMotion” – the
latter is a frame-based system, launched
in the Middle East and designed by
ﬁve-time Olympian Jorge Bonnet, which
incorporates add-ons that allow up to 10
people to train at one time.
These sessions all sound fairly
hardcore, but FFME also offers more
familiar GX sessions in an extensive
studio timetable. I mention my visit to
Kuwait at the end of last year, where
obesity levels were frighteningly high and
physical activity levels low – even among
some club members, such as the ladies
who attended every day to meet friends
and sit in the spa. Might group exercise
be the ‘way in’ for non gym-goers?
“For ladies, group exercise is off the
chart,” says Flooks. “It’s similar to what
you saw in Kuwait in that, in our ladiesonly clubs, ‘club’ is the operative word.
Members will spend four or ﬁve hours of
the day there, have a coffee and cake with

their friends or staff. But they’ll also do
lots of classes while they’re there, perhaps
back-to-back sessions. We honestly can’t
make our GX studios big enough.”
THE 3 ES
Botha takes the baton: “But as you say, we
do have a massive crisis here in terms of
diabetes: one in three people across the
Middle East has it. And four countries in
the Middle East are listed among the top
10 fattest countries in the world.
“So education around the importance
of nutrition and exercise is a critical
component of our success – it’s the ﬁrst
of what we call our ‘Three Es’. Money
is less of a barrier to exercise here –
it’s simply a matter of education, of
explaining to people why they need to
be active and eat healthily.”
Adds Flooks: “We’ve just introduced
a nutritional programme called Health
First. It comprises 13 seminars over 13
weeks, educating people about things
like portion size, sugars, proteins and
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For cultural reasons, FFME operates
ladies-only clubs, such as Marina
Mall in Abu Dhabi (above), as well as
mixed sex and men-only facilities

so on. And we’ve just signed a deal with
nutritional products provider AmCan, so
members will be able to buy nutritional
products and supplements in our clubs.”
Botha continues: “We’ve also
partnered with organisations such as the
Dubai Sports Council to run a project
called Decide, where we go in and talk
to doctors and other medical specialists
about the beneﬁts of exercise, to
encourage them to prescribe it – and in
fact, they’re starting to get much more
vocal about the fact that people should
exercise. Doctors here are more likely
to refer their patients than UK GPs.
“The second E is engagement, getting
involved in the community and creating

our own community within the clubs.
We’re encouraging our members to get
involved in the decision-making process
via social media, for example – in less
than 12 months, we’ve gained over
21,500 Facebook fans.
“For us, driving high levels of
engagement is vital, as 60 to 65 per cent
of new members come from referrals.
That’s less to do with the immaturity
of the market and more to do with the
culture out here: people want to exercise
with friends, and small group training and
the buddy system are very popular.
“And the ﬁnal E is enlisting – getting
people in and started, hand-holding them
through the process with three sessions

A LANDMARK AGREEMENT
he Landmark Group
encompasses a number
of mass market lifestyle
brands, including restaurant chain
Carluccios, Home Centre, Shoe
Mart, hypermarket Spar, hotel brand
Citymax and spa brand Spaces. The
group currently reports an annual
turnover of US$4.7bn and operates
across 17 countries.
Landmark acquired the Fitness First
Middle East (FFME) franchise from
previous owner Al Hokair in late
2010, with the FFME management
team now reporting in to the CEO of
Landmark’s hospitality division. It has
ambitions to grow the chain across
the region: the franchise agreement

T
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allows for clubs in up to 21 countries
in the Middle East and Africa.
And what the FFME management
team brings to the table in terms of
ﬁtness expertise, Landmark brings
in terms of retail experience and
regional knowledge. “Obviously
the commercials have to add up,
but we aim for high footfall, high
visibility locations such as shopping
malls – and that’s where Landmark is
exceptionally powerful,” says FFME
sales and marketing director Mark
Botha. “There’s over 20 million square
feet of retail space across the Middle
East, and within that, Landmark owns
over 1,300 stores across its various
brands. That’s a signiﬁcant presence.”
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in the ﬁrst 21 days. In the UK, most
people join a gym from a competitor, or
will at least have exercised in the past
and have a decent knowledge base; here
they’re coming from inactivity, so it can
be scary for them.”
SEVEN-STAR OFFERING
Another big cultural difference, of course,
revolves around gender. “It all depends
on the local demographics and we do
have some standalone ladies’ gyms,”
says Flooks. “However, increasingly our
model for new-builds is moving towards
one venue with a common reception but
two entirely separate gyms. On one side
you’ll have the ladies gym, on the other
side either a mixed gym or men-only.”
“Landmark’s policy is to think clearly in
terms of club layouts, maximising usable
space. Our optimum footprint going
forward would be about 1,400–1,675sq m
(15,000–18,00sq ft), catering for around
2,000 members,” adds Botha.
Aside from the gender-based elements,
does FFME have separate sub-brands – as
with Blue, Platinum and Black Label in the
UK – to denote the level of the offering?
“We have Platinum clubs and Plus clubs,
which are our equivalent of Blue – except
that where in the UK Fitness First is
probably a three-star offering, in the
Middle East we’re a six- or seven-star
operator across the board,” says Flooks.
“We also recently acquired four
clubs that had been operating under the
Hayya brand, and which we now call our
Community Clubs. These are effectively
Platinum Plus. It was a strategic move for
us and isn’t an area we’ll focus on going
forward – they’re located in upmarket
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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residential areas and all offer pools, tennis
and squash courts, kids’ clubs, restaurants
and so on, and we wouldn’t have built
those clubs ourselves.
“However, as an acquisition it made
sense as the clubs are located in a very
strategic catchment. They also allow us to
tap into the kids’ market – not only within
the clubs themselves, but also going into
local schools to run outreach programmes.
Kids’ ﬁtness is something we really
wanted to get into, and we’ve introduced
a great kids’ swimming programme in our
clubs that have pools. However, generally
it’s been difﬁcult to introduce kids’ ﬁtness
to our core estate due to health and
safety restrictions and so on.”
Membership at FFME in the UAE
costs around 4,000 dirhams (£700,
`890) a year for Plus clubs, 5,000 (£875,
`1,110) for Platinum, and 6,000 (£1,050,
`1,330) for Platinum Plus. Interestingly
FFME has, says Botha “shifted its entire
membership base over the last 12
months to be heavily focused around
upfront, cash lump sum payments”. He

Media attention: FFME’s high proﬁle
initiatives have included a ﬂashmob
event outside Dubai’s Burj Khalifa

explains: “The mentality here is ‘I didn’t
use it this month, so I won’t pay for it’.
The notion of a contract is very foreign –
everything’s cash and based on usage – so
we’ve had to work within that.
“All the innovation we’ve been
introducing in our clubs has helped
warrant that shift in members’ minds.”
Third-party revenue streams also
contribute signiﬁcantly to FFME’s
bottom line, says Botha: “Businesses are
very commercial out here. They pay a
substantial amount of money to advertise
their products and services on our TV
screens in-club. We’ve also managed
to create a revenue stream out of our
tea and coffee: we’re not only supplied
with the best quality products for free,
meaning we can offer complimentary tea
and coffee to members, but we’re actually
paid to do that. And Adidas has signed a

FITNESS FIRST MIDDLE EAST – IN NUMBERS
Fitness First Middle East (FFME) is
opening clubs so rapidly that it’s hard
to keep track, but at the time of going
to print the portfolio comprised:
s UAE: 23 clubs – three in Abu
Dhabi, one in Sharjah, the
remainder in Dubai
s Jordan: Three clubs
s Saudi Arabia: Two clubs
s Bahrain: Two clubs
s Qatar: Two clubs (including
one opening in September)
s Kuwait: One club (opening
in September)
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With these ﬁgures, the brand
currently dominates in the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), “although
we’re preparing for the arrival of
competition – we don’t just sit back
and think we have the markets,”
says FFME sales and marketing
director Mark Botha.
Competition in other Middle
Eastern markets varies. “We’re
learning as we go and Kuwait, for
example, is going to be interesting,”
Botha says. “It’s a competitive market
and we have plans to open a number
of clubs in quick succession.”
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ﬁve-year contract with us to kit out our
staff with top-of-the-range clothing and
trainers, knowing members will ask for
advice on what kit they should buy.”
INNOVATION & EXPANSION
And so to the Motor City club, Dubai’s
latest opening – in May – and the project
about which Flooks and Botha seem
particularly proud. “The club is fantastically
designed, with a great diversity of activity
options off the gym ﬂoor,” says Flooks. “In
addition to the large gym with freestyle
area, we have PurMotion, an open-air
studio with a boxing ring and Swing Yoga,
and an open-air MyRide group cycling
studio. Our PTs are very excited about
everything they can do with their clients.”
All this, and it’s only a Plus club; the
facility Flooks and Botha refer to as the
ﬂagship is the new Platinum offering that
opened in Abu Dhabi Mall last month.
So does FFME have more innovations up
its sleeve? “We’ve already taken GX onto
the gym ﬂoor via small group training,
but now we’re taking it to parks as well,
running bootcamp sessions for members
and non-members,” says Botha. “We’re
also opening a CrossFit studio in one
facility – it’s in an area with lots of students
and we think it’s what they’re crying out
for. We’ll build more if it’s a success.”
And what about expansion as a whole?
“We’ve gone from 16 clubs to 32 since
April last year, when George and I joined.
We aim to be at 45 by June 2013 and
50 by Christmas next year,” says Botha.
“The Arab Spring uprisings have perhaps
postponed some expansion plans in other
territories, but by mid-2014 or 2015, we
intend to have 80–100 clubs.
“We have a great opportunity to grow
the overall ﬁtness market well beyond its
2 per cent population penetration.”
kate cracknell
healthclub@leisuremedia.com
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personal
training

Few people join clubs,
even fewer get personal
trainers, and most PTs
don’t survive. Does that
really sound like a
sustainable model?
Scott Hopson
shares his thoughts

PERSONAL TOUCH

T

op-level figures for the fitness
industry are very positive. A
relatively new market, having
only truly established itself in
the last 25 years, there has since been a
tremendous growth in number of clubs,
number of members, revenue and ancillary
services such as personal training, food &
beverage, spa and semi-private training.
Europe, North America and Asia
comprise the real core of the industry,
with combined total revenues, clubs and
members coming in at US$66bn, 104,480
and 116,516,000 respectively. The top
10 markets account for 72 per cent of
all global health clubs, and 78 per cent of
total industry revenue.
IHRSA’s 2011 Proﬁles of Success report
provides detailed information about
health club benchmarks and performance.
During the third quarter of 2011, the
index (results of 17 leading US health
and sports club companies, representing
a total of 499 facilities) increased 8.4 per
54

cent as membership dues revenue and
non-dues revenue improved by 6.7 per
cent and 12.2 per cent respectively.
The third quarter of 2011 marked the
sixth consecutive quarter of increased
performance for the 17 companies in
the index. Furthermore, membership
accounts for the participating clubs grew
by 6.1 per cent for the quarter.
Given the economic downturn of
recent years, this all bodes extremely
well for our industry – right? Well that
would depend on your role within it
– and if you are a personal trainer, the
positive growth may not include you.
Let’s take a look at the stats for
personal trainers in the industry, using the
US as an example – although in fact the
picture in the UK is increasingly similar.
STATS LAID BARE
In the US, with a population of 313
million people, approximately 50 million
are members of the 29,000 clubs available
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– thus 15 per cent of the American
population join a health club (which
does not, of course, mean they actually
attend). Of these 50 million members,
approximately 6 million try personal
training for one or more sessions. This
means 15 per cent of all members (in
a good club), and a mere 2 per cent of
the population, will try or purchase PT.
Let’s make this clear: 15 in every 100
members, and two in every 100 people,
see value in personal training.
Let’s dig further. According to IHRSA,
74 per cent of club revenues come from
membership dues and fees, and 26 per
cent from ancillary services. Of these
ancillary services, PT is the key non duebased revenue stream, accounting for
10–15 per cent of total revenues in highend clubs and 3–11 per cent in others.
Among the most commonly offered
programmes by clubs, PT comes in at
number one, with a whopping 91.5 per
cent of clubs offering the service; ﬁtness
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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While PTs may be focused on
training the human body, they
should equally be able to coach
the human being to achieve
measurable success

evaluations and step aerobics are second
and third respectively.
These statistics should offer great
promise for our PTs: a signiﬁcant
percentage of revenue, as well as the most
commonly offered programming at health
clubs globally. So what’s the problem?
Many clubs globally have a PT attrition
rate of up to 79 per cent. Of this, 57
per cent of PTs have left within the ﬁrst
six months, with the remaining 22 per
cent leaving by the end of year one.
Meanwhile, 63 per cent of PTs conduct
less than 20 hours of PT a week and
spend only 10 per cent of their work
time prospecting, as they usually do not
get paid for this. A new trainer can take
three to four months to start generating
US$4,500 gross monthly revenue.
So in short, you are highly likely to leave
this job or lose it, will struggle ﬁnancially
for the ﬁrst three or four months, and
if you do survive the dreaded six-month
mark, you will still be only a part-time PT.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

To get new business, prospecting is
the most crucial skill, closely followed by
referrals – yet you will dedicate only 10
per cent of your time to this. And let’s
not forget that only 12.5 per cent of all
members and 2 per cent of people will be
interested in your services (in contrast,
44 per cent of members use group
exercise). So in fact you need to prospect
an awful lot to make your numbers.
REDEFINING PT
These facts could lead to a very negative
view of personal training. Alternatively
it could encourage us to change our
lens, re-creating the role of the PT and
redeﬁning his/her value to the industry.
The reasons for low usage of personal
training are very complex, and I do not
wish to do injustice to the problem by
dumbing it down and over-simplifying.
I will, however, look at the necessity
to move beyond personal training and
into world-class coaching; to create

not just training results but rather
transformational experiences that bring
true and lasting value to our PTs’ offering.
The PTs of the past have been
concerned greatly with training the
human body: movement, function and
programming. We’ve seen a 300 per cent
increase in professional ﬁtness education
over the past decade. We’ve moved into
the deep exploration of science of the
human body and training. We know more
about human form and function today
than we ever have.Yet along the way, we
have forgotten the most important fact
that should inform our very purpose: that
inside that human body resides a human
being. And that changes everything.
People do not buy training. Period.
If a pill existed to create their desired
outcomes, they would take it. In fact,
no-one buys weight loss, lean body mass,
sports conditioning, nor any other result.
We know that people are only after the
‘what’ (goal) as a means to achieve their
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Many PTs reject
the notion of being
sales people, yet this
skill can be key to
business success

“PROFESSIONALS MUST BE DEVELOPED
IN THE MINDSET AND SKILLSETS TO
COACH PEOPLE – NOT JUST TRAIN THEM”
‘why’ (how it subjectively and measurably
changes the quality of their lives).
There’s no actual obligation to lose
weight for that wedding in six weeks, for
example: no-one has ever been removed
from a wedding for exceeding the
maximum weight limit. What we seek is
the attainment of feelings that we believe
will follow as a result of the weight loss –
self-conﬁdence, attraction etc – or indeed
the avoidance of feelings that we believe
would descend on us should we not lose
the weight, such as rejection, etc.
To this point – no-one buys training.
They are hoping for a transformational
experience. They want to live a better
version of their lives and are willing to
pay for that if, and only if, you are able to
help navigate the path for them.
NAVIGATING THE PATH
If most human communication is not
what we say but rather how we say it and
what we look like saying it, then it’s very
clear why people do not see value in PTs.
Until we’re as concerned with the human
being as with the human body, we will
not add much value to people’s lives.
Helping others to crystallise a vision of
who they are and who they want to be,
where they are and where they want to
go – and then directing all our resources
and capacities toward that end – is no
56

more to do with the perfect execution
of an exercise than it is to do with the
perfect diet. These are just two tools at
our disposal to help people towards their
higher purpose. Our professionals must
be developed in the mindset and skillsets
to coach people – not merely train them.
BUSINESS SKILLS
Yet we can see from the statistics that
even those who may have such skills
might not survive the ﬁnancial realities
of our industry. As much as personal
trainers need to focus on and reﬁne their
programme design and delivery, so too
must they develop their business design.
There are ﬁve key pillars to creating
revenue for coaches (PTs) in a ﬁtness club:
client induction, client prospecting, client
retention, referrals and group training.
These are the basics, and essential to
surviving and thriving in the industry.
However, delivering on all ﬁve elements
requires coaches to apply communication
skills that enhance both their training
offering and the delivery of their business
plan. Indeed, our coaches of the future
must have the requisite skillsets in gaining,
training and retaining clientele from a
business perspective as much as from a
training one.Yes, this means selling.
Selling is no more than helping other
people to make decisions, yet ﬁtness
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professionals usually detest and reject
all notion of being sales people. This is
a failure of both systemic and cultural
proportion: we do not systematically
develop business skills in our PT courses,
nor do we place critical importance on
them on the rare occasion they are in
the curriculae. Having a generic module
or two pop up at the end of a long PT
course is woefully inadequate.
A move in the right direction would be
to permeate every step of our exercise
science qualiﬁcations with elements of
business and behavioural sciences.
PT OF THE FUTURE
As fascinating as the human body
and training are, we’ll cease to be a
profession until we become professional.
We must also start selling goods that
people perceive as having real value in
their lives – and based on the stats today,
this is not PT in its current guise. What
people are willing to buy – from the PTs
who know how to sell it to them – is a
transformational experience they feel
makes their life better.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Scott Hopson is co-founder and VP
for PTA Global, the global company
for ﬁtness professional development.
Email: scotth@ptaglobal.com
Web: www.ptaglobal.com (global) /
www.ptaglobal.co.uk (UK)
Facebook: http://www.facebook.
com/PTAGlobalCommunity
Twitter: @PTCareerClinic
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ﬁtness
franchising

STRENGTH
in NUMBERS
Buying a franchise can make the dream of owning a health club a reality.
what is the investment needed, and what are the pitfalls and payoffs?
Kath Hudson speaks to some who have taken the plunge

NIK DAVIES
Funky Pump Fitness,
Wales, UK

L

ast year I was supplementing my PT
income by taxi driving. This year I’m
earning £1,000 a week.
After leaving the Royal Navy seven
years ago, I trained as a personal trainer
– I’d always been interested in health
and ﬁtness. Initially it went well, but then
I started ﬁnding it hard to maintain the
client base. Other local PTs were ﬁnding
the same. Basically, the problem was

that a new Funky Pump Fitness club had
opened, and everyone was going there
because it was cheaper and effective.
Funky Pump takes place in a darkened
room where DJs provide the music – it’s
a mix of aerobics, circuits, boxercise
and dance, but with all the movements
working on the core.
I made myself known to the owners
and when the opportunity for a franchise
came up last August, I jumped at it.
The upfront investment was £9,000
– an educated gamble as I’d seen how
successful the model was. The worrying
thing was that I had no business acumen
whatsoever, but Jason Hole, founder of
Funky Pump, gives me excellent support.

He helped me set up my ﬁrst location at
Carmarthen University – which has meant
a constant ﬂow of clients – and gave me
the conﬁdence to keep going when the
ﬁrst class only had 20 people. Within three
weeks we were up to capacity: 85 people.
Now we meet up at least once a week
to chat about new moves, marketing
ideas or music, and I can go to them
with any business queries.
Going forward, I want to get two more
venues: Tenby is on the hit list. Also, I’m
starting a bridal bootcamp with a wedding
dress shop. They suggested it, as they had
noticed how much weight their brides
were losing between ﬁttings due to Funky
Pump Fitness!

Funky Pump classes take place in a darkened room with DJ music
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With Fit4Less, Newall
was happy he was buying
a tested business model

ANDREW
NEWALL
Fit4Less,
London, UK

T

he idea of opening a low-cost gym
came to me in 2009, when I was
working out at a gym in Notting
Hill. I realised I was paying £140 a month
just to lift weights and thought there
must be a cheaper way.
I had recently sold a backpacker
business I owned in Canada and had
moved to the UK, so was looking for
a business opportunity. Other than

JAMIE
CARTWRIGHT
Xtravaganza,
Shefﬁeld, UK

I

created the ﬁrst Ladyzone gym in
2006, in Shefﬁeld, and now run ﬁve
clubs across the country, with two
more franchised out. As an owneroperator, I’m always looking for ways to
diversify my business. I was therefore
immediately interested when Xtravaganza
contacted me with its bolt-on franchise,
which offers dietary support. I believe
we do gym very well, but historically
we’ve struggled with diet, so this will be
an exciting new offering and will create a
further revenue stream for our clubs.
After completing the week-long
training course, I’m now in the process
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being a gym-goer, I had no background
in health and ﬁtness, so I did a basic
ﬁtness qualiﬁcation and lots of research,
including job interviews to see how
managers interviewed.
I considered a few franchises, but
Fit4Less by énergie really appealed because
I liked the budget concept. A Fit4Less
franchise costs £20,000 – I bought four
and opened my ﬁrst gym in 2010.
I did the énergie management course
and they helped me enormously with the
set-up, business plan, forecasts, ﬁnding
a site and securing the ﬁnance, including
getting a government loan to help new
businesses. Without their help I would
never have known about this.

Although the franchisor is extremely
helpful – they’ve made the mistakes so I
don’t have to – I also ﬁnd the network of
franchisees invaluable. It’s great to speak
to other owners about day-to-day issues.
The biggest challenge has been that
the club has been more popular than I
imagined, which has led to more wear
and tear issues than I was expecting.
However, I’m now at the point where
the gym is almost running itself and I’m
looking for more sites to expand. The
property market in London is making this
difﬁcult though, and I keep getting outbid.
I deﬁnitely feel I made the right choice.
It has helped me achieve many of my
ambitions, including buying a sports car!

of implementing the concept at the
clubs. It’s been a simple process, and
Xtravaganza offers support by phone and
email, free-of-charge refresher training
and documentation on the intranet.
I was impressed with the Xtravaganza
diet programme, which takes an holistic
approach, working to change behaviour
rather than just relying on willpower.
There’s a big emphasis on giving people
the tools to make the right decisions,
discussion about the motives for eating,
and how to stay focused during times of
temptation, such as meals out.
Xtravaganza charges £1,500 a year
for the franchise fee. That will, I think,
very quickly pay for itself as we’ll charge
members extra to embark on the
programme. We already have a database
of people interested in weight loss, so
I envisage it will be an easy sell. I think
it will also help us retain members –

people like to see results, and this will
help them achieve those results quicker.
So many people try to embark on the
right path, but fail, so I’m always looking
for ways to help people reach their goals.

Xtravaganza is a diet franchise for clubs
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WES HODGSON
World Gym
International,
Ontario, Canada

I

took on the World Gym International
franchise two years ago and am
now working on opening my third
ﬁtness club, as well as being the master
franchisor for Canada.
I already ran one gym – a family
business that started in the 1970s –
and a couple of years ago we looked
at rebranding. The more we got into
it, the more apparent it became that
everything we wanted already existed
in the World Gym International brand.
It has loads of brand equity and history
and was a good ﬁt for our gym.
The change did concern some existing
members, but we spent time explaining
the beneﬁts to them and transformed the
club into a nightclub for a launch party. It
was very Hollywood and lots of fun.
As a World Gym club, we’re always
bringing beneﬁts to our members: for
example, we have more buying power
now, so we invest more regularly in
equipment. Members also have access to
other clubs in the World Gym chain.
The initial franchise fee is US$25,000,
but there’s a 50 per cent discount if
you’re an existing gym converting to the

Rebranding his ﬁtness facility into
a World Gym has greatly boosted
proﬁts, says Hodgson

brand. Our rebrand has boosted our
bottom line hugely: we’ve grown from
3,000 members in one club to 10,000
across two sites. Just hanging the World
Gym International sign above the door
attracts so many more people. But also,
after being an independent operator,

Just hanging the World Gym
International sign above
the door attracts so
many more people

ALLISTER
BEAUCHAMP
Snap Fitness,
Orleans, Canada

F

ive years ago, I never would have
thought I would own a business,
let alone two and be looking to
open a third. I was bored with my job
and looking to ﬁnd something I could be
passionate about.
Around this time, I also had a change
in lifestyle and lost 70lbs through
eating better and exercising. That got
me thinking about potential franchise
business opportunities that would help
improve the quality of life for others. I
looked into a variety of options, including
restaurants and speciality food stores, but
in the end decided on health clubs.
I chose Snap Fitness because I was
attracted to the 24/7 aspect of the
offering, allowing members to work out
62

it’s great to have access to the owners’
network to share ideas.
My aim is to be running six to 10 clubs
within the next ﬁve years. I also want to
be strategic about getting the brand into
all the key cities across Canada through
other franchisees.

Snap Fitness is a 24-hour gym model

whenever it’s most convenient for them. I
also liked the intimate size of the gym.
The total cost per health club
was approximately CAN$200,000,
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(£130,000), and the biggest challenge
was learning about a totally new area of
business for me.
The support from the Snap team
really made the difference early on, as
I experienced an inﬂux of competition
not long after opening and relied on the
corporate head ofﬁce for guidance. They
offered marketing ideas and strategies,
and have an in-house design team to
create customised advertising.
I like the freedom and ﬂexibility that
comes from owning my own business.
I’m very involved in the day-to-day
operations of the club, but also enjoy
being able to decide how hands-on I
want to be. Plus I love the fulﬁllment that
comes from helping others reach their
ﬁtness goals, just like I did.
Snap Fitness franchises are now available
in the UK, with the ﬁrst sites open in
Sittingbourne and Milton Keynes.
kath hudson
healthclub@leisuremedia.com
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disability
ﬁtness

An INCLUSIVE

FUTURE
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR DISABILITY FITNESS PROVISION?
KATE CRACKNELL ASKS A PANEL OF INDUSTRY EXPERTS FOR THEIR THOUGHTS

JULES TWELLS
IFI PROJECT OFFICER,
ENGLISH FEDERATION
OF DISABILITY SPORT
(EFDS)

he IFI was set up to break
down many of the barriers
that exist for disabled people
to participate in physical activity and
create a cultural change within leisure
facilities. Now managed by the EFDS,
the IFI has 400 IFI Mark accredited
facilities. Alongside physical access to
buildings, IFI Mark centres provide
a wide range of inclusive ﬁtness

T

BOB WHITLOCK
SALES DIRECTOR,
SCIFIT (UK) LTD

he development and provision of
the Inclusive Fitness Initiative (IFI)
may be viewed as an evolution
rather than a revolution.
To most people – correctly or
otherwise – the Stage 2 accreditation
appears to have reached its ‘inclusive
optimum’, addressing the main issues of
the relevant users’ requirements. With
this goal achieved, it may be suggested
that the IFI’s role going forward is:
to educate operators and relevant
authorities in the application and moral
responsibility of offering inclusive
products and continued accessibility;
to increase the number of accredited
facilities; and to gradually update and
ﬁne-tune the current ‘adequate’ level of
inclusivity (Stage 2) in order to maintain

T
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equipment, appropriate operational
policies and procedures, and trained
staff who are conﬁdent and competent
in delivering excellent customer service
to disabled people.
We continue to accredit new centres,
consolidating our work by making sure
facility and equipment standards remain
up-to-date, are technically valid and
represent reasonable adjustments for
disabled people and the ﬁtness industry.
Now that this vital infrastructure is in
place, we believe that future direction
should focus on improved engagement
with disabled people. Greater insight into
the psychological barriers to participation
and techniques for inﬂuencing behaviour
change should be the next step.

Real opportunities exist for the
ﬁtness industry to understand
motivations to exercise and to
connect with this target market by
offering a range of pathways into sport
and ﬁtness activities. However, this
will require a cultural shift in both
disabled people’s perceptions and the
attitudes of others.
The IFI’s new ‘Let’s Get PhysicAll’
campaign offers positive promotional
messages and imagery with which
to begin this journey. Our industry
needs to play its part in empowering
disabled people to make informed,
balanced lifestyle choices and seize the
opportunities to provide environments
that will help them lead healthier lives.

traction and conformity. These key
next steps would offer stability for the
foreseeable future.
It also makes sense that suppliers
endeavour to develop their products
as inclusively as is viable from the
early development stages. This will
help avoid excessive redevelopment
costs to meet future IFI criteria – and
the distinction between inclusive

and mainstream products may also,
eventually, merge seamlessly.
The IFI’s position and cause will have
longevity, in one guise or other. Pivotal
to this is maintaining the existing practice
of consultation, review and compromise
between suppliers and the IFI. This will
hopefully secure a sound foundation to
a forward-thinking, inclusive/mainstream
equipment pool.

Inclusive and mainstream products
may merge seamlessly in the future
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ROB THURSTON
COMMERCIAL
DIRECTOR, CYBEX
INTERNATIONAL UK

ne of the biggest challenges
currently facing operators,
and consequently equipment
manufacturers, is the lack of funds
available for both local authority-run
centres and private clubs to assist in the
provision of inclusive ﬁtness facilities.
There’s also a need to address the
misconceptions of what ‘inclusive ﬁtness’
encompasses. It’s not just about disability.
In fact, the IFI’s own standards highlight
signiﬁcant applications to other markets
that the ﬁtness industry also targets –
the ageing population and obesity and
ill health in both adults and children, for
example. A more co-ordinated policy
approach to dealing with other healthrelated issues is therefore required,
integrating inclusive ﬁtness into initiatives
targeting these important audiences.
For a number of years, CYBEX
has offered a full range of equipment
certiﬁed to IFI level 2, and many of
our customers already recognise the
advantages of offering inclusive kit. The

O

Inclusivity should not only embrace
disability, but also the ageing
population and obese people

City of York Council’s Energise leisure
centre, for example – the ﬁrst operation
in the UK to be awarded the Inclusive
Fitness Mark – is now in the process of
almost doubling the size of its facility as
the gym strives to meet the demands of
a growing membership.

There’s always likely to be an increased
cost when providing inclusive equipment,
but from working closely with the IFI,
we’ve been able to incorporate such
requirements directly into our R&D
rather than having to modify our existing
ﬁtness equipment.

“THE FIRST OPERATION TO BE AWARDED
THE INCLUSIVE FITNESS MARK IS IN THE
PROCESS OF ALMOST DOUBLING ITS SIZE”

DENISE PAGE
HEAD OF YMCAFIT

isabled people have the same
wants and needs as nondisabled people. They want
to be in a position where they can
take responsibility for their health, and
they want to have genuine choice –
whether that’s using the gym or taking
part in group exercise. They need
access to an environment where staff
are committed to listening to what
they can do, not what they can’t, and
helping to ﬁnd solutions.
Until now, the only relevant staff
qualiﬁcation was in gym instruction.
But with the support of SkillsActive,
the Awarding Organisations and
the commitment of YMCAﬁt,
the qualiﬁcation is now generic:
instructors incorporate the theory of
working with disabled clients to their
own area of expertise.
The course is also open to Level
2 instructors – the prerequisite was

D
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Disabled instructors often show
greater empathy to clients, says Page

previously Level 3 PT and Advanced Gym
Instructor – and takes only two days
plus a half-day assessment. Operators
must now commit to training their staff
and offering a more accessible timetable;
for the ﬁrst time, it will be possible
to highlight on a class timetable those
sessions where a disabled client can
participate alongside non-disabled users.
Employing disabled instructors is
another way to show that the facility

is truly inclusive. We’ve found that
students on YMCAﬁt’s InstructAbility
course – instructor training for
disabled students – have shown greater
levels of empathy, and their ability to
motivate people in achieving goals is
more advanced than many of our nondisabled students.
Marketing must also be more
inclusive to show that everyone is
welcome within our facilities.
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disability
ﬁtness

“DISABLED PEOPLE
ARE STATISTICALLY

CRAIG SWYER
PRODUCT
MANAGER,
TECHNOGYM UK

MORE LOYAL TO
BUSINESSES THAT
MEET THEIR
REQUIREMENTS”

GAR HOLOHAN
CHAIR, AURA
SPORT & LEISURE
MANAGEMENT

D

isability is becoming increasingly
visible within business, not as a
worthy charitable cause but as a
core area of business strategy.
Many businesses are creating barriers
for a huge proportion of the population
to do business with them. In recent years,
82 per cent of customers with disabilities
in the UK took their business to a more
accessible competitor, while 58 per cent
of customers with disabilities say the way
they are treated affects the purchasing
decisions of friends and families. Do the
maths – if around 18 per cent of the
population in the UK is disabled, and you
multiply this by a factor of three to allow
for friends and family, then over half the
population are affected in some way by
disability. What business can afford to lose
out on such a large market sector?
People with disabilities are also
statistically more loyal to businesses that
meet their requirements than people
from other demographics.
However, disability is too often
represented in terms of need, pity,
incapacity, dependency and negativity.
Such a mindset has contributed to the
alienation, exclusion and discrimination of
people with disabilities from all aspects
of life, with consequent loss of business
opportunities. Coupled with this negative
representation, the stick approach of
litigation has meant that positive lasting
change and economic empowerment has
been difﬁcult to achieve.
When most people think about
barriers for people with disabilities,
they think of the physical environment.
However, the biggest barrier is only 15cm
wide and it’s what lies between our ears:
our attitude. People will forgive you for
not having an accessible building if you
show you care and are doing your best.
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he key to getting disabled
people engaged in ﬁtness is
investment at all levels, to
support education and awareness
campaigns, as well as initiatives to
expand nationally.
The support the London 2012
Paralympics has received from partners
such as Channel 4 and Sainsbury’s has
been a huge step in the right direction,
driving high levels of awareness and
offering an opportunity to change
perceptions about disability.
Going forward, we need much
more collaboration between all
parties. Technogym already attends IFI
workshop meetings with all suppliers
throughout the year, but a more
collaborative approach – including
operators, ﬁtness professionals,
equipment providers and training
providers – must focus on what we
can achieve together, tackling all the
challenges effectively.
In terms of equipment, the move
to more functional-based products
means operators can invest in kit
that’s suitable for all. I recently visited
Hereford Leisure Pool (Halo Leisure)

T

KEVIN YATES
HEAD OF
RETENTION AND
MARKETING, LEISURE
CONNECTION

O

perators need to stop thinking
that inclusive ﬁtness means big
yellow lines around their gym
ﬂoor, or that they only need to invest
in equipment and IFI accreditation. In
fact, disabled people don’t want to
be treated differently – they want to
feel included. With this in mind, we’ve
invested considerable resources in
training our personnel right across the
country so they’re equipped to provide
activities that disabled and able-bodied
people can enjoy together.
There has been a rise in awareness of
adult disability in sport, but people with
disabilities can often still be overlooked.
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to see a great example of how
functional products such as Kinesis
Stations are used with disabled and GP
referral clients. We now need to see a
widening of the IFI-accredited product
criteria to reﬂect this move towards
more functional and cable-based
training products.
However, inclusive equipment is
already available. The biggest area
of challenge going forward will be
securing the investment and assistance
needed to support health and ﬁtness
operators in the areas of education,
training and support.

Paralympian Sophia Warner: Focus
on Paralympics is driving awareness

We need to work in partnership
with disabled organisations such as
WheelPower, the national charity for
wheelchair sport, to address ignorance
among operators; it’s vital that service
providers train their staff to understand
and work with disabled users.
At present, I believe there’s far
too much emphasis on static gym
equipment. From our experience
of working with more than 2,500
disabled people at the Stoke Mandeville
Stadium, we understand that disabled
people can use – and want to use – the
same equipment as other gym users.
Demands from the consumer should
guide new equipment development, and
it’s our responsibility as operators to
work with disabled organisations such as
WheelPower and the IFI to drive policy
and ensure that this happens.
kate cracknell
healthclub@leisuremedia.com
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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MOVING FITNESS
FORWARD
Murray Rudkin

So much more than just an equipment provider, Life Fitness has been offering full-service
fitness solutions to health and sport facilities across the globe for more than 40 years,
and is world-renowned for its quality and innovation. 2012 sees the company enjoying one
of the most prolific periods of new product development in its history. We talk to Murray
Rudkin, managing director of Life Fitness UK, about the latest state-of-the-art equipment and
the company’s plans for the remainder of 2012 and beyond

WHY ARE YOU LAUNCHING
SO MANY NEW FITNESS
PRODUCTS THIS YEAR?
Producing high-quality, innovative
equipment has always been at the heart
of our business. It’s what we do best. But
we don’t just churn out new products
that are here today and gone tomorrow.
During times of ﬁnancial uncertainty, it’s
important that businesses like ourselves
invest in the right areas and keep moving
to stay ahead of the game.
So we listened to customers’ needs,
delved into trends and got under the skin
of what end users wanted. The answer
was innovative, high-quality products that
give facility owners a competitive edge.

Our research and development teams
in the US are second to none and are
brilliant at integrating technological
advancements into our products –
and the latest ranges are no exception.
WHAT ARE THE KEY
NEW PRODUCTS?
The new Life Fitness Forward collection
consists of four really unique pieces of
equipment – designed in the ﬂexible,
multi-functional, innovative and
connected ways that people want in
today’s exercise regimes.
Life Fitness SYNRGY360 is a total-body,
modular training system that is completely
ground-breaking. We now have our own

The Lifecycle GX has a rear flywheel design and offers a results-driven experience
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premium performance group cycling bike,
the Lifecycle GX, and have introduced the
Life Fitness Hammer Strength HD Elite
– our most durable strength rack line to
date. Lifescape is a high-tech innovation
that makes cardio experience interactive,
with high-deﬁnition virtual hikes, runs
and bike rides through famous locations
around the world.
In addition, we’ve launched the Activate
Series – a new, streamlined collection of
cardio equipment featuring a variety of
efﬁcient and effective workouts.
Our entire product portfolio has been
designed with support from the world’s
most advanced in-house biomechanics
team, which studies body movement and
how it interacts with a machine to deliver
the best equipment and the best results.
CAN YOU TELL US MORE
ABOUT SYNRGY360 AND
HOW IT CAN BE USED IN
FITNESS TRAINING?
The industry is constantly adapting
and we embrace this change. As
we’re a global company, we’re quick
to observe the ﬁtness trends that
are emerging worldwide. One of the
major developments is the desire for
equipment that does more than one
thing. Space is at a premium for most
gyms, so we designed a product that
synergistically combines lots of different
disciplines in one machine.
SYNRGY360’s capabilities are
endless. It includes functional ﬁtness,
strength, exercise and weight loss, core,
bootcamp and sport-speciﬁc training. It
supports exercisers of all ﬁtness levels in
accomplishing a wide variety of training
goals, including metabolic weight loss and
improved balance, co-ordination, speed,
agility, ﬂexibility, power and strength. It’s
a serious bit of kit that’s really fun and
engaging to use at every level.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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Lifecycle GX – the premium performance group cycling bike

Demonstrators using the SYNRGY360 at FIBO 2012

SYNRGY360 includes functional fitness for sport-specific training

WHAT’S UNIQUE ABOUT
THE NEW HAMMER
STRENGTH HD ELITE?
We worked with elite coaches and
strength professionals to develop the
new Hammer Strength HD Elite. It’s
designed for the toughest training
programmes and has custom-made
options for coaches. The modular line of
racks is strong, durable, safe and includes
38 options and accessories – such as
the Power Pivot attachment which locks
Olympic bars into place for rotation
exercises, plus adjustable band pegs and
nine pull-up bar options. There is also
a Sumo Base option that gives taller
athletes more room to perform.
Put simply, the Hammer Strength HD
Elite is our best performance strength
rack, designed for extreme training
conditions, and the perfect addition to
our renowned Hammer Strength brand.
WHY HAS LIFE FITNESS
DECIDED TO ADD A GROUP
EXERCISE BIKE TO ITS RANGE?
Life Fitness launched the ﬁrst
computerised stationary bicycle more
than 40 years ago. It makes perfect sense
for us to be able to offer a best-in-class
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

bike for group cycling – one of today’s
most popular ﬁtness activities.
The Life Fitness Lifecycle GX has a
whole host of hi-tech features. These
features include a rear ﬂywheel design,
an advanced computer option and an
optimal viewing position. The Lifecycle
GX coating is also state-of-the-art,
protecting the bike from sweat damage.
It’s been designed entirely with the end
user in mind and gives instructors and
class participants an engaging and resultsdriven riding experience.
WHAT OTHER SOLUTIONS HAS
LIFE FITNESS BEEN WORKING
ON THIS YEAR?
We’ll continue to build on the success of
our Solutions Partners offering. This will
enable us to utilise the expertise from
other related industries to offer bespoke
business packages to our customers.
As always, our commitment to training
is a key part of everything we do and
we’re constantly improving the Life
Fitness Academy. In fact, we’re really
proud to be one of the ﬁrst equipment
companies to have been granted a licence
from SkillsActive. This means that we
can deliver accredited CPD courses and

Hammer
Strength HD
Elite is custommade for coaches

workshops to our customers, as well as
creating them ourselves.
We’re also currently gearing up
for this year’s LIW exhibition at
Birmingham’s NEC in September, where
we’ll be showcasing our most recent
innovations – so please make sure you
pop along to our stand.
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE
HOLD FOR LIFE FITNESS?
Commitment to helping people live
healthier lives means always looking at
what’s trending next. We’re currently at
an unprecedented moment in time, with
exerciser interest and engagement at an
all-time high.
The excitement around the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has
resulted in more people, from many walks
of life, becoming interested in sport. It’s
now down to the ﬁtness industry to make
it fun and accessible to these people and
keep the momentum going.
Meanwhile, we’ll continue to forge the
way with innovative, forward-thinking,
industry-changing products. Our trendled equipment and solutions are not only
relevant for today’s market, but are also
helping shape the future.
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KitLock digital locks
installed at Champneys
Codelocks has replaced the keyoperated locks at Champneys Health
Spas with KitLock digital cabinet
locks. Guests enter a four-digit code
to secure their belongings in the
changing room lockers. They can then
go and use the spa without needing
to carry a key in their robe pocket. In
locker-mode, KitLock operates with
a single-use code setting. The guest
enters a four-digit code to lock and
unlock the locker once and then it is
erased. The locker then remains open
until another guest uses it again.
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Beet It Shots are ideal for counter
sales – call 01473 890111 or email
info@jameswhite.co.uk
ﬁtness-kit.net

To ﬁnd out more, visit
search: Beet It

@Beetit_sport
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3D video ﬂy-though
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Safe Space Lockers will launch its
new 3D video fly-through service at
LIW 2012. The service allows clients
to watch a 3D video showing a ‘fly’
through the changing room design
layout, as part of a 3D rendering
interior design tool service. This
enables the clients to visualise the
changing rooms before committing
to the build. The new service will be
showcased at LIW alongside other
Safe Space products including lockers,
washrooms, cubicles, padlocks,
service and account management.
Health centres to have used the 3D
rendering service include OneGym
Fitness in Bishop Auckland.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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SUPPLIER SHOWCASE
WE PROFILE RECENT PROJECTS FROM DALESAUNA AND TECHNOGYM

AFFORDABLE LUXURY
Client:
Supplier:

St Albans City and District Council
Dalesauna

T

he new Westminster Lodge Leisure Centre in
St Albans, Hertfordshire, is designed not only to
improve leisure facilities for local residents, but also
to attract visitors from outside the area to help
contribute to the economic regeneration and sustainability
of the city’s tourism market.
Due to open this autumn, the centre will replace the
existing adjacent leisure facility. In addition to a wide
range of health and ﬁtness facilities, the development
will offer a full-scale spa.
Dalesauna has been involved with the project since
2010, working closely with both the architects and
the main contractor to create a spa which features the
scale of facilities and quality of ﬁnishes more traditionally
found in the private sector.
Located on the ground ﬂoor of the building, the design
of the split-level spa centres on the Roman concepts of
bathing, where guests move through a series of heated
rooms of varying temperatures. These include the caldarium,
a tiled room with benches heated to a mild temperature
that’s cooler than a traditional sauna, and which leads into
the hotter laconium.
The design also features a large kelo sauna with a capacity
for up to 20 people, constructed from the prized kelo wood
from which traditional Finnish saunas are made. There’s also
a larger than average aroma steam room, which can seat
15 guests and in which scented oils such as eucalyptus or
lavender are infused into the steam.
The new spa will offer a tepidarium – a heated seating area
where guests can relax in between other experiences, and
which includes two monsoon showers as well as a bucket

The tepidarium has a heated seating area for relaxation

shower, a walk-in hydro spa pool and a relaxation area with
heated loungers that opens onto an external sun terrace.
Fully accessible for people with disabilities, the spa also
features treatment rooms and nail and pedicure bars.
“The spa at Westminster Lodge has been such an exciting
project for us. It couldn’t be more different from the sauna,
steam and spa bath facilities you would usually ﬁnd at the
edge of a pool in a local authority leisure centre, and it will
be a stunning facility in its own right,” says Dean Edwards,
southern sales manager at Dalesauna.
“From its size at 200sq m, to its design and layout and the
high speciﬁcation of its products and ﬁnishes, the client has
created a comprehensive spa offering that will operate at
competitive prices,” he adds.
Other facilities at the Westminster Lodge Leisure Centre
will include a 180-station gym, a youth gym, two exercise
studios, a group cycling studio, a sports hall with four
courts and a 12m high climbing wall. There will also be three
swimming pools: a 25m x 21m 10-lane main pool, a 17m x
10m teaching pool, and a conﬁdence water area for young
children with shallow water and water slides, showers and
interactive wet play equipment.
For further information: www.dalesauna.co.uk

The centre replaces an existing adjacent
facility, and will include a 200sq m spa
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The future at your fingertips…
From new-build leisure suites through to upgrade or expansion of existing facilities, trust the industry
experts to delight and surprise you and your guests with elements that dare to be different.
Call 01423 798630 or email sales@dalesauna.co.uk to find out what we can do for you…
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INSTALL
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SERVICE & MAINTAIN
T: 01423 798630 F: 01423 798670 sales@dalesauna.co.uk
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IMPACT TRAINING
Client:
Supplier:

Fitness Space, Ascot / Five Star
Health and Fitness, Windsor
Technogym

T

he Fitness Space, owned by Olympic and World
Championship finalist athlete Tim Benjamin, is a
private health club in Ascot, Berkshire – a resultsorientated club with a friendly atmosphere that
caters for more than 600 members.
“Too often people give up on their ﬁtness goals because
of an unsupportive, unfriendly environment. We strive to
break down barriers and address common misconceptions to
exercise to get the results members deserve,” says Benjamin.
A strong, experienced and customer-focused team, a wide
range of classes, ﬁt camps, small group training and personal
training all help this ethos to be achieved. Monthly club
challenges, ‘member of the month’ and a testimonials board
of members’ results – and how they have reached them –
also contribute to the environment of positivity around the
achievement of results.
“Secondary spend represents over 31 per cent of our
revenue, so it’s important that we ﬁnd ways to continually
support our members. An innovative range of products is
also important. We recently invested in Kinesis Stations
to refresh our offering and maximise our gym ﬂoor space.
When they were demonstrated to me I was blown away by
their variety, versatility and potential – I knew I had to have
them in my facility,” says Benjamin.
“Not only do Kinesis Stations set the facility apart in
terms of product innovation, but the range also assists
from a customer satisfaction point of view as it caters for
everyone. I can get a great workout personally, but I can
also use the equipment to train a 70-year-old client – the
versatility is huge. It really has been the best possible
addition to the gym to help members achieve their
results. The Stations are included in all small group
training, personal training and bootcamps.
“Since launching Kinesis Stations, we’ve seen a 15 per cent
increase in personal training revenues, as well as a stronger
conversion of prospects to members because the team is

Kinesis Stations are helping convert prospects into members...
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Kinesis Stations are used for small
group training, PT and bootcamps

able to demonstrate routines and really wow people with
the range of exercises that can be used to achieve any of
their ﬁtness goals.”
Following on from the successful launch of Kinesis Stations
at The Fitness Space in Ascot, the equipment has now been
installed at Five Star Health and Fitness Windsor, a new club
co-owned by Benjamin, to replicate the same results.
Five Star Health and Fitness brings together the training
ethos of both Benjamin and his business partner, Matt
Walton, to get the best out of people – Walton through
the medium of mixed martial arts and Benjamin through his
training methods as an elite athlete.
“Kinesis Stations have been incorporated into our
functional zone at Five Star, one of ﬁve zones in the club:
Mind & Body, Mixed Martial Arts (MMA), Strength, Cardio
and Functional,” says Benjamin. “Kinesis has already been
previewed to members and the response has been superb,
from members looking to build muscle mass or improve
posture through to our MMA guys, who have been using the
equipment for speciﬁc warm-up circuits and to build core
strength. Once again, this demonstrates the equipment’s
huge versatility for our members.”
For further information: www.technogym.com/
kinesisstations

... and PT revenues have increased by 15 per cent
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SportsArt Green System
SportsArt Fitness will be launching its
Green System, designed to turn human
energy into usable power, at Leisure
Industry Week (LIW) 2012. The system
uses a pod of fitness products attached
to an inverter that harnesses humangenerated power from exercisers. This
feeds back to the power grid as usable
energy. SportsArt claims this is the first
‘plug and play’ solution of its kind to
offset costs using human energy.
ﬁtness-kit.net
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products and services 24 / 7
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Power Plate’s pro7 with
stabilising technology
Power Plate International will be
launching the pro7 machine with
integrated video coaching at LIW 2012.
The model includes a touch-screen
and pro-motion technology, designed
to give users a personalised workout.
It comes with pre-programmed video
workout guides and access to more
than 1,000 exercise videos and 250
progressive full-body workouts. It has
a large base platform area for varied
exercises and has ‘stax’ technology
designed to provide stability, support
and a good transfer of vibrations.

ﬁtness-kit.net
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CardioWall to offer
fun workout games

Octane LateralX
movement to copy life

Rugged Interactive has launched a giant
interactive training wall. The CardioWall
is designed to offer an all-over workout
while providing mental stimulation
and entertainment. It comprises a
tough, moulded panel with a number
of bullet-proof, interactive LED pads.
The multi-user wall has touch pads
and a range of programmes designed
to challenge hand-eye co-ordination,
endurance, core strength, reactions
and flexibility. Interactive games include
Clearout and Chaser reaction tests.

Octane Fitness will be releasing the
LateralX (LX8000) at LIW 2012.
The self-powered cross-trainer is
designed to move smoothly from
a vertical elliptical stepping motion
to a side-to-side motion, intended
to mimic everyday life movement.
Combining low-impact elliptical and
lateral motion, the machine’s totalbody workouts give movement in
three planes – front to back, side to
side and rotational – for customised,
functional exercise. The LateralX
offers 10 variable lateral width
settings and new workouts, including
quad power and thigh toner.

ﬁtness-kit.net
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Cross training transformed
The new LateralX elliptical is a complete
reinvention of cross training, exclusively
from Octane Fitness. With smooth, 3D
motion that goes from a vertical elliptical
stepping motion to an active side-to-side
motion that adjusts on the fly, this one-of-a-kind
cardio workout trains the body in new directions
for greater challenge, better performance, and
total-body transformation. LateralX adds muscle
confusion to your cardio floor and
takes members in a new direction.

See it live at LIW 2012!

Visit us at the LIW 2012 show

Scan this code
to see it come to life!

© Copyright 2012. All rights reserved by Octane Fitness.
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Octane Fitness!
WWW.OCTANEFITNESS.COM
Neil Campbell 07799 475366 s Stand H563 at LIW
neil.campbell@octanefitness.com
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EXHIBITOR NEWS

LEISURE
INDUSTRY
WEEK 2012
This year’s LIW will offer the usual dynamic mix of
product innovation, educational content and networking
opportunities. We look ahead to the event, which takes
place at the NEC, in Birmingham from 18–20 September

L

eisure Industry Week
(LIW) returns to the NEC
in Birmingham, UK, later
this month with more than
300 exhibitors, for what promises to
be another inspirational and innovative
showcase for the leisure industry.
Once again, LIW welcomes all of the
leading ﬁtness companies to the show.
Technogym, Life Fitness, Matrix, Precor,
Power Plate, Escape Fitness, Pulse and
a whole host of others will bring their
newest equipment for visitors to try
out for themselves.
Back by popular demand, LIW 2012
will once again deliver more than
150 hours of seminar sessions in the
Education Village, sponsored by Matrix,
which will be positioned on the trade
show ﬂoor.Visitors seeking CPD
accreditation, inspiration or simply
wanting to keep up-to-date with industry
trends will have hours of free education
at their ﬁngertips, from practical advice
and expert-led sessions to case studies
providing the knowledge health and
ﬁtness professionals need to stay ahead
of the game. This year’s highlights will
include the Fitness Industry Association
(FIA) keynote, Olympian speaker
sessions and the CPD-accredited
REPs National Convention.

HOLDING THE FLAME
The Education Village will also offer an
introduction to the FIA & Matrix FLAME
Awards, which were established more
than 15 years ago to recognise and
applaud excellence and best practice in
the health and ﬁtness industry.
In the ﬁrst of three Tuesday afternoon
sessions, an FIA representative will join
Mike Hill, MD of Leisure-net Solutions –
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LEISURE INDUSTRY WEEK
– THE FACTS
Venue: NEC, Birmingham
Dates: 18–20 September 2012
Opening times: Tues 18
September, 10.00am–5.00pm |
Weds 19 September, 10.00am–
5.00pm | Thurs 20 September,
10.00am–4.00pm
Registration: Pre-register for the
show for free at www.liw.co.uk
Keep up to date at: Twitter
@L_I_W, LinkedIn ‘Leisure Industry
Week’ group and Facebook
‘Leisure Industry Week’ page

which independently assesses the
awards – to take delegates through
the entry process that enables facilities
to test themselves against the very
best in the sector.
Caroline Constantine, director of
Right Directions – which delivers Sport
England’s quality assurance mark Quest,
as well as the FIA’s Code of Practice –
will then offer 10 top tips on how to
improve your business using a ‘Plan, Do,
Monitor, Review’ process.
Customer surveys and mystery calls
make up 40 per cent of the FLAME
score, and in the last session, Hill and
quality management specialist Dave
Monkhouse will explain how FLAME
uses the Net Promoter Score® (NPS) to
benchmark entrants, what the key drivers
of customer satisfaction are, and why
operators should harness NPS’ powerful
customer experience matrix.
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ON A QUEST
Wednesday afternoon in the Education
Village will see operators enlightened on
the Sport England quality assurance mark
Quest, which has been managed by Right
Directions and Leisure-net Solutions for
the past two years.
The ﬁrst of the three sessions
will explain the radical changes this
continuous improvement tool has
undergone, and why it’s even more
essential for operators in today’s
economic climate. Quest regional
manager Monkhouse will then guide
attendees through 10 top tips for
improving their Quest result using the
‘Plan, Do, Monitor and Review’ process.
And ﬁnally, on behalf of Leisure-net
Solutions’ – which delivers the National
Benchmarking Service (NBS) for Sport
England – Hill will explain the key drivers
of customer satisfaction.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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Try before you buy: LIW showcases the
latest kit, programmes and services

Hill will also present the ﬁndings of
recent research, commissioned by LIW,
into the trend that is outdoor ﬁtness.
Speaking about the educational content,
LIW event manager David Sanvoisin says:
“It’s vital that LIW continues to provide a
combination of high quality free seminars
and reasonably priced CPD opportunities
to our health and ﬁtness visitors. We
work hard to represent the breadth of
the leisure industry and also to highlight
the vibrancy and creativity evident every
day in health clubs across the country.
“We’re proud that many of our visitors
come to LIW with an open mind, ready
to be inspired by something they might
never have considered before. LIW
represents an annual meeting-place for
the industry, with many of our visitors
attending each year in the knowledge that
they will have the chance to meet up and
share best practice with their peers.”
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

“WE’RE PROUD THAT MANY OF OUR
VISITORS COME TO LIW WITH AN OPEN
MIND, READY TO BE INSPIRED”
CROSS-SECTOR APPEAL
As LIW caters for the entire leisure
industry, visiting professionals will not be
conﬁned to the Health & Fitness, Pool &
Spa or Sport sections of the show. They
will also have the chance to investigate
secondary spend options within the Eat
& Drink section, or visit Leisure Facilities
for building management solutions.
Play & Attractions, meanwhile, can
provide valuable additional revenue
ideas. This year, the indoor play body
PAR – made up of the Play Providers
Association, Association of Play Industries

and the Register of Play Inspectors
International – will present a seminar
day covering all aspects of the indoor
play sector. It will also offer practical
advice, helping delegates to evaluate
whether they have the opportunity to
enter the market. There will be speakers
from Johnson Reed, The Play Inspection
Company (RPII) and Play Concepts.
The PAR new start-up programme is
free of charge and available to all LIW
visitors. There will also be a networking
lunch with the chance for one-to-one
discussions with PPA supplier members.
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FOCUS ON
CARBON-NEUTRAL
FITNESS

New products designed to cater for the
boom in indoor cycling will be on show

A

cross the board, LIW aims to
inform delegates of ways to
ensure they are using the most
efﬁcient and modern business practices.
In this vein, there will be content at
the 2012 show focused around green
initiatives and new technologies.
The Carbon Trust will be speaking
at LIW for the ﬁrst time. Its seminar
– part of the free Education Village
sponsored by Matrix – takes place on
Weds 19 September at 11.30am in LIW
Education Theatre 3. It will cover a
range of topics for the leisure sector:
energy-saving opportunities that provide
signiﬁcant savings and quick payback; best
practice, case studies and technologies;
and an overview of key barriers to
implementation and top tips on how
to overcome these.
Quality management and health and
safety support specialist, Right Directions,
will launch its Environmental Management
Support Package at LIW this year. This
package will help organisations to develop
an environmental management system
and ultimately minimise their negative
impact on the environment. Through
training, systems and procedures, it will
enable operators to create a portfolio
of evidence to demonstrate how
environmental processes are managed,
and the steps that have been taken to
reduce energy consumption and overall
carbon footprint. Ultimately, this will
help them to achieve internationally

Power Plate: A new launch at LIW
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“SOME OF THE UK’S LEADING OLYMPIC
FACES WILL BE JOINING EXHIBITORS ON
THEIR STANDS AND ON THE LIVE STAGE”
recognised standards such as the
ISO14001 mark.
Also ﬂying the ﬂag for a green
approach in ﬁtness facilities, SportsArt
Fitness will be showcasing its new Green
System. The system – which has its UK
debut at LIW 2012 – uses a ‘pod’ of
ﬁtness products attached to an inverter
that harnesses human-generated power
from exercisers, feeding this back into
the power grid as usable energy. This
is claimed to be the ﬁrst ‘plug and play’
solution of its kind for health and ﬁtness
club owners who want to offset power
costs by freely harnessing human energy.
Mark Turner, MD of SportsArt Fitness,
reports great success from a trial of the
product in the US and Canada: “The
power inverter attached to the Green
System is about the size of a stereo
receiver and has a regular 240V AC plug.
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To operate the system, a person would
simply plug it in to a 240V AC outlet and
start exercising.
“Each pod can generate up to 2,000
watts an hour during full use. Calculations
based on replacing all ellipticals and cycles
with SportsArt Green Systems suggest
that the typical health club could make
savings of between £1,500 and £2,000 a
year on electricity bills.”
The Green System joins an established
line of eco-friendly ﬁtness products
offered by SportsArt Fitness. The launch
of its ECO-POWR™ treadmill ﬁve years
ago offered club owners a treadmill
that used 32 per cent less energy than
a traditional club treadmill. Additionally,
SportsArt offers a line of completely
self-generating ellipticals and cycles
that require no outside power source
whatsoever to operate.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Come and see us on Stand H825

100% focused on gym users
Avoid ‘daily deal’ bargain hunters
No cost to participate
Quick and easy to get started
GO TO

WWW.PAYASUGYM.COM/EXPO
As featured in :

EXHIBITOR NEWS
REPS CPD
PROGRAMME
T he Register
of Exercise
Professionals
(REPs) will
be running
its National
Convention over
all three days of LIW 2012. This year’s
convention is full of vital updates and
bite-sized CPD-accredited training to
keep delegates on top of industry trends.
There will be one point awarded per
session attended.
Programme highlights include keynote
sessions from: weight loss guru Pete Cohen,
who will be presenting on the topic of
‘Obesity – an untapped ﬁtness market’;
Tim Fearon of The Extraordinary Coaching
Company, who will present ‘Welcome to
the age of different’; and Bob Laventure
of Later Life Training, presenting ‘Can you
really teach an old dog new tricks?’
In addition to these keynotes, REPs
will present a dynamic selection of 40
interactive workshops delivered by
leading industry experts. These include
the following sessions:

DAY 1 (TUES 18 SEPTEMBER)
Benn Pratt, research & development
manager, Premier Training International:
‘Carbs for exercise? Think again!!’
Gill Cummings-Bell, Drummond
Education: ‘Maximise building a small
business into a brand’
Greg Sellar, IFS international presenter
of the year 2010: ‘Fitness fx; Blast fx –
bodyweight-only conditioning group
training class set to music’
Robin Gargrave,YMCAﬁt: ‘Working
with specialist medical conditions’
Glenn Withers, founding director,
Australian Physiotherapy & Pilates
Institute (APPI): ‘Pilates for osteoporosis:
the epidemic challenge’

Anywhere supported by Escape Fitness –
TRX® Training for active seniors’
Christine North,YMCA Fit: ‘The dos,
don’ts and whys of post natal exercise’
DAY 3 (THURS 20 SEPTEMBER)
Adam Daniel, PTA Faculty & ViPR
master trainer, PTA Global/FitPro:
‘Functional anatomy – what is fascia?’
Sarah Bolitho, curriculum and business
development co-ordinator, Fitness Wales:
‘Food for mood’
Chris Rogers, co-director,Vision Fitness
Academy: ‘Bootcamp trainer tool box’
Keith Smith, global master trainer, Life
Fitness Academy: ‘Training the active
independent older adult’

DAY 2 (WEDS 19 SEPTEMBER)
Alan Jackson, director, Discovery
Learning: ‘Food addiction – it’s not all
in the mind!’
Shalini Bhalla, founder & masterclass
instructor, Just Jhoom!: ‘Just Jhoom!
Fitness masterclass’
Elaine McNish, physical activity manager,
Macmillan Cancer Support: ‘Move More –
physical activity and cancer’
Dan McDonagh, senior manager, group
training & development, TRX: ‘Fitness

Places on these sessions are limited in
number. Visitors can book a place while
registering for the show at www.liw.co.uk,
with tickets available on a ﬁrst-come,
ﬁrst-served basis. An exclusive discount
is available to REPs members.
If you are already registered to
attend LIW 2012, simply return to the
registration page, enter your name and
unique reference number, scroll to the
bottom of the form, opt in and select
your sessions.

LAUNCH OF
LIW LIVE
LIW Live launches this year in the
wake of London 2012, as a platform for
exhibitors to display the best of their
stand and services on a live stage right in
the middle of the show ﬂoor.
Some of the UK’s leading Olympic
faces will be joining exhibitors on their
stands and will also make an appearance
on the brand new Live stage, attending
question & answer sessions based
around the ﬁtness industry and trends
they are noticing. Already lined up for
this programme are Greg Searle, who
made history at London 2012 with his
comeback to rowing 20 years after
winning Olympic gold, and badminton ace
Gail Emms, both attending with Precor.
They will be joined by three-time world
champion gymnast Beth Tweddle MBE,
founder of exhibiting company Total
Gymnastics, who will be showcasing her
company’s new programme, Gym Stars.
Also taking part will be the cast of
The Apprentice 2012, with contestant
Stephen Brady exhibiting with his new
84

Olympic rower Greg Searle will be
among the sports stars at LIW

ﬁtness company mysuccesscoach.com.
And these won’t be the only TV stars at
LIW Live – The Biggest Loser winner Kevin
McLernon will be with Concept2 at the
show, with plans to outline ways in which
ﬁtness providers can attract disengaged
participants to their facilities.
With group ﬁtness trends emerging
all the time, visitors will have a chance
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to see bite-sized demonstrations of the
next big things to hit the market. These
include Powerhoop sessions, which
visitors can try out – with the most
keenest Powerhooper winning a hoop.
Les Mills will also perform its vibrant new
SH’BAM routines on the live stage.
The LIW Live programme will run
throughout the three days of the show.
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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“Contact Manager will
give us more time to
sell more memberships
and is already
becoming an invaluable
addition to the team!”

CONTACT MANAGER
joins the One Leisure sales team
Huntingdonshire District Council is the first to launch Gladstone Health and Leisure’s Contact
Manager sales management software. One Leisure, which manages five leisure sites in
Huntingdon, Ramsey, Sawtry, St. Ives and St. Neots, piloted the new system over a three-month
period, assisting Gladstone in ironing out any glitches before its official launch this month.

A

fter working on the initial
stages of Contact Manager
I am excited to start using
the software. The way it will
assist the sales team in terms of cutting
time and, more importantly, eliminating the
need to duplicate work appear invaluable.
Adding all contact information directly
into Contact Manager at the prospect
stage means all details are at hand. The
existing member check ensures that

“The greatest thing that Contact
Manager will do for us is save time”
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

previous information is included in the
customer journey. Historically I’ve had to
input into our Plus2 membership system
and then detail all member journeys on a
separate spreadsheet, constantly moving
between the two, updating and double
checking changes made to a prospect’s or
member’s proﬁle.
If I wanted to catch up with any nonjoiners I would have to ﬁnd them via the
spreadsheet and then cross reference
with Plus2, the same as I would to
check if any prospects had joined during
my absence. It’s the way that Contact
Manager integrates with Plus2 that makes
tracking simple.
Contact Manager alerts the sales staff
to new tasks that require attention along
the sales process and I can easily see the
sales team’s daily logs, such as outgoing
calls, and can instantly check on their
contact and prospect progress, along
with any outstanding issues such as follow
up contact with new members. Basically
the system acts as their diary, but using

the Plus2 database so that it tracks the
customer journey along its way.
Outreaching is also easy. With a
template, emails and text messages can be
sent to multiple recipients at the touch of
a button. And I can run all the reports I
need from one place, in real time too.
The greatest thing that Contact
Manager will do for us is save time. Our
system before was very laborious and so
it’s a delight to open a programme and see
how simple it is to use. Contact Manager
will give us more time to sell more
memberships and is already becoming an
invaluable addition to the team!
Nadine Thomson, Member Care
Leader at One Leisure
To ﬁnd out more about
Contact Manager or to
see the video case study,
call +44 (0)1491 201010
or visit
www.gladstonemrm.com
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
THE LATEST NEWS FROM SOME EXHIBITORS AT LIW 2012
ACTIVE IQ

AUTHENTIC8

Tel:+44 (0)845 0264744

Tel: +44 (0)1480 467950
www.activeiq.co.uk

www.authentic8id.com/

Active IQ is one of the UK’s leading Ofqual approved awarding
organisations (AO), covering health, fitness, sport and recreation.
Dynamic and flexible, the company designs qualifications that
support clearly defined career pathways. With an excess of 75
accredited qualifications available, over 450 approved training
providers both nationally and internationally, and high quality
qualification support, Active IQ strives to enable training providers
to deliver the best possible learning experience to its students.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Authentic8 supplies plastic cards, key tags and fobs for use
with any software system. As part of the Jonas Software
Group, we have significant resource and experience in
integrating our card and tag products with complex
management systems operated within the leisure, sports,
fitness, education, hotel, library and transport sectors. Our
new online shop and designer studio means you can design,
create and order your own bespoke cards and tags whenever
and wherever you want.
SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES

ASHBOURNE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Tel: +44 (0)871 271 2088
www.ashbournemanagement.co.uk

Ashbourne launch their Membership
Validation Till System at LIW. This makes it
easy for clubs to increase secondary spend.
By linking members’ payment status to a
touch-screen till system, clubs can allow
members to make purchases for classes,
drinks, supplements, in fact anything,
without the need for cash. All purchases
are able to be added to a member’s
monthly membership direct debit. A
complete package of software, touchscreen, secure till and receipt printer is
available as a great deal to Ashbourne
clients. See a demo on our stand, H396.
SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES
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BETTER BELLY®

Tel: +31 6543 63361
www.betterbelly.co.uk

Club members can
make purchases
without needing
cash using
Ashbourne’s touch
screen system

Better Business with Better Belly®! The guarantee for more
members and more sales for entrepreneurs! Training hours
with Better Belly® give members the opportunity to get rid of
fat around the stomach quickly and effectively. Within four
weeks a person can drop up to 2 dress sizes. Better Belly® is a
good device for current members of fitness centres because it
offers something new which shows a convincing effect and it
also attracts people who don’t like exercising a lot but who are
now coming into centres to exercise again. Which is just what
we want! Are you curious about Better Belly® and would like
to find out more about how you can use Better Belly® in your
centre? Then please visit us at Hal 19 - H680
www.betterbelly.co.uk
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
BODYSTAT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)1624 629571
www.bodystat.com

Bodystat are the developers of one of the worlds leading
bioimpedance systems measuring muscle, fat and water
levels. Monitoring of body composition is easy to carry out
using our handheld portable unit. Many customers use our
systems as a source of Income Generation. Others provide
an added value service to retain and increase membership.
With optional Windows software programs, the BODYSTAT
system provides all the facilities that a professional needs to
offer a comprehensive service.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS
Codelocks installed KitLock into Champneys

CERTIKIN INTERNATIONAL LTD

CODELOCKS LTD

When it comes to the supply of Wellness equipment, nobody
does it better than Certikin as the luxurious Headland Hotel
in Newquay will testify. Apex Pool Engineers recently carried
out a refurbishment of the existing pool and added an
impressive Wellness suite - including the sought-after
Tranquillity range from Certikin. A Cornish salt steam room,
aromatherapy showers, large tiled overflow spa bath and a
stunning sauna were all installed to great acclaim.

Champneys install KitLock Visit us on stand F100 and find out
why Champneys Health Spa has removed all the key-operated
locks from their changing room lockers and replaced them
with KitLock digital cabinet locks instead. KitLock uses a
four-digit code rather than a key to operate and secure
lockers. Champneys guests simply enter a code, “lock and go”,
free to enjoy the facilities without having to carry a key around
with them. “The KitLock solution is more professional and,
from a guest perspective, the lockers are now far more secure
as keys are not left lying around in robe pockets,” said Alex De
Carvalho, Managing Director at Champneys. In ‘locker-mode’
function, KitLock operates with a single-use code setting
facility. The guest enters a four-digit code, that will lock and
open the locker only once, then be erased. The locker then
remains open until another guest.

Tel: +44 (0)1993 778855
www.certikin.co.uk

SECTION: POOL & SPA

Tel: +44 (0)1635 239645
www.kitlock.com

SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES

CONCEPT 2

Tel: +44 (0)115 9455450
www.wattbike.com

Concept2’s LIW stand will showcase the innovative functional
zone that can be created by combining Concept2 Indoor
Rowers with SkiErgs and Wattbikes. These high-accuracy
products have been adopted by the CrossFit community,
confirming their suitability for functional training. On 18th
September, Kevin McLernon, winner of ITV’s Biggest Loser,
will be appearing on the Concept2 stand and the LIW Live
Stage, describing how instrumental to his amazing weight loss
the Concept2 Indoor was.
Certikin refurbished the Headland Hotel pool

SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

GET OUT
YOUR SEATS
AND JUMP
AROUND...

JUMP UP, JUMP UP
AND GET DOWN.
Get your members jumping with excitement and keep up to date with
the latest industry trends from Escape Fitness.
Order your 2013 product brochure to check out the latest and greatest
functional training equipment and innovative training spaces. Read
views from leading industry experts and the secrets of their success.
Plus there’s a few other surprises for you to look out for.

What are you waiting for? Jump up and order your copy now
call 0800 458 5558 or visit www.escapeﬁtness.com/HCM.

Visit us at LIW in September – stand H250

advertisement
promotion

Cybex goes from
strength to strength
As one of the industry’s leading providers of premium
exercise equipment, 2012 has already been a busy
year for Cybex. The company has seen the opening
of its new UK showcase site and Games-time
Training Venue SportHouse in March; new additions
to the UK team in sales and training departments as

Global success
supported by UK
In an announcement made in February
to the US financial markets, Cybex
reported a series of strong financial
results for 2011, which saw net sales
across the global group increase by 14%
to $140.1m.
On explaining what the results mean
to the UK market, Rob Thurston,
commercial director said, “It’s
important that our customers can see
the positive ﬁnancial results and overall
ﬁnancial position of the business, both
in the UK and as a global group. The
successes of the last 12 months have
been replicated in the UK and we have
maintained this success throughout 2012.
“This means we are again conﬁdent of
strong year on year growth and as the
company continues to invest further
resources in bringing new and exciting
products to the market, our customers
can be sure that our product ranges will
remain at the forefront of the health and
ﬁtness industry.”

well as the promotion of Rob Thurston from UK
sales manager to commercial director. Not forgetting
many new sites and extending partnerships with
existing clients, plus the launch of award-winning
product ranges, Cybex UK looks set to build on the
success of 2011 with a fantastic 2012.

and talented young athletes, alongside
the local community.
With over 1000m² of training
space and over 250 pieces of Cybex
cardiovascular and strength equipment,
SportHouse houses one of the country’s
most comprehensive sports conditioning
gyms. Described by Sir Steve Redgrave
CBE as “world class,” SportHouse has
received signiﬁcant press attention since
its ofﬁcial opening, which was attended
by some of the industry’s leading ﬁgures.
“The gym at SportHouse has been
designed to cater for a diverse range
of users,” commented Mark Harrop,
director of sport and leisure industry
consultancy HBA.
“Cybex’s focus on engineering
equipment that is biomechanically
correct factored greatly in our decision
and with its comprehensive range of
IFI accredited equipment, we felt that
Cybex provided the best solution for the
site.” The facilities at SportHouse can be
viewed at www.sporthouse.co.uk.

Extending partnerships with
new & existing clients
March 2012 saw the official launch of
SportHouse, a leading fitness training
facility and Cybex’s brand new UK
showcase site, located in Barking.
Whilst it is the sports hall and
not the gym that was awarded
the status of Games-time
Training Venue, it is the gym
that will play a central part in
retaining the sporting legacy,
as SportHouse aims to target
both elite performing teams
92

The past 12 months has also
seen Cybex extend its longstanding
relationship with Nufﬁeld Health, the
UK’s leading provider of employee
wellbeing services and market leader in
the design, build and management of onsite company health and ﬁtness facilities.
As one of Cybex’s key clients, Nufﬁeld
Health has partnered with Cybex on
the provision of a range of corporate
training facilities to include Deutsche
Bank, Waitrose HQ and since January
2012, Network Rail HQ, Invesco
Perpetual, Lloyds Banking Group and
The Club at Baltimore, London’s largest
residential gym facility.
“Nufﬁeld Health is the largest provider
of employee wellbeing services in
the UK so it is only ﬁtting that we
have partnered with Cybex on a
number of high-proﬁle projects. This
partnership with Cybex enables us to
deliver ﬁrst-class ﬁtness and wellbeing
facilities, with excellent levels of
service, professionalism and expertise,”
conﬁrmed Daniel Law, operations
director for Nufﬁeld Health.
“The equipment Cybex provides is of
such a high quality that we continue to
receive very positive feedback from
our corporate clients.”

An IFI first for Cybex
The Cybex E3 View
is one of the industry’s
most advanced
entertainment consoles

As one of a select number of
suppliers to offer IFI accredited
equipment, Cybex’s Total Access
range is certified to IFI standard
level 2.
“By incorporating the
unique design requirements
directly into our product
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SportHouse is home to over 250
pieces of Cybex equipment, including
the Big Iron lifting platform

Network Rail chose customised
colours, made possible by
Cybex’s build-to-order policy

research and development, we’ve
been able to produce a range of both
cardio and strength equipment that is
accessible to the physically impaired, but
which doesn’t exclude other exercisers,”
conﬁrms Richard Purves, Cybex senior
regional manager.
Energise, a local authority-owned
training facility and existing Cybex client
based in York, was the ﬁrst centre in the
UK to be awarded the Inclusive Fitness
Mark. This September will see the
opening of its newly-extended training
facility, taking its number of Cybex
equipment to almost 90 pieces.
“The positive feedback we’ve had
from our members has supported our
decision to re-engage with Cybex and
our new suite of premium equipment
will further ensure that we can deliver to
our members’ requirements,” conﬁrmed
Paul Bickle, leisure centre manager.

Delivering the latest in
technology and design
Launching at this year’s Leisure Industry
Week, the Cybex 770 cardio series is
the company’s most advanced range of
premium commercial cardio equipment.
Incorporating a treadmill, upright and
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

recumbent bikes as well as Cybex’s
ground-breaking lower and total body
Arc Trainers, the 770 series guarantees
maximum durability, stability and greater
comfort, whilst also offering more
entertainment options than any other
product range in the company’s history.
Cybex will also be launching its 625
cardio series at LIW 2012, offering
customers an alternative product range
for commercial use.
Both the new 625 and 770 series are
compatible with another of Cybex’s
latest innovations and one of the
industry’s most advanced entertainment
consoles, the Cybex E3 View:
“Recognising that everyone approaches
exercise differently, we have developed
the E3 view to give users three distinct
viewing modes that deliver the precise
content they want,” conﬁrmed Rob
Thurston.
This year’s LIW will also feature
Cybex’s revolutionary Bravo functional
training system. Comprising of the
Bravo functional trainer and Bravo
Lift, Press and Pull systems, the four
machines have been incorporated into
a brand new Bravo Boot Camp training
programme; Cybex’s Bravo Workout

Cybex’s Bravo Press and Bravo
Pull were awarded the prestigious
FIBO Innovation Award 2012

Guide, a free App that is available for
download via the Cybex website and
iTunes, can also be used in conjunction
with the equipment.
Utilising Progressive Stabilisation,
Cybex’s Bravo Press and Bravo Pull
are the ﬁrst multi-function cable
training stations to offer the stability
and strength potential found in singlefunction, ﬁxed-path equipment along
with the expanded movement variety
typical with multi-function cable training
systems; in recognition of this, the
series was awarded the prestigious FIBO
Innovation Award 2012 for its patented
Progressive Stabilisation system in April.

Exciting times ahead
“We’ve experienced a fantastic year so
far, with many new projects already
secured over the coming months,”
confirmed Rob Thurston.
“As a brand, we are internationallyrenowned for our premium quality,
highly durable equipment and as we
continue to invest in new technology,
research and design, Cybex will
continue to cement its position as one
of the industry’s leading equipment
manufacturers.” L
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
CYBEX INTERNATIONAL UK LTD
Tel: +44 (0)845 606 0228
www.cybexintl.com

Cybex is a leading manufacturer of
premium exercise equipment, designed
to improve physical well being, function
and performance. Launching at this
year’s Leisure Industry Week, the
Cybex 770 series is the company’s most
advanced range of premium commercial
cardiovascular equipment. Incorporating
a treadmill, upright and recumbent bikes Cybex will reveal
as well as Cybex’s ground-breaking
its 770 CV series
lower and total body Arc Trainers, the
770 series guarantees maximum durability, stability and
greater comfort, whilst also offering more entertainment
options than any other product range in the company’s
history. Cybex will also be launching its 625 cardiovascular
series at LIW, offering customers an alternative product
range for commercial use. Both the new 625 and 770 series
are compatible with another of Cybex’s latest innovations and
one of the industry’s most advanced entertainment consoles,
the Cybex E3 View. Offering users three distinct viewing
modes, the E3 View high definition embedded monitor is also
fully compatible with iPhone and iPod connections. LIW will
also feature Cybex’s revolutionary Bravo functional training
system; in recognition of its unique Progressive Stabilisation
system, the series was awarded the prestigious FIBO
Innovation Award 2012 in April.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS
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Dalesauna leads innovation in sauna and steam relaxation

DALESAUNA LTD
Tel: +44 (0)1423 798630
www.dalesauna.co.uk

It is without doubt true that everything does go in cycles, and
indeed the Local Authority and Trust sector have certainly come
back strong in the past couple of years, despite the much
mooted government spending cuts. It seems that some of the
more entrepreneurial authorities have seen the future, which is
not all about pure fitness but the more all encompassing
“wellness” and the latest new builds and refurbishments have
certainly taken this into consideration. The Lagoon, Paisley,
Westminster Lodge St, Albans and Ramsgate Leisure Centre are
just three facilities that have committed hundreds of thousands
(millions in some cases), to offering better facilities for the
community, and with wellbeing and mental health, high on the
agenda, this seems to be the start of an ongoing trend, as the
benefits of relaxation now counts as highly as pure fitness.
SECTION: POOL & SPA
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Turn your PTs
into world-class
fitness leaders
PTA Global develops PTs who get
clients, keep clients and increase
revenue for your business.

Our bridging and advanced
courses are created by the
world’s leading educators,
including Paul Chek
and Rodney Corn.

www.ptaglobal.co.uk
3954

Visit our stand at LIW and win a masterclass for your PT team

EXHIBITOR NEWS
The future of fitness...

Escape provides engaging spaces for group exercise and functional training

ESCAPE FITNESS
Tel: +44 (0)1733 313535
www.escapeﬁtness.com

What does your current PT or functional area say about you
to your clients? Do you want to improve on your Group
Exercise class take up? Does your club need reinventing? We
can work with you to create an engaging, exciting, functional
space that will help you to stand head and shoulders above the
competition, increase your member base and help with
member retention. Escape Fitness provides companies like you
with engaging spaces for Group Exercise and Functional
Training. We have worked with some of the largest clubs in the
world using our complete solution for design, equipment,
flooring and education to exceed their needs. If you would like
to see what we could do to help your business and check out
what we have done for other operators all over the world
come and see us on stand H250 at LIW 2012.

...be part of it.

A revolutionary new product
from Pulse Fitness, featuring
a unique, innovative, powerful
movement proven to deliver
greater results in less time
– burning more calories
and conditioning the body
simultaneously.

SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

EUROSITE POWER
Tel: +44 (0)845 693 2848
www.eurositepower.co.uk

Be the first to try it at LIW 2012.

club-pulse.com

pulseselect.com

pulsesoccer.com

pulsefitness.com

18-20 Sept 2012 - NEC Birmingham UK
Stand H360

Eurosite’s on-site
solutions are
now available
in the UK

Launching into the UK leisure industry at LIW 2012, EuroSite
Power offers a capital free, risk free way to reduce energy
costs forever. EuroSite Power’s On-Site Utility Solutions are
already hugely established in the US and are now available in
the UK. Lower energy costs, reduced taxation and increased
cash flow are instantly achieved with zero capital outlay. The
equipment required is
financed, installed,
owned and operated by
EuroSite Power rather
than the client - who
simply pays for the
energy they use at a
cheaper rate than
without the equipment in
place. For more
information, visit stand
P236.
SECTION:
LEISURE FACILITIES
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WHAT IS

FITNESS FORWARD?
It’s our new direction…building on a legacy of extraordinarily tested
and remarkably perfected equipment. We are changing
where the industry and your business is going.
This is the future of ﬁtness.
SEE IT ALL IN AC TION ON OUR S TAND
AT LEISURE INDUS TRY WEEK 2012...
LIFEFITNESS.CO.UK/FITNESSFORWARD

© 2012 Life Fitness, a division of Brunswick Corporation. All rights reserved. Life Fitness is a registered trademark of Brunswick Corporation.

EXHIBITOR NEWS
FIA - MORE PEOPLE / MORE ACTIVE / MORE OFTEN
Tel:+44 (0)20 7420 8560
www.ﬁa.org.uk

The FIA is the trade body for the UK health and fitness sector,
representing over 3,000 outdoor and indoor organisations
from the public, private and third sectors. As a facilitator, the
FIA work across the following areas;
s TALKING TO GOVERNMENT TO ENSURE SURE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY HEALTH
and wellbeing is high on the agenda
s CREATING PARTNERSHIPS IN THE PURSUIT OF A HEALTHIER NATION
s DELIVERING HEALTH AND WELLBEING PROGRAMMES TO INCREASE
physical activity
s DEVELOPING NEW INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF PROVISION
offered by the sector
s ORGANISING EVENTS TO UP SKILL THE WORKFORCE
s BUILDING AND DEFENDING THE REPUTATION OF THE SECTOR
s DELIVERING WWWSPOGOCOUK A CUSTOMER FACING DIGITAL SERVICE
to make searching and finding physical activities as simple as
OTHER CONSUMER FRIENDLY ONLINE SERVICES 4HE FACT IS TOGETHER WE
can achieve more; join the FIA today visit us at LIW stand H465.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

GANTNER ELECTRONICS LTD
Tel:     
www.gantner.com

How are your muscles performing?
Prove it!
Track changes in:

GANTNER Electronic is the leading European manufacturer
of SMART Card system solutions. All GANTNER products
ARE SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE GLOBAL
leisure industry. The offered system solutions include access
CONTROL AUTOMATED CHECK IN ELECTRONIC WARDROBE LOCKING
systems, and cashless payment applications. GANTNER has
proven to be amongst the most reliable on the market. High
QUALITY GREAT DESIGN FLEXIBILITY AND SHORT PAYBACK TIMES ARE
GANTNER’s strengths. GANTNER hardware and 3rd party
club management software create a fully integrated system
SOLUTION WHICH IS EXTREMELY CONVENIENT AND SECURE "OOST
your profits and streamline your organisation with SMART
Card Technology.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Lean Mass
Fat Mass
Hydration & more

Professional,
reliable whole
Body Composition
Visit Bodystat on Stand H832
Bodystat Ltd. Tel: 01624 629 571. Email: info@bodystat.com

WWW.BODYSTAT.COM
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Gantner offers SMART card system solutions
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DALESAUNA...
...An exceptionally good experience...

DON CAMILLERI

VICTORIA MACLEOD

DUNCAN GIBB

development director,
center parcs

spa manager, the old course
hotel, st andrews

centre manager, hermitage
leisure centre, leicestershire

“I could not have asked
for two more professional,
knowledgeable guys who
did above and beyond
what was expected of
them to assist us with our
pool shutdown, and who I
know will be an excellent
resource to us in the
future”.

“Dalesaunas price was
extremely competitive, and
the patience they showed
during the tendering
process was commendable.
They delivered the complete
project within time, working
closely with the main
contractor throughout.

“We need to choose
our suppliers extremely
carefully, and we
needed to f ind a
company to work
with us, and to
deliver high quality.
In the tendering
process, dalesauna
stood out, they showed
professionalism and
shared our values, they
stuck to their promise
and delivered a high
quality product, on time
and very importantly, on
budget”.

When we set out on this
journey we had a vision for
the health suite, and the
end product is a mirror of
that vision”.

B E S P O K E S PA D E S I G N
I N ST A L L
U P G RA D E
S E RV I C E & M A I N T A I N

DALE SAUNA

4          s &        
s a l e s @ d a l e s a u n a .c o. u k

scan code to visit
w w w. d a l e s a u n a . c o . u k

WELL BEING, WELL DESIGNED, WELL LOOKED AFTER

EXHIBITOR NEWS
GLADSTONE HEALTH & LEISURE
Tel:+44 (0)1491 201010
www.gladstonemrm.com

omni?

Gladstone Health & Leisure is the leading supplier of leisure
management software in the UK, Ireland, and Australia,
endorsed by leading health and fitness professionals and
enterprise technology partners. Gladstone has been the chosen
partner of leisure trusts, local authority sports facilities,
international chains, universities and independent private clubs
for over 30 years. Today, over 30,000 users rely on Gladstone
membership, bookings, ePos, mobile and business intelligence
applications every day. Two million of their members also benefit
from Gladstone products across the globe, through on-site
registration, web and mobile bookings, or self-service features.
This extensive market experience means we are able to give
every customer access to the most advanced leisure
management software available, backed up by a world-class
support system. Whatever your size, choosing Gladstone as
your software partner means you will benefit from a robust and
scalable solution. At LIW you can see Join@Home to enable
people to sign up for memberships without entering your facility,
Learn2 for swim school administration, Contact Manager for
giving your sales team a tool to convert leads into members and
the iPhone app allowing your members to book on the move.
Visit our stand at H210 to see
SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES

www.omniticket.com

HARLANDS GROUP
Tel: +44 (0)1444 449157
www.harlandsgroup.co.uk

Harlands Group is the UK’s largest Direct Debit and Membership
Management provider. Our service includes fully managed
collection, call centre, online sign up and debt recovery. Our
Snap system introduced online sign up to the UK in 2005 and
version 5 brings even more features. Our investment in
technology means we have helped drive the low cost sector
where we are providing services to all the leading budget health
club providers. New in 2012 we are launching our range of cloud
based support services to our clients including Sales Generator
which will bring huge benefits to our customers.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

HIPPO LEISURE PRODUCTS
Tel: +44 (0)1752 771740
www.hippoleisure.com

www.certikin.co.uk
info@certikin.co.uk

Hippo will promote
the versatility of
their fantastic range
of water play
equipment at Leisure
Industry Week.
Come along and test
Hippo’s toddler slide
and sensory play
panels, which enable
a wide mix of ages
Hippo equipment promotes play
and abilities to be
entertained. Replacing old tired play features with Hippo’s play
products can create a play zone that can be expanded over
time to promote family play and encourage water confidence.
Increase kid appeal and regular visitors with Hippo’s vibrant
water features, tailored to suit most pool shapes, sizes and
budgets. Please visit Hippo for the ultimate in water play fun.
SECTION: PLAY & ATTRACTIONS
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Learn2 Swim
achieves
Mission
Impossible

F

usion launched Gladstone’s
Learn2 Swim course
management module as an
early adopter in January this
year, installing it at Hillingdon Sport and
Leisure Complex. The Learn2 Swim trial
marked the start of a new three-year
contract between Gladstone and Fusion
Lifestyle, which will take the partnership to
more than 10 years.
The Learn2 Swim software, which has
been endorsed by the Amateur Swimming
Association (ASA), is designed to simplify
the complicated and time-consuming swim
school administration process, allowing
operators to register pupils on courses,
manage accreditation at the poolside and
ease the movement of pupils between
levels. It can also provide tailored reports
on joiners, leavers, pupils changing classes
and class occupancy.
Mike Carruthers, head of ICT at
Fusion Lifestyle, says: “The trial of Learn2
Swim was led by a couple of enthusiastic
members of the swim team and so far
we’ve had very positive responses.
“The main beneﬁts are: continuous
assessment, which I believe will help us
keep children swimming for longer, as they
can automatically enrol onto the next level;
time saving on administration, meaning our
instructors can spend less time recording
attendance and attainment and more time
improving lesson delivery and interacting
with their classes; and information for the
parents at no extra cost.”
In line with many operators, Fusion’s
previous approach to enrolment was
term-based and, with tens of thousands of
children on the swim school programme,
there would be a rush every 10 weeks,
with parents required to re-enrol within a
relatively short booking window, creating

september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Registered charity Fusion Lifestyle manages 36 pools across its
estate of 52 public leisure facilities. The administration of its
thousands of swimming classes each week may sound like
mission impossible, especially when you consider that equates to
well over a million swimming lessons every year, but according
to Fusion’s head of ICT, Gladstone Health and Leisure’s new
Learn2 Swim software will soon make light of those figures.
lengthy queues at reception and pressure
for parents. “Learn2 Swim’s 50-week rolling
programme will improve this signiﬁcantly,”
continues Carruthers. “Re-enrolment is
driven by when the child is ready to move
up a class, not by pre-dated terms.”
Teachers use a portable, waterproof,
touch-screen device to take registers,
store notes and assess pupils at the
poolside. Carruthers says the staff truly
see the advantages: “The device increases
their time poolside and reduces the time
spent on admin in the back ofﬁce. It offers
reliable, up-to-date information so they
can easily track the progress of individual
pupils and their classes as a whole,
respond quickly to any parent queries,
monitor attendance levels and see any
medical issues at a glance.”
The intelligent software promotes
movement between courses by ﬂagging up
children who are ready to progress and,
if necessary, can put them onto a waiting
list in line with the parent preferences, for
days and lesson times, which can be saved
on the system.
Carruthers adds: “Learn2 Swim has the
added beneﬁt of data sharing and enables
automated customer contact, emailing
or texting customers when a pupil is

approved to move up a class or needs to
pay for lessons, driving our engagement
and retention potential.”
The web-based system also carries a
‘home portal’, allowing parents to access
and review the progress of their child at
their leisure, as well as re-enrolling their
child online when an email trigger alerts
that they are ready to move up a level.
“The new software has been a real
success. Obviously as a completely
new product it’s had its challenges and
issues, but the response from the team
at Gladstone was very positive. Learn2
Swim will now take our swimming
lesson programme to the next level,”
concludes Carruthers.
Learn2 Swim will be introduced to a
further 10–15 of Fusion Lifestyle’s pools
in time for the autumn term in September,
and will be rolled out to the remaining
sites in the new year.

To ﬁnd out more about
Learn2 Swim, call +44
(0)1491 201010 or visit
www.gladstonemrm.com
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
INNOVATIVE LEISURE
Tel: +44 (0)116 271 3095
www.innovativeleisure.co.uk

Innovative Leisure will once again be present at LIW in 2012
and this years’ show is set to be the biggest yet for the leading
supplier of high energy, adventure play attractions. A first for
LIW, our Mobile Zip Line, recipient of a ‘Best new product’
award at IAAPA 2011 makes an appearance, and visitors to our
stand will be able to try the latest in thrilling mobile attractions
for themselves. For the second year running, you will be able
to test yourself on one of our Sky Trail High Ropes Courses
with this years course set to be even bigger. Our usual climbing
attractions will also be on show as will our Water Wars range
outdoors. Our full team will be on hand to talk to you about
any of our products. You can find Innovative Leisure on stand
A40 on the show floor and outside on stand A510.
SECTION: PLAY & ATTRACTIONS

JORDAN FITNESS
Tel: +44 (0)1945 880257
www.jordanﬁtness.co.uk

See us at LEISURE INDUSTRY SHOW NEC Birmingham
18-20 September 2012 STAND No F215

LEISURE UNIFORMS & WORKWEAR

For 25 years, Jordan Fitness have been at the forefront of
design, manufacture and supply of quality commercial grade,
functional fitness equipment, in the UK and internationally.
Jordan Fitness also provides training through their
comprehensive REPs accredited training programme. As part
of their Results Based Training (RBT) programme, Jordan
Fitness also offers a full facility design and planning service.
Their in-house creative design team can provide 3D visuals in
conjunction with advice from the experienced sales team.
From inception to finance, installation and then on-going staff
training, Jordan Fitness is able to offer a package that is
unrivalled within the industry. Jordan Fitness will be showcasing
and demonstrating several new functional fitness products at
Leisure Industry Week (LIW) 2012 on Stand H650. For more
information about Jordan Fitness, visit their website at www.
jordanfitness.co.uk , call +44 (0)1945 880257, or email sales@
jordanfitness.co.uk
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Staff clothing for Health Clubs Sports & Leisure

YOUR LOGO
EMBROIDERED
FREE SET UP- FREE DELIVERY

POLO S
HIRTS
LOGO IN
CLUDED

FROM O
N

£6.00LY
+VAT

WHEN SPENDING OVER £300 +VAT

Call NOW - Freephone 0800 756 0837

www.workwearandlogo.com
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Jordan Fitness will be demonstrating its new range at LIW
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IT COACHES. IT MOTIVATES. IT ENTERTAINS.

STAR TRAC COACH™

Nike + iPod

STAR TRAC COACH™
Star Trac is proud to introduce the latest innovation in cardio
ﬁtness – the Star Trac Coach™, a personalised treadmill
workout led by a professional coach.

Whether you’re a

competitive runner or a daily walker, it helps you maximise
your treadmill workout.
Over 1 million possible workouts ensure a different workout
every time. With the push of a few simple buttons, runners
and walkers can create a treadmill workout with varying
intensity, terrain and endurance levels sure to provide an
efﬁcient, effective and encouraging workout. To further
enhance the user experience, the Star Trac Coach™ allows
users to select their own background music from their iPod ®,
a USB stick or the built-in soundtrack. This revolutionary
technology is exclusively available on Star Trac’s E Series
embedded screen treadmills. The Star Trac Coach™ takes the
ordinary treadmill experience to a new level of engagement
never seen before.
Come and see us on Stand H255 at Leisure Industry Week,
18th- 20th September 2012 at the NEC, Birmingham.
For more information contact Star Trac at +44 (0) 1494 688260 or
uksales@startrac.com

©2012 Star Trac. All rights reserved. Star Trac, the Star Trac logo, Soft Trac, Dynamic Heart Rate Control are registered trademarks of
Core Industries. Star Trac Coach is a trademark of Core Industries. iPod is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

EXHIBITOR NEWS
KEISER UK LTD.

     
    
 

Tel: +44 (0)845 612 1102
www.keiseruk.com

Keiser creates intelligent CV and
resistance equipment. From Air,
the innovative pneumatic
resistance equipment designed to
deliver maximum results with
minimum impact, to the M3
Indoor Cycle, with user feedback
courtesy of the onboard
computer, Keiser inspires users
to fulfil their exercise potential.
From the Best Commercial Clubs
to the best Professional Clubs
Keiser can help you. Visit stand
H475 and ask us ‘Why Keiser?’
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Keiser’s M3 Indoor Cycle
is created to inspire

KYLEMARK CORPORATEWEAR

 

Tel: +44 (0)1292 618344
www.workwearandlogo.com
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T R A I N I N G I N T E R N AT I O N A L

DING
FUN IONS
OPT ABLE
AVAIL

Kylemark Corporatewear are a leading
supplier of staff uniform and corporate
clothing to the Health and Leisure
Industry in the UK. We work around
your specific requirements with
a can do attitude to provide a
cost effective practical
solution to your staff clothing
needs. We have invested in
the best technology and
production systems to give
you the client a superior
product and service
delivered FAST. Call us now
or visit our website.
SECTION:
LEISURE FACILITIES

Kylemark supplies staff wear

      
    
Whether you’re starting out in your career or looking to develop it
further Premier Training has a course for you. Our industry leading
qualiﬁcations are widely recognised and requested by employers
and include a full portfolio of the latest functional training,
massage and Level 4 courses.

ENQUIRE TODAY AND LET PREMIER PUT YOU ON THE RIGHT ROAD
TO A SUCCESSFUL CAREER

Socialise:
Call: 0845 1 90 90 90
Visit: premierglobal.co.uk

SEE US
IN ACTION

*Terms and conditions apply. Please refer to our website.

VISIT THE PREMIER TRAINING STAND H622 AT LIW
& CLAIM YOUR SHOW EXCLUSIVE COURSE 15% DISCOUNT
104

Exhibitor stands will feature live product demos
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Advanced Functionality
with a Personal Touch
Stay ahead of the game and offer your clients the very
best in Acceleration Training™ with the new pro7™
from Power Plate.

Pro7 Flexible

ions

Leasing Opt

/MONTH*
FROM £360

Featuring the latest in interactive touch-screen and
embedded proMOTION™ technology, the pro7 offers a
personalised, full-body workout at the touch of a button.
With more than 1,000 exercise videos and 250
progressive full-body workouts, your clients can train
independently and stay motivated regardless of their
goal or level of ability.
Power Plate pro7 – Acceleration Training has never
been easier.
For more information,
visit us on stand H270 at LIW,
call us on 020 7317 5010 or
email sales@powerplate.com

* Subject to status and credit approval
** For deﬁnitive advice in respect of the tax beneﬁts of leasing you should speak with your accountant
Company No. 05688772 | First Floor, 13 George Street, London, W1U 3QJ | +44 20 7317 5000

www.powerplate.com/uk

EXHIBITOR NEWS
LIFE FITNESS UK LTD
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666017
www.lifeﬁtness.co.uk

Redesign your
changing rooms with

3D Design
Rendering
Lockers
Locking Systems
Cubicles
Washrooms

Safe Space Lockers Ltd

Please call 0870 990 7989
for more details

Fitness trends come and go. That’s one of the things that make
this a great industry. For over forty years, Life Fitness has been
at the forefront in meeting the product needs that match, and
often lead, these trends. Our enduring commitment to helping
people live healthier lives means we’re always looking at what’s
next. With exerciser engagement at an all-time high, it is the
right moment for Life Fitness Forward, our brand new
products and experiences for the innovative and connected
ways people exercise today. Visit us on stand H530 at LIW:
experience the complete workout solution for small and large
groups, SYNRGY360™; try our revolutionary new group
exercise bike, LifeCycle GX™; discover world-famous
landscapes with Lifescape™; and see Hammer Strength HD
Elite™ in action – it’s our most durable rack line yet. We are
changing where the industry and your business is going.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

MATRIX FITNESS

Tel: +44 (0)1782 644900
www.matrixﬁtness.co.uk

2012 is all about heroes on the Matrix Fitness stand at LIW, as
we return to the event with our largest showcase of ‘hero’
products to date, spread over two adjacent stands – H370 and
H370A. Whether you’re a valued Matrix customer, or yet to
experience the benefits of our award-winning products, we’re
sure you’ll find something to interest, inspire and wow you;
from the latest developments in functional fitness via the
XCube and Vicore product ranges, to a live MyRide+ class
experience. Our guests will also have the opportunity to try
innovative products including the ClimbMill – a revolution in
stair-climbing technology – and the Ascent Trainer®,
purposely designed to reflect the optimal natural feel/range of
movement, along with our stunningly redesigned elliptical
trainers. Alternatively, why not have a chat with the team
about our added-value services, including Matrix
service assurance, facility design, finance
solutions and product
training support, or drop
into our Heroes
Lounge for a chance
to meet one of our
special guests,
including Matrix
Ambassador and
Olympic gold medallist,
Dani King. Call now to
arrange a specific time to
meet, or come along to see
us on the day - Stands
H370 & H370A.
SECTION:
HEALTH & FITNESS

E: info@safespacelockers.co.uk

www.safespacelockers.co.uk
Matrix is offering visitors
the chance to try out
its range of innovative
products at LIW
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Helping you to...

EVALUATE | ENHANCE | ENGAGE
Functional Fitness. designed by us... inspired by you

Our Results Based Training system is the most comprehensive service for those wishing to
implement new functional training areas into their facilities. We can guide you through the three
key stages: Evaluate - selecting the type of area you need. Enhance - helping you choose which
equipment, ﬂooring and designs will look best. Engage - providing supportive marketing
materials to get your customers excited about the changes! We also oﬀer a comprehensive
education programme, available for both Instructor and Functional Group Training courses - so
your team can maximize the use of the new functional equipment to its full potential.

To ﬁnd out more
visit us at stand H650

www.jordanﬁtness.co.uk | +44 (0)1945 880257
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TAKE IT FROM
HOLLY
MINDBODYONLINE.COM/HOLLY

Owner, Pink Iron
MINDBODY Client Since 2008

With MINDBODY software, Holly has the time to give her clients the personal attention
they deserve. We’re devoted to her success, so she can be devoted to theirs.

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR GYM
888.212.0024 | MINDBODYONLINE.COM/HOLLY

EXHIBITOR NEWS
MINDBODY BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Tel: +44 (0)207 871 2400
www.mindbodyonline.com

Health & Leisure

MINDBODY software is trusted
by thousands of clients in over 80
countries to manage and grow
their businesses. Trainers, small
fitness centres, and large
franchises alike use MINDBODY
to simplify operations, boost
revenue and focus on their
customers. Cloud-based software
allows you to run your fitness
centre from anywhere, helping
you surpass the competition.
MINDBODY offers the fitness
Mindbody software for fitness centres
industry the most technologically
advanced business management solutions, including:
s #OMPREHENSIVE CUSTOMER ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
s 7EB BASED SCHEDULING AND ONLINE PAYMENTS
s -ONTHLY MEMBERSHIPS AND !UTO0AYS
s )NTEGRATED RETAIL POINT OF SALE ONLINE STORE AND GIFT CARDS
s !UTOMATED EMAIL 3-3 MESSAGING AND POP UP ALERTS
s 0OWERFUL SALES MARKETING AND ANALYSIS REPORTING !S THE
leading online business management software for service
professionals around the world, MINDBODY leverages
technology to make your services more personalized and
accessible to your customers—and ultimately, to strengthen
YOUR FITNESS BUSINESS 3CHEDULE A GUIDED TOUR TODAY
www.mindbodyonline.com/fit
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Join@home
MERRITHEW HEALTH & FITNESS™
Tel: +44 (0)800 328 5676
www.merrithew.com

Merrithew Health & Fitness™ is proud to celebrate almost 25
years in the health and fitness industry. The company offers a
wide array of innovative, multi-disciplinary fitness brands to a
VARIETY OF AUDIENCES INCLUDING 34/44 0),!4%3¤ :%.s'!
AND #/2% ALL OF WHICH ARE RECOGNIZED AS 4HE 0ROFESSIONALS
#HOICE -(& HAS THE WORLDS LARGEST COLLECTION OF FITNESS
DVDs; with the addition of 50 new DVD titles, MH&F continues
to help fitness professionals develop their skills for a variety of
clients. Today there are over 33,000 students trained in the
34/44 0),!4%3 METHOD ALONE WITH OVER  4RAINING #ENTERS
worldwide. MH&F continues to set the standard for premium
equipment and education in the industry.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

NOUVEAU SOLUTIONS LTD
Tel: +44 (0)118 969 9290
www.nslcrm.com / nsl-crm-4-leisure

!T THE ,)7 THIS YEAR WE ARE EXCITED TO LAUNCH THE LATEST VERSION
OF OUR INTEGRATED BOOKING PAYMENT AND MEMBERSHIP ,EISURE
#ENTRE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM .3, #2- FOR ,EISURE  4HE
SYSTEMS GRAPHICAL BOOKING SYSTEM CAN HANDLE FULL MEMBERSHIP
structure, including discounts, joint/family membership and
PRO RATA 3UBSCRIPTION &EES "ASED AROUND -ICROSOFT $YNAMICS
CRM (Customer Relationship Management), promotes better
proactive interaction with your members and enables you to
FULLY MANAGE AND MARKET YOUR FACILITY TO EXISTING MEMBERS AND
help to attract new ones. Built-in real-time analysis of on-site
members allows you to measure against different entities.

L2

Learn2
Contact Manager
Mobile

TAKING SELF
SERVICE TO A
WHOLE NEW
LEVEL...
STAND NUMBER H210

SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES
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www.gladstonemrm.com
01491 201010

EXHIBITOR NEWS
OCTANE FITNESS UK LTD
Tel: +44 (0)7799 475366
www.octaneﬁtness.com

Octane Fitness is a premium, x-trainer only supplier with a
difference. At LIW we will launch the brand new Octane
Fitness ‘Lateral’ – an elliptical that has adjustable width lateral
movement. We will also launch the IFI Stage 2 accredited
seated x-trainer, the Octane Fitness xR6000IFI. This machine is
unique, very different to anything in your gym and ideal for
de-conditioned and the absolute fittest users. No cardio
product offers the variety of workout of the seated xR6000.
Try it for yourself and you will see why… The Pro 3700IFI
model was the first elliptical x-trainer to receive IFI Stage 2
accreditation, making it ideal for beginners and IFI users. Yet
the Pro 3700 and adjustable stride Pro 4700 also offers greater
variety and challenge to personal trainers, with ‘Arm Blaster’
offering a serious upper body challenge while the Glute Kicker
programme does
likewise for lower
body.
SECTION:
HEALTH &
FITNESS

Octane’s
Lateral will
be on show
at LIW

Visitors to LIW can try out new products

OMNITICKET NETWORK LTD
Tel: +44 (0)1782 714300
www.omniticket.com

OmniTicket Network is a system developer, integrator and
consultant specialising in comprehensive turnkey solutions for
ticketing, access control, reservations, pre-sales, internet sales,
retail point of sale and inventory control operations. With a
comprehensive, integrated approach to venue management,
OmniTicket Network has been the industry leader and
innovator since 1986. OmniTicket Network is the solution of
choice for venues of all sizes with a proven track record in the
most well known and demanding venues.
SECTION: PLAY & ATTRACTIONS

Visit the Direct Debit experts at LIW

stand H130
t Complete membership management
from the leisure industry leaders
t Online sign up specialists
t New Cloud Services including
Client login V2, Check In, E marketing
and Sales Generator
t Integrated club management software

EXP
E
SOL RTS IN
FOR UTION
S
LOW
OR
BUD COST
CLU GET
BS

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER...

01444 449 157
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Say Goodbye to Keys...
KitLock for lockers in gyms, health clubs and spas.
Lost another locker key? Make the switch to digital cabinet locks.
KitLock provides simple keypad access without the hassle of keys,
tokens or coins - Go Keyless!

Visit us at LIW:
stand number F100
KitLock is a Codelocks Ltd brand.

01635 239645

sales@kitlock.com

www.kitlock.com

EXHIBITOR NEWS

DESIGNED FOR THE
WAY YOU MOVE
As an extension to our already successful HALO®
Performance range introduced in 2010, Multirig® is
backed by over 25 years of design knowhow, designed
as a robust stable, ﬂexible, scalable platform no matter
what your training methodology and goals. Multirig®
may easily be conﬁgured to meet your speciﬁc space
and training needs and to accommodate a wide variety
of popular small equipment creating a focal point in
your gym space.
Suitable for small or large group/team training. Bolt
together construction using a standard range of sub
assemblies, you create your own Multirig. Available in
a choice of colours and ﬁnishes.

payasugym offers a gym booking network

PAYASUGYM.COM

Tel: +44 (0)208 123 0149
www.payasugym.com/sales

payasUgym.com is a lead generation and marketing service for
gyms and health clubs that want to increase their membership
base, drive secondary spend and attract genuinely new
customers into their clubs. There are no costs to participate,
we only work with clubs that genuinely want to be involved
and we will support you at every stage. For customers,
payasUgym.com represents a new way to get involved in health
and fitness and provides them with an independent platform to
share their gym experiences. We have already catered for over
10 million customer gym searches in the 18 months since
launch, which makes payasUgym.com the largest gym booking
network in the world. By adding your club to the payasUgym.
com network you will be in great company with some of the
top UK and European operators already involved as well as
dozens of top quality corporate partners.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

PELLIKAAN CONSTRUCTION LTD
Tel: +44 (0)208 392 93 55
www.pellikaan.com

Over 900 leisure centres with more then 500 swimming pools
in Europe: an impressive portfolio. Pellikaan specialises in
designing and constructing sports facilities and commercial
buildings including schools, offices and hotels. The company
has the experience and expertise to design, coordinate, and
complete every aspect of construction projects. Pellikaan can
be involved from the very first design stage, or work with the
client’s architect to fine tune the drawings and carry out the
construction works. The vast know-how and experience have
led to all UK projects being handed over on time and on
budget. Visit Pellikaan on stand F180.

Tel: 01455 890100 Fax: 01455 890009
Web:
www.leisurelinesgb.co.uk
www.powerbag.com
www.leisurelinesperformance.com

SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES

Email (sales): sales@leisurelinesgb.co.uk
Leisure Lines GB Ltd,
Units 1-2 Jacknell Road,
Dodwells Ind Estate, Hinckley,
Leicestershire UK LE10 3BS

Stand H5

Pellikaan designs and constructs sports and commercial sites
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POMMEL
TORSO
THE POMMEL TORSO
IS A REVOLUTIONARY
EXERCISE TOOL DESIGNED
TO OFFER THE USER A
MULTITUDE OF BENEFITS.

T

he machine uses a circular
movement to engage
all of the core muscles,
strengthening this area, as
well as elevating heart rate to provide
cardiovascular benefits.
The Pommel Torso was developed
by back surgeon Dr. Yasser Nadim after
watching athletes competing on the
pommel horse at the Olympic Games. He
observed how the rotational movement
worked the muscles of the torso like no
other and set about designing a machine
that would allow users to engage their
core in the same way, without having to
master the pommel horse. Dr. Nadim

Pommel Torso works the torso muscles more
effectively than conventional ab exercises
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

The Pommel Torso
would slot neatly
into any gym set-up

was driven by his passion to see people
exercising safely and correctly, having
treated many patients who had hurt their
back through exercise, often due to bad
technique or poor core strength.
The Pommel Torso is unique; no
other machine targets all the muscles of
the core and lower back. The machine
is designed to be more effective than
standard abdominal exercises, providing
a more beneﬁcial and well-rounded
workout. While standard exercises
predominantly target the rectus
abdominis muscles, Pommel Torso targets
all of the muscles of the core, lower and
upper back in a functional manner.
Research undertaken at the University
of Central Lancashire showed that the
Pommel Torso resulted in greater overall
abdominal and back muscle activity than
standard core exercises. As a result,
the Pommel Torso allows users to get
a more effective core workout in a
shorter space of time. Using the Pommel
Torso also elevates heart rate, therefore
providing additional cardio beneﬁts. The

research showed that using the machine
for an average of 15 minutes, three
times a week for six weeks resulted in a
signiﬁcant reduction in body fat.
Recently, the Pommel Torso has been
trialled by The Chelsea Club, an Elite
London health club, located within the
Stamford Bridge Stadium complex. The
machine has received rave reviews from
members who report a lower rate of
perceived level of exertion, despite still
getting a great core workout.
Darren Garrett, the club’s ﬁtness
manager, said: ‘This could make a real
impact when it hits the market. It gives
members an effective way to condition their
core safe in the knowledge that they are
performing the exercise correctly and not
putting their back at risk. Installation is so easy
it could slot neatly into nearly any gym set up.’

For more information about Pommel
Torso see www.pommeltorso.co.uk
or call 0203 582 3822
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
PHYSICAL COMPANY
Tel: +44 (0)1494 769 222
www.physicalcompany.co.uk

Physical Company launch their EX:CEL training platform
at this year’s LIW. The platform bridges the gap between
fitness equipment and exercise programming by way of an
interactive online training zone. It’s been designed by industry
experts to take the stress out of keeping trainers up to date
with the latest REPS accredited group exercise trends.
Equipment featured during the first phase will be BOSU,
Human Trainer, freeFORM and Kettlebells.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

PowerPlate International Acceleration Training classes

POWER PLATE INTERNATIONAL
Tel: +44 (0)208 959 3656
www.powerplate.com/uk

Physical Company
launches its EX CEL
training platform
online training zone

Visit Power Plate International on Stand H270 to find out about
the latest in Power Plate® technology, exercise classes and lease
plans. With our range of 15-minute Power Plate taster sessions
running throughout LIW, we’ll show you the many ways to
integrate Acceleration Training™ into your class timetable.
From Tri Fit to Post-Natal core – there’s something to inspire
everyone. Do you want to upgrade your machine, offer the
latest technology to your clients, without a substantial financial
outlay? Take advantage of Power Lease – allowing you to spread
the cost over a three-year period without paying any interest or
hidden extras. Visit our stand for more details. Don’t forget
we’re exclusively launching the pro7™ machine at LIW. This
innovative new model comes with integrated video coaching and
embedded proMOTION™ technology – promising to take your
Power Plate workout to a whole new level.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING with FREEDOM CLIMBER
Visit us at LIW
Stand H 630
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Calling all independent operators...
The Fitness Industry Independent Operators
Unite forum will be returning to Leisure Industry
Week (LIW) 2012 bringing you expert advice and
new ideas to make your club or gym stand out
from the competition.

This year’s programme will be delivered by
fellow independent operators who will share
their experiences, mistakes, lessons and ideas
with you.

Boost your knowledge with this fantastic FREE programme:
Day 1 - Wednesday 19 September 2012

Day 2 - Thursday 20 September 2012

14:00-14:40
Practical ideas that work for the UK Independent Operator
Sometimes you can go to a restaurant and order what you
want, or pick and choose from a whole smorgus board of ideas.
This session is based on the latter, with a panel of Independent
Operators with years of experience of mistakes, successes,
lessons and ideas that are easy to implement for any club owner
in the UK. Clubs will take away quick-win ideas that they will
produce quick-win results!
Panel of Independent Operators

10:30-11:30
The great debate… Strengths/Weakness/Opportunities/
Threats of being an Independent Operator in today’s climate
The UK is undergoing a paradigm shift on how health clubs must
adapt to survive in today’s evolving market. This session will be
an open forum `discussion’ about the pros and cons of being an
Independent Operator in today’s market with insights into the
future of the industry and what opportunities are out there. This
is a not-to-be-missed `recovery’ session after the previous night’s
festivities!
Panel of Independent Operators

15:00-15:40
Making money for your club from the ‘other stuff’ (not actual
memberships)

In today’s market of diminishing returns due to increased
competition and physical activity alternatives, clubs have to
maximise the revenue that they generate from non-membership
money. This session is a panel of expert club owners who have
been able to offer innovative secondary spend ideas that not only
generate more money but also provide a better service to their
existing membership base.
Panel of Independent Operators

Plus, celebrate your hard work
at the IOU Industry party*
(Wed 19 September) get your party ticket and book
your IOU Forum place at www.liw.co.uk/iouforum

16:00-16:40
Easy ways to use the internet to make more money for your
independent club
Whether it’s Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook, Foursquare or many other
social media avenues, there is no doubt that the internet is here
to stay. Due to the internet, a small Independent Operator can
`compete’ with the big boys without leaving their reception. This
session is a panel of club owners who have successfully achieved
just that… and most importantly, you don’t have to follow their
twitter account to learn those secrets. Simply turn up with an
open mind!
Panel of Independent Operators

Organised by:

Sponsored by:

FREE tic
for IOU kets
&
membe FIA
rs

Supported by:

*The IOU industry party is FREE for all IOU and FIA members with a discounted price for non IOU member Independent
Operators. Request your free ticket or book a ticket at www.liw.co.uk/iouforum

Book your FREE place on the Fitness Industry IOU Forum
and entry to LIW 2012 at www.liw.co.uk/iouforum

EXHIBITOR NEWS
POOLPOD PRODUCTS
Tel:+44 (0)141 237 2127

www.poolpodproducts.com

Poolpod is a new product set to provide a lasting legacy of
the London 2012 Olympic Games. The award winning design
provides access to the pool for less mobile people and
promotes new rehabilitation and aqua-therapy techniques.
Legacy begins now with swimmers in East London, followed
by pilot installations across the UK by the Amateur Swimming
Association. Visit our stand to find out more and follow on
its journey to a pool near you.
SECTION: POOL & SPA

PRECOR

Tel: +44 (0)1276 404900
www.precor.co.uk

For nearly three decades Precor have designed and built
premium fitness equipment, which has been chosen by health
clubs, hotels, spas, universities and individuals all over the
world.
s 4HE NEW !DAPTIVE -OTION 4RAINER WITH /PEN 3TRIDE n HAS
the highest and longest stride pattern in the industry.
s 0REVA OUR NETWORKED FITNESS SOLUTION THAT CONNECTS PEOPLE
to their fitness journey whilst travelling.
s 0RECOR ARE ALSO PLEASED TO LAUNCH THE NEW $ISCOVERY
Strength Line which is a premium solution for all users.
s 4HE INDUSTRYS MOST COMPREHENSIVE GLOBAL NETWORK OF
certified service personnel.
s %XPERIENCED ACCOUNT MANAGERS WHOSE KNOWLEDGE RANGES

from decor that creates the right atmosphere to generating
revenue from your health and fitness facility all from a partner
with a strong track record of progressive environmental
stewardship. Visit us on stand H232 to understand how
CREATING OPTIMUM USER EXPERIENCE IS AT THE HEART OF EVERYTHING
we do. Precor is part of the Amer Sports Corporation, one of
THE WORLDS LEADING SPORTS EQUIPMENT COMPANIES
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

PREMIER TRAINING INTERNATIONAL
Tel: +44 (0)845 1909090
www.premierglobal.co.uk

Premier Training International is a leading health and fitness
industry training provider. Premier has built a first class
reputation in delivering quality
vocational education since 1992
and has some of the strongest
sports scientists and industry
EXPERTS HELPING SHAPE
syllabuses and training delivery.
With over 150 staff across 30
national training venues,
0REMIER HAS TRAINED IN EXCESS
of 30,000 students to date, and
is committed to raising
standards throughout the
health and fitness industry.
SECTION:
HEALTH & FITNESS

Premier has more than
150 staff in 30 sites

With Pellikaan you create
a perfect environment for
recreation, education and work

For more
more inspiration
inspirationvisit
visit us at LIW stand F180
www.pellikaan.co.uk
www.pellikaan.co.uk
of
or call
call us
uson
on0208
0208392
39293
9355
55
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SEE

LIW, BIR US AT
MIN
BOOTHS GHAM, UK
A510 &
A40
AND
EAS, BE
RLIN, GE
RMANY
BOOTH
1707

NEW THRILLING
FAMILY ATTRACTIONS
Planters Garden Centre, Tamworth, UK

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sky Trail® is suitable for anyone over 1.0m
Throughputs up to 500 an hour
Unique track system – people can overtake
New Silent Pucks – minimise operating noise
Can be themed to suit your requirements
Approved under ADIPS
Over 600 supplied worldwide

Sommerland Sjaelland, Denmark
Edinburgh Zoo, UK

Call now for further details: +44 (0) 116 271 3095
Email: info@innovativeleisure.co.uk

www.innovativeleisure.co.uk

Organised by:

liw.co.uk

for FREE
entry
RegisterRegister
for FREE
entry
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Join us at LIW
W 2012 and
d:
UÊÊÊSee the latest training and ﬁtness methods in the PTA Global Functional
Training Zone and the Les Mills Group Exercise Arena
UÊÊÊEnjoy live demos, competitions and star appearances on the LIW Live stage
UÊÊÊKeep on-trend with the CPD accredited REPs National Convention, IOU
Forum, FIA keynote and much more
UÊÊÊTest and compare the most innovative products and services to hit the
market
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
PTA GLOBAL

Tel: +44 (0)20 8586 0101
www.ptaglobal.co.uk

PTA Global takes your PTs and turns them into world-class
fitness leaders. We go beyond the training basics to give PTs
the skills to gain, train and retain more clients – and increase
revenue for your business. With modules on business
acumen, marketing and client management, our courses are
created by 26 of the world’s leading educators, including Paul
Chek and Rodney Corn. We give your team the motivation
and tools to enrich your clients’ experience and inspire your
PTs to be instrumental in the acquisition and retention of
clients, as well as the marketing of your business. Visit our
stand at LIW to see how PTA Global can work with your
business and enter our prize draw to win a free PTA Global
masterclass for your PT staff. Enrol your staff with PTA
Global and watch your business boom.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

the management of gym members for enhanced retention
s ! NEW CIRCUIT RANGE A SAFE PRACTICAL AND COMFORTABLE HEALTHY
strength training activity
s ! NEW PLATE LOADED RANGE PACKED WITH FEATURES FOR
exceptional strength training
s .EW EYE CATCHING DUMBBELLS
and barbells
s 0LUS TALK TO 0ULSE ABOUT
our latest business and
leisure support
solutions and lots,
lots more. Let
Pulse inspire you
and your
members with the
latest fitness
products and leisure
solutions the industry
has to offer.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

PULSE

Tel: +44 (0)1260 294610
www.pulseﬁtness.com

Pulse are delighted to once again be showcasing and
demonstrating our latest innovations at LIW and we invite
you to come and see, touch and trial on stand H360. New for
 s !N INNOVATIVE AND UNIQUE CARDIOVASCULAR MACHINE THAT
offers powerful aerobic and toning qualities simultaneously
s 2ETENTION -AGNET FOR 3MART#ENTRE A SIMPLE SOPHISTICATED
technology module that efficiently and effectively improves

Pulse will be
demonstrating its
new range at LIW

The Mindful Movement

We believe that effective and
responsible exercise is the foundation
to a better lifestyle.
We offer club owners the opportunity to expose
members to new and exciting forms of mindful exercise
that deliver profound results, while enhancing the skills
and career options for ﬁtness instructors.

merrithew.co.uk
4072 ™/® Trademark or registered trademark of Merrithew Corporation, used under license. All rights reserved.
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EXHIBITOR NEWS

Get support to reduce
your energy costs
Ever increasing energy costs are having a negative impact on
proﬁt margins of leisure and ﬁtness clubs across the UK.
An On-Site Utility Solution from EuroSite Power offers
guaranteed and immediate energy cost savings.
No capital expenditure is required helping you
to increase your proﬁt margins instantly.
CONTACT US TODAY
to ﬁnd out more and set up a free site assessment
to start your energy cost savings
phone: 0844 693 2848 or email: info@eurositepower.co.uk

POWER TO PROFIT
www.eurositepower.co.uk

RECREATEX, SOFTWARE FOR THE LEISURE INDUSTRY
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Visit us at LIW,
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Contact:
Pear Tree Cottage, The Green
Barlaston, ST12 9 AF
Tel: +44 20 36273442
www.syxautomations.co.uk
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
RESPOL FLOORING SOLUTIONS
Tel: +44 (0)1952 740400
www.respol.co.uk

For over thirty years, Respol have provided innovative flooring
solutions, developed and manufactured in-house and installed by
highly skilled and fully trained personnel, guaranteed to perform to
highest standards providing years of cost-effective service. Indoor
and outdoor flooring for sports halls, leisure facilities, athletic
tracks, acoustic and comfort flooring, rubber safety play areas and
resin carpet gravel walkways. A complete nationwide service from
preparation to installation with single source uncomplicated
warranties, free-of-charge no obligation survey and recommendations plus a vast range of finishes and colours to choose from,
including the complete BS4800, RAL and Pantone systems.
SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES

REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCTS FREEDOM CLIMBER
Tel: +44 (0)1483 559785
www.freedomclimber.co.uk

Freedom Climber the revolutionary rotating climbing wall trainer
system are building on their success in supplying to clubs for use in
functional training zones, with the addition of mounting points for
elastic stretch bands and suspension exercise bands. Being wall
mounted to minimise on required floor space, these developments
offer a greater variety of functional exercises that can be performed
individually or in circuit classes. Freedom Climber now produce
functional training wall panels and traverse climbing walls to expand
the design possibilities to suit the clients requirements. These systems
are also perfect for leisure and activity centres and schools.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Safe Space 3D video fly-through will be on display

SAFE SPACE LOCKERS
Tel: +44 (0)7557 365669
www.safespacelockers.co.uk

Sales Director, Daniel Jones said “We are renowned for the
quality of our lockers, washrooms, cubicles, padlocks, service and
account management. Now with the added 3D video fly-through,
we’re really excited about showcasing our range at LIW”.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Visit us
at the
LIW Show
stand H65

And now for something
completely different...
Download
Brochure here

An integrated booking, payment and membership
management solution for the Leisure Industry

Tel 0845 055 6066
Go to www.nslcrm.com/nsl-crm-4-leisure
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INCREA
SE
SECON
DARY S
PEND!
A

TTRACT
NEW
MEMB
ERS!

VISIT STAND H680 AT LIW
to find out how Better Belly can attract
new members to your club!
info@betterbelly.co.uk

www.betterbelly.co.uk

www.betterbelly.co.uk

EXHIBITOR NEWS
TECHNOGYM UK
Tel: +44 (0)1344 300236
www.technogym.com

Technogym are delighted to announce the UK
launch of mywellness cloud at LIW this year. mywellness cloud is
an online platform consisting of a suite of business applications
designed by Technogym, to help you communicate with your
members; understanding their needs and motivations to deliver a
better service. mywellness cloud is accessible to your members
everywhere, including a smartphone app for motivational
challenges and to track training and progress, keeping members
enthusiastic and loyal to your facility. The mywellness end user
app can be downloaded from the app store now. Visit our stand
H381 for a demonstration of how mywellness cloud could benefit
your facility. Technogym will also be running a dedicated seminar
programme with leading industry speakers in suites 28 and 31&32
located in the main atrium, adjacent to hall 20. Find out more and
book your place by visiting www.technogym.com/liw2012
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

WABOU SPORTS EQUIPMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)7855 394033
www.pommeltorso.co.uk

Star Trac’s innovations have led to a number of patents

STAR TRAC UK LTD
Tel: +44 (0)1494 688260
www.startrac.com

At Star Trac innovation has always pushed us but now there’s
even more driving us. From the very beginning, we’ve been
driven by innovation and doing things differently. Our first
treadmill was the result of us looking at existing technology
and seeing a better way. Every step since then has been
toward finding solutions to people’s needs and problems,
instead of just another product. The result has been more
than a dozen unique patents and many of our innovations
becoming industry standards. Since 2000, we’ve utilised a
design platform, a result from a past relationship with BMW
Group Designworks USA. This relationship helped us elevate
not only the function of our designs, but also their style. You
could say that we’ve never taken the easy, cheap or expected
road when designing a new product. Come and visit us at LIW
and see for yourself.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

SYX AUTOMATIONS LTD.
Tel: +44 (0)203 627 3442
www.syxautomations.co.uk

As the market leader in Northern Europe, Syx Automations
is focused on delivering innovative high end solutions to the
leisure industry. With over 800 active clients and more than
25 years’ experience we create lasting partnerships you can
rely on. Whether through our state of the art self-service
kiosks, integrated Direct Debit & BACS processing, Gift Aid,
Assigned Seating, Internet sales, CRM or Package Wizard, Syx
Automations is providing the market with cost saving,
integrated products that will help improve your business
operations and enhance your customer experience. Looking
for a solution that makes a difference? Visit us today.
SECTION: LEISURE FACILITIES
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The Pommel Torso was designed by a leading back surgeon to
target all the muscles of the core and lower back in a unique
fashion. While standard exercises predominantly target the
rectus abdominis muscles, Pommel Torso uses a rotational
movement to recruit all of the muscles of the core, lower and
upper back in a phasic motion. Research undertaken at the
University of Central Lancashire has shown the Pommel Torso
to elicit greater levels of muscle activity than conventional core
and abdominal exercises. In addition, using the Pommel Torso
elevates heart rate therefore providing additional cardio
benefits. The UCLAN showed that using the machine for 10
minutes, three times a week for six weeks resulted in a
significant reduction in body fat. The machine has proved
popular with users who report getting a great core workout, yet
at a lower perceived level of exertion than other core exercises.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

XTRAVAGANZA

Tel:+44 (0)1989 730738
www.xtravaganza.uk.com

Xtravaganza is the weight loss solution designed as a bolt on
business for the health and fitness industry. So far Xtravaganza
has helped more than 150,000 people lose weight. Usually
customers can succeed in losing weight but rarely keep it off.
This is because neither the customers mind set nor fundamental
lifestyles are changed. Xtravaganza works on both body and
mind providing customer long lasting success. Profitability and
member retention can be substantially boosted.
SECTION: HEALTH & FITNESS

Xtravaganza weight loss solution for the long term

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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EXHIBITOR NEWS

See us on
F200 at
Leisure
Industry
Week!

Seamless ﬂooring solutions for Leisure & Sports applications
t Indoor sports and leisure halls
t Accoustic and comfort flooring
t Outdoor sports and leisure facilities t Rubber safety flooring for children’s play areas
t Athletics tracks and sports courts t Resin carpet gravel walkways

Call 01952 740400 or visit us online at www.respol.co.uk

SPLASH IT
TIP IT
SPRAY IT
SQUIRT IT
9 bring life to your pool
9 replace old water features
9 create revenue through
play
9 latest interactive
water technology
9 designs to suit
all pool types

Hippo Leisure… Revitalise, Rejuvenate, Reinvent
Tel: +44 (0) 1752 771740

september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

E: sales@hippoleisure.com

W: www.hippoleisure.com
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The search engine for fitness buyers
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health club

For just over £20 per issue you can
access over 10,000 motivated leisure
professionals committed to the industry

management

DIRECTORY
architects/designers

To book your space call the sales team on

Tel: +44 (0)1462 431385
clothing & merchandise

www.zynkdesign.com

HEALTH CLUB & FITNESS DESIGNERS
t 0844 344 5566
w massdesigners.com

Leading specialists for bespoke
uniforms & promotional merchandise

The one stop shop for all
your ﬁtness uniforms and
promotional products

UÊ The latest designs and
quick-dry fabrics
UÊ Services for all clubs,
small or large
UÊ Unique, easy online
ordering system

Get in touch today!
T: +44(0) 208 206 2299
E: sales@beatconcepts.co.uk
W: www.beatconcepts.co.uk

Boost your clubs’ secondary income!

To book your advert call
the sales team on

UÊ 100% cotton prewashed towels retailing for £4
UÊ Over 100% mark up for your club
UÊ Free POS unit
UÊ Easy online ordering

+44 (0)1462 431385

E: towels@ﬁtanddry.com
W: www.ﬁtanddry.com

AV/sound

Gym Starter Packs

Lightmasters
Lightmasters

½
½
½
½

01480 407727

Finance Package Available

Wireless Cardio Cinema
Wireless Audio for Spin Classes
Full PA & AV Systems
LED & Fibre Optic Lighting Systems

1&)&)-*$("*)')*) -,+
1)/!&+1 "+1,!* ),,&!+
1-+1*! #)(!+1 &)%+
1(,)%+,!&$.!*0

The Complete Uniform
Management Service
1! $,!  )-(,("!*+
1()-+!*) -,$)(
1+,! $'!+

info@lightmasters.co.uk
www.lightmasters.co.uk

let us quote you today...
Book your advert on our website and
be seen by over 26,000 buyers every
month from as little as £240.

CALL THE SALES TEAM TODAY
TO DISCUSS YOUR BOOKING

Tel: 01945 476973

www.abaudiovisual.co.uk
Email. info@abaudiovisual.co.uk

september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

01462 431385

www.taylormadedesigns.co.uk
 +&!+ ,0&)*' ! !+$"(+)-%

To book your advert call
the sales team on

+44 (0)1462 431385

www.healthclubmanagement.co.uk
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clothing & merchandise (continued)
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club operation support
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make fitness your
business with
Britain’s leading
fitness
franchisor

Over 6,000 health clubs
choose Club Solutions
from Fiserv.
Connect with us at
+44 (0) 845 013 1000 or
visit www.clubs.serv.com

0845 363 1020

www.energiefranchise.com

computer membership
software



   


  




 
    

THE ONE STOP SOLUTION
FROM A SINGLE SUPPLIER

0800 072 6411

e: sales@clubwise.com

w: www.clubwise.com

◗ <dX`cdXib\k`e^
◗ :fekiXZkglYc`j_`e^
◗ >iXg_`Z[\j`^e
◗ ;`^`kXcklie`e^gX^\j

Whatever your
sector...

◗ @dX^\i\kflZ_`e^
◗ @ccljkiXk`fe
◗ 8[m\ik`j`e^[\j`^e
◗ ;`i\ZkdX`c
◗ Gi`ek
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Need a management
solution?
Get in touch and
find out how you
can start saving and
making money, year
after year...
t: 0844 847 5827
e: info@ez-runner.com

management software...made easy
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w: www.ez-runner.com
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customer engagement

exercise equipment (continued)

Get Members.
Keep Members.

“The FreeMotion Dual Cable Cross”...
Like the Swiss Army Knife this is the
ultimate multi functional Machine for all
your functional training needs

We think you will agree it’s the
Swiss Army knife for your gym

Call us now to get the
latest deals on 01204 541 710
or visit www.ﬁtnesssystems.co.uk

MAKING MOVEMENT MEASURABLE

www.cfm.net

Phone: 0115 777 3333

Looking to buy

Dumbbells?

direct debit collection

Download your FREE buyers
guide now:
·
·
·
·

HARLANDS
G RO U P
+LJKFROOHFWLRQORZFRVW
KLJKTXDOLW\PHPEHUVKLSFROOHFWLRQ

IURPWKHGLUHFWGHELWH[SHUWV

Managed Direct Debit Collections
Automated Member Enrolment
Integrated Member Management
Integrated Member Check-In

escapeﬁtness.com/HCMDB

ALL FOR A SINGLE, LOW COST
RATE PER COLLECTION

THE ONE STOP
SOLUTION FROM A
SINGLE SUPPLIER

0800 072 6411

W 
H VDOHV#KDUODQGVJURXSFRXN
Z ZZZKDUODQGVJURXSFRXN

e: sales@clubwise.com
w: www.clubwise.com

+DUODQGV6HUYLFHV/WG
VW)ORRU3HUU\PRXQW5RDG
+D\ZDUGV+HDWK:HVW6XVVH[5+%1

exercise equipment

Functional Fitness Specialists

FUNCTIONAL
FITNESS EQUIPMENT

Book your advert on our website and
be seen by over 26,000 buyers every
month from as little as £240.
CALL THE SALES TEAM TODAY
TO DISCUSS YOUR BOOKING

Tel: +44 (0)1945 880257
www.jordanfitness.co.uk

01462 431385
www.healthclubmanagement.co.uk

 

  

BODYCORE FUNCTIONAL
TRAINING PLATFORMS

www.bodycore.com info@bodycore.com
+44 (0) 1256 316180

FAST, FUN & FUNCTIONAL

“lyometrics without the impact”
september 2012 © cybertrek 2012
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exercise equipment (continued)

flooring

Looking to buy

Flooring?
The leader in
inclusive & specialist
cardio exercise
Tel 01344 300 022

Download your FREE buyers
guide now:

www.SCIFIT.uk.com

escapeﬁtness.com/HCMFLOOR

Book your advert on our
website and be seen by over
26,000 buyers every month
from as little as £240.

Functional Fitness Specialists

FITNESS FLOORING
SOLUTIONS

Call: 0845 402 2456 www.servicesport.co.uk
CALL THE SALES TEAM TODAY
TO DISCUSS YOUR BOOKING

Tel: +44 (0)1945 880257
www.jordanfitness.co.uk

01462 431385
www.healthclubmanagement.co.uk

group exercise
totalgymsolutions@hotmail.co.uk

www.fﬁttech.co.uk

 
 
 





 


 
  

  



gym mirrors

gymmirror.co.uk
WE SUPPLY & INSTALL GYM MIRRORS
 Stock & bespoke sizes
 Installation service
 Fast reliable nationwide delivery
Call the experts at Aspect Safety Mirrors
01223 263555
email: info@aspectsafetymirrors.co.uk
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Book your advert on
our website and be seen by
over 26,000 buyers every
month from as little as £240.

insurance

lockers/changing rooms (continued)
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CALL THE SALES TEAM
TODAY TO DISCUSS
YOUR BOOKING
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01462 431385
www.healthclubmanagement.co.uk

lighting
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Lightmasters
Lightmasters

½
½
½
½

01480 407727

Finance Package Available

lll#g^Y\ZlVn[b#Xdb

Wireless Cardio Cinema
Wireless Audio for Spin Classes
Full PA & AV Systems
LED & Fibre Optic Lighting Systems

info@lightmasters.co.uk
www.lightmasters.co.uk

Lockers
Locking
Systems
Cubicles
Washrooms
Servicing
3D Design
Rendering

lockers/changing rooms

FITLOCKERS
Quality Affordable Timber Lockers

info@safespacelockers.co.uk
www.safespacelockers.co.uk
Telephone: 0870 990 7989

T: 01923 770435
sales@ﬁtlockers.co.uk www.ﬁtlockers.co.uk

beauty
fitness
fun

leisure-kit.net
www.leisure-kit.net
The website, email and search engine for leisure buyers

gaming
golf
green
hospitality

Quick retrofit
solution, control
and convenience
without a key –
simple!
Tel: +44 (0)1635 239645

leisure
museum
spa
sport
water

Email: sales@kitlock.com

september 2012 © cybertrek 2012

Web: www.kitlock.com

www.leisure-kit.net
Visit leisure-kit.net

for the
latest news about products
and services for the leisure
industry.
To advertise your product
and reach over 20,000
leisure buyers call now on
+44 (0)1462 431385 or email
leisure-kit@leisuremedia.com

Now over

5,000

leisure suppliers
listed on our
NEW improved
search

subscribe online at www.leisuresubs.com
or call +44 (0)1462 431385

Read Health Club Management online at healthclubmanagement.co.uk/digital
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sales and marketing

by

Want an extra 200 - 700
new members for free?

Book your advert
on our website
and be seen by
over 26,000 buyers
every month from
as little as £240.

Call: 0115 777 3333
training

CALL THE SALES TEAM TODAY
TO DISCUSS YOUR BOOKING

01462 431385

sales and marketing
(continued)

To book your
advert call the
sales team on

+44 (0)1462
431385
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YOUR INVITATION
MEMBERS’ CHOICE

HEALTH CLUB
AWARDS

2012

healthclubawards.co.uk

THE 2nd ANNUAL
MEMBERS’ CHOICE
HEALTH CLUB AWARDS
37,000 members have voted across the UK and on 18 September
we’ll discover which clubs have won. So join us for a glittering
event on the ﬁrst night of LIW and be inspired!
STARTS 7.30PM
WELCOME DRINKS RECEPTION
THREE COURSE DINNER
2ND ANNUAL AWARDS PRESENTATION
CELEBRATION AFTER PARTY

W
TICKETS NO
AVAILABLE

www.healthclubawards.co.uk
SPONSORED BY

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

*

www.healthclubawards.co.uk
World’s No.1 Multivitamin †

*Trademark † Refers to Centrum brand. Based on worldwide sales.

See the AMT® on stand H232

Great just got greater.
Greater heights. Greater lengths. Greater workout.
G
The new Adaptive Motion Trainer® (AMT®) with Open Stride offers unparalleled
T
fr
freedom of motion. The breakthrough Open Stride technology lets users adjust
sstride height at will. Combined with the ability to dynamically adapt stride length,
th
the AMT offers a low-impact workout experience with unrivalled personalisation
aand limitless engagement.

See Open Stride in action at:

amtﬁtness.com

